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ABSTRACT
The resource reuse and recycling practice of industriai symbiosis (IS) has been shown 
to create significant economic and environmental benefits for both the businesses 
invoived in a synergy and the wider communities in which they reside. In the United 
Kingdom IS has been largely facilitated by the National Industrial Symbiosis 
Programme (NISP) on a demand-led ‘work with the willing’ basis. It is proposed, 
however, that the systematic and directed identification of opportunities for IS would 
allow NISP to facilitate the delivery of greater economic and environmental benefits 
than those achieved to date.
The goal of this project was to develop a framework for the proactive Identification of 
opportunities for IS. Drawing on ecologicai theory the framework and supporting toois 
were buiit on the concept of a symbiosis ‘conducive environment’ (i.e. areas of mature 
industrial activity that - through the forces and effects of system succession - are prime 
for eco-industrial development). The framework’s theoretical platform informed the 
deveiopment of a spatiai analysis tooi which drew on the conservation biology concept 
and practice of Habitat Suitability Indices and Habitat Suitabiiity Mapping. The tool 
characterised (through multi-criteria-evaluation) a baseline of high symbiosis potential 
and Identified comparable geographic areas of IS suitability that are prime for context 
sensitive eco-industrial development.
Industrial diversity was identified as being an important criterion within the identification 
and facilitation of IS opportunities. This finding ied to an anaiysis of the roie diversity 
piays in the development of industrial ecosystems and an analysis of the roie 
geospatiai industrial diversity piays in the facilitation of regional resource efficiency. By 
mapping the geospatiai industrial diversity of England, It was found that regions with 
high potential for local IS could be identified. The framework and supporting tools 
provide NISP with a model for the delivery of proactive intelligence-based regional 
resource efficiency.
©  Paul David Jensen 2012
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TERMS & DEFINITIONS
Allogenic (Succession): A change in the composition of an ecological community due 
to external environmental forces.
Autoecology: The study of a single species and its interactions with its immediate and 
wider environment (sometimes spelt autecology).
Autogenic (Succession): A change in the composition of an ecological community 
due to the effects of the organisms themselves.
Commensal: A symbiotic relationship where one symbiont benefits but the other is 
neither negatively nor positively affected by the relationship.
Community: The sum of all interacting organisms within a habitat.
Competitive Exciusion: Absence of one species due to the presence of another 
utilising the same resources.
Complementarity: Complementary rather than competitive use of a resource by two or 
more organisms (a form of niche partitioning).
Ecosystem: A community of organisms and its physical environment.
Fundamental Niche: All niches an organism can occupy in the absence of resource 
competition.
Geospatiai: The geographic location and spatial characteristics of natural and man- 
made features on the Earth’s surface.
Interpolation (GIS): The prediction of unknown data values derived from a sample of 
known discrete data values to create continuous data.
Mutualism: Symbiotic relationships were each symbiont derives benefit.
Niche: A complete description of an organism and its interaction with its environment.
Niche Partitioning: Different species using the same resources in different ways (in 
physical, spatial or temporal terms)
Population: A group of the same species living in the same geographic area.
Realised Niche: The specific observed niche of a given organism.
Raster Layer (GIS): Rows and columns of continuous data (pixels) combined to form a 
geographic feature.
Succession (Ecological): Change in the structure and species composition of an 
ecological community.
Symbiosis: A close relationship between two or more distinct species.
Vector Layer (GIS): Discrete geographic features(s) that can be represented by 
points, lines or polygons.
INCORPORATING INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS INTO 
REGIONAL RESOURCE PLANNING
1 Introduction
1.11ndustrial Symbiosis & Research Background
Industrial symbiosis can be seen as the establishment of close working agreements 
between normally unrelated industrial (and other) organisations that lead to resource 
efficiency (Jensen et al., 2011a). Whether the observed mode of symbiosis is primarily 
mutualistic or commensal (or even parasitic), whether resource reuse is performed in a 
simple or innovative manner, and whether the resource is a physical manufacturing by­
product or an intangible (such as knowledge), is not of consequence. What is important 
to recognising symbiosis is the presence of an interaction between distinctly unrelated 
entities (in a typical operational sense) that constitutes a new resource reuse or 
multiuse pathway\
Symbiosis working agreements, otherwise known as synergies, can be instigated in a 
premeditated manner under the conscious guise of industrial symbiosis and 
sustainable industrial development, or can evolve organically, over time, through the 
coming together of companies to solve resource management challenges or simply to 
explore mutual business development opportunities. These latter self-organised forms 
of synergy identification and development have been prevalent within industry for many 
years prior to being “uncovered” and labelled as industrial symbiosis (Chertow, 2007: 
22). The former method of active symbiosis implementation, however, is a relatively 
nascent form of resource management that derives from the field of industrial ecology 
and builds on a popularised belief that modelling industrial processes on those found 
within biological ecosystems can help to promote greater resource efficiency and 
sustainable development (e.g. Chertow, 2000; van Berkel, 2006; Deutz & Lyons, 2008; 
Costa & Ferrào, 2010).
In the United Kingdom, the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) has been 
promoting resource efficiency in the form of brokered industrial symbiosis working 
agreements since 2005. In 2011, it remains the world’s only working example of a 
facilitated industrial symbiosis programme that operates on a national scale. Since its 
inception, NISP has delivered significant environmental and economic benefits to both 
Programme members and the country as a whole (see Laybourn and Morrissey [2009] 
for externally verified metrics for the period 2005-10). The outputs generated by NISP, 
which far exceed Programme funding targets, have largely been achieved by ‘working 
with the willing’ on a demand-led basis. That is to say, to date, NISP has principally 
operated in a reactive manner to the resource management needs of companies and
 ^ There are a number of existing definitions of industrial symbiosis that precede the definition 
presented here. Some of these definitions have no obvious grounding within the ecological 
sciences from which the notion of symbiosis derives. It was thus decided that a simpler 
definition, consistent with ecological literature, was required for the RRP project to define its 
research boundaries. This point and the wider issue of the unnecessary reinterpretation of the 
language of ecology within the field of industrial ecology are covered within Section 2.1.
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other organisations that have actively sought or agreed, following practitioner 
engagement, to become members of the Programme^. This model of symbiosis 
implementation has developed a national network of Programme members that, by the 
end of 2011, amounts to approximately 13,000 companies. Although not all 
Programme members are actively involved in a synergy, each has provided information 
on the operational resource flows related to their respective industries. Indeed, a 
significant by-product of NISP operations has been the production of an in-depth 
inventory of resource usage and waste production information pertaining to all manner 
of industrial operations.
The significant inventory of data NISP possess on the resource flows of multifarious 
industries, and the empirical data pertaining to over 1,000 completed synergies and 
approximately 5,000 active resource to company matches^, can, it is argued, provide a 
platform for the production of a methodology for the active identification of opportunities 
for resource efficiency (one that can complement NISP’s current demand-led model of 
industrial symbiosis). It is postulated that an intelligence-based model of industrial 
symbiosis forward planning can generate economic and environmental benefits for 
existing and new Programme members, and the wider communities in which 
Programme members reside, that exceed those already achieved through reactive 
demand-led facilitation. As a consequence of this proposal, the Incorporating Industrial 
Symbiosis into Regional Resource Planning (RRP) project was conceived to explore 
the drivers of (and barriers to) synergy genesis. Building on the findings of this 
background exploration, the ultimate goals of the RRP project were to provide a 
conceptual framework and supporting tools for the active identification of opportunities 
for industrial symbiosis and hence promote systematic regional resource efficiency.
1.2 Industrial Symbiosis Planning & Research Questions
The idea that ecology and, in particular, ecosystem science can provide industry with 
the knowledge to develop in a more environmentally benign manner has been 
promoted by numerous authors. Among other, Jelinski et al. (1992), Smart (1992), 
Allenby and Cooper (1994), Côté and Hall (1995), Graedel (1996), Côté (1998), 
Korhonen (2001), Korhonen et al. (2001), Lifset and Graedel (2001), Korhonen and 
Snakin (2005), Nielsen (2007), Ashton (2009), Liwarska-Bizukojc et al. (2009) and 
Nielsen and Müller (2009) have all published detailed work on the potential of 
promoting sustainability by modelling industrial development on various elements of 
ecosystem evolution and maintenance analogues and/or metaphors. Although all 
innovative in their own right, many of the ideas presented by the aforementioned 
authors were, arguably, a product of the seminal idea of an “industrial ecosystem” 
previously articulated by Frosch and Gallopoulos (1989: 144).
 ^Whether they are valuable company assets (such as expertise or machinery) or seemingly 
worthless by-products or waste streams, the operational ‘products’ of a given industrial process 
are all categorised by NISP as a ‘resource’.
 ^An “active resource to company match” refers to potential synergies that are in the process of 
being facilitated but, for a variety of reasons, have not yet been completed and/or audited.
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Although the published ideas of Frosch and Gallopoulos (1989) are routinely credited 
as being the point at which the field of industrial ecology took root as an area of interest 
in academia and industry, the suggestion that ecology could inform the development of 
sustainable industrial systems was not new (Erkman, 1997). Indeed, one could rightly 
argue that industrial ecology was being promoted as a science and practiced as a 
means of resource efficiency many years previous to the publication of Frosch and 
Gallopoulos’s (1989) “Strategies for Manufacturing”. For instance, the science of 
agroecology (arguably the original industrial ecology) had been suggesting ways to 
analyse and actively optimise agroecosytems in terms of energy and material flow 
since at least the 1960s (Bayliss-Smith, 1982). Moreover, several ecologists had for 
many years prior to the popularisation of industrial ecology as a dedicated field, been 
professing the powers of ecology as a discipline to provide society with guidelines for 
holistic thinking and environmentally sympathetic development (Odum, 1977, 1989; 
Erkman, 1997). Whilst, in specific relation to industrial symbiosis, the tangible self­
organised symbioses which had evolved within the industrial district of Kalundborg, 
Denmark, were implemented in the 1970s and had been recognised as synergies and 
labelled as such in the late 1980s prior to coming to global attention in the early 1990s 
(Chertow, 2000). As such, it is clear that society has been looking toward ecology, if 
not consciously, as a way of interpreting and physically optimising anthropogenic 
systems for numerous years and consequently industrial ecology, per se, is neither a 
new science nor a new way of thinking.
The specific origins of industrial ecology aside, it is readily apparent that on the back of 
an increasing global awareness of manifold current and potential environmental issues, 
the discipline has increasingly gained popularity as a field of research potentially 
capable of reducing the environmental impact of industry and assisting a drive toward 
sustainability. One continuing issue that has arisen, however, is exactly how ecology 
can assist the promotion of sustainable industrial development. Indeed, analogies (and 
metaphors'^) of seemingly resource efficient and environmentally benign ecosystem 
processes that are presented as models for industrial development are both disputed 
and readily accepted to varying degrees by different sections of the industrial ecology 
community. Korhonen (2005), for example, presents a detailed exposition of the 
sometimes quarrelsome subject of whether there is any value in comparing natural 
ecosystem phenomena to that of industry. Reasons given for the dispute amongst 
industrial ecologists as to the worth and potential application of ecosystem analogues 
vary; one prominent criticism being that many of the analogues are presented, through 
poor interpretation of ecological theory, incorrectly or inappropriately (e.g. Harte, 2001; 
Wells, 2006; McManus & Gibbs, 2008; Ashton, 2009; Jensen et al. 2011b).
 ^ When discussing industrial ecology within academic literature, the terms ‘analogy’ and 
‘metaphor’ are regularly but wrongly employed interchangeably when describing the lessons 
that can be learnt from biological ecology. Ehrenfeld (2003) discusses how analogy and 
metaphor fundamentally differ in relation to the practical application of industrial ecology, whilst 
RRP Paper 1 (Reinterpreting Industrial Ecology) provides an argument on the very nature of the 
subject of industrial ecology and why it is wrong to portray the field as a metaphor-based 
philosophy for industrial development.
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Much research into existing attempts to physically implement industrial ecology, 
particularly in the form of planned eco-industrial parks (EIPs), would seemingly add 
weight to the criticisms of the potential for ecosystem analogues to promote tangible 
industrial symbioses. Brand and de Bruijn (1999), Desrochers (2004), Chertow (2007), 
Gibbs and Deutz (2007) and Hewes and Lyons (2008) all argue that the physical 
development of a diverse and resource efficient industrial ecosystem is more likely to 
occur organically through external economic, social, and/or general administrative 
reasons, than due to deliberate master planning based on analogues of biological 
ecosystem processes (that are directly aimed at implementing industrial symbiosis). 
Indeed, many EIPs that have been planned from scratch, based on contrived 
aspirations for industrial symbioses, have been shown to have never left the drawing 
board or failed in their early stages of operation due, largely, to an inability to attract the 
number and diversity of companies required to maintain the integrity of a resource 
efficient industrial ecosystem (e.g. Gibbs & Deutz, 2005, 2007; Chertow, 2007).
The inability to attract the variety of organisations (or pseudo-organisms) capable of 
acting as producers, consumers and, essentially, decomposers (which are all 
prerequisites within any self-sustaining system), is, in part, due to an absence of inter­
company trust and/or cooperation (e.g. Gibbs & Deutz, 2007; Chertow, 2007). Without 
inter-company trust and cooperation, companies are unlikely to link production 
processes in a manner that influences the ways in which they are able to operate 
(Gibbs, 2003). Thus, with social constructs such as trust and cooperative networks 
seemingly being the necessary spur to developing and maintaining tangible symbioses, 
there is a suggestion that creating a resource efficient industrial ecosystem is a more 
complicated process than simply planning industrial development on ecosystem 
functioning analogues (McManus & Gibbs, 2008). Indeed, Hewes and Lyons (2008: 
1340) argue that the more successful examples of symbiotic industrial networks 
developed on the back of the inter-personal relationships of embedded individuals, or 
“EIP champions”, who were able to promote the essential “humanistic connections” 
required to develop the degree of cooperation required to promote symbiosis, rather 
than as a result of any form of ecology inspired master planning.
In the United Kingdom, planned EIPs have not been constructed or widely promoted as 
options for industrial symbiosis implementation. Instead, eco-industrial development in 
the form of industrial symbiosis has been promoted and facilitated by NISP on a wider 
regional and national basis. Instead of attempting to develop contrived EIPs from 
scratch, NISP work with and actively seek to identify existing companies with the 
potential to engage in symbiotic relationships. Within the NISP model of industrial 
symbiosis facilitation, potential symbiont companies exist throughout a given 
geographic region that is effectively treated as a large, ready established, virtual EIP 
(Baker, 2006). Finding recipient companies for another company’s manufacturing by­
products or spare utilities capacity is achieved through what can be best described as a 
“dating agency” for businesses and their resources (Paquin, 2007: 6). Via one-to-one 
engagement or multi-attendee workshops, NISP and other followers of the broker 
model of symbiosis facilitation bring suitably matched existing companies, and their 
respective resources, together, and effectively organise the development of a regional 
industrial ecosystem.
By working with existing companies on a geographically unrestricted basis, the broker 
model of synergy facilitation seemingly avoids the above barriers to the development of 
planned EIPs: because the necessity to attract the variety of companies required to 
instigate industrial symbiosis is avoided; whilst the requirement for absolute trust 
between businesses is largely bypassed due to the presence of a neutral third-party 
synergy broker (Jensen et al. 2011a). That said, Chertow (2007: 12) would dismiss 
much of NISP’s outputs delivered via the broker model of symbiosis as not being true 
industrial symbiosis as most of their existing synergies do not fit her “3-2” 
characterisation heuristic (i.e. at least three entities must be involved in at least two 
resource exchanges to be deemed basic industrial symbiosis). Without the basic 3-2 
heuristic present within a given synergy, Chertow (2007) would argue that there is no 
evidence of the forms of complex relationship that differentiate synergies within an 
industrial ecosystem from simple linear one-way resource exchanges. If one accepts 
the suggestion that many of NISP’s synergies do not constitute true symbiosis or the 
development of a regional industrial ecosystem, and planned EIPs, where incumbent 
companies cycle each others’ waste streams and cascade utilities, “just do not work” 
(Chertow, 2007: 19), how are opportunities for eco-industrial development to be 
identified and, ultimately, facilitated? After many years of studying the role and 
development of industrial symbiosis as a theory and industrial practice, Chertow (2007) 
came to the conclusion that we can neither plan symbiosis in the form of EIPs, nor in 
the form of regionally brokered industrial symbiosis as practised by NISP; instead, she 
argued, we should uncover existing kernels of symbiosis and look to encourage their 
development.
Chertow’s (2007: 26) argument that uncovering existing “kernels” or “precursors” of 
symbiosis and encouraging their further development is the best option for promoting 
industrial symbiosis is based on the work of many authors who have studied 
occurrences of spontaneous synergy development. Citing numerous earlier studies as 
evidence, Chertow’s (2007) primary reason given for spontaneous synergy evolution 
and facilitation derives from observations of local ‘win-win’ situations (as promoted by 
industrial agglomeration) which have generated opportunities for businesses to 
cooperate in ways industrial ecologists would term industrial symbiosis. Notably this 
predictable rationale for symbiosis genesis is also commensurate with basic ecological 
succession and niche theory^ (e.g. Begon et al. 2006) When Chertow (2007: 26) 
compares past research on spontaneous industrial symbiosis with the extensive work 
conducted by Gibbs et al. (2005) on numerous failed attempts to plan EIPs, it is easy to 
understand how she comes to her conclusion that the existing symbiosis “all around 
us” should be encouraged further before more (seemingly) fruitless efforts to plan 
symbioses from scratch, based on ecosystem analogues, is attempted. It should be 
noted, however, that a weakness in Chertow’s (2007: 24) suggestion is that apart from 
the claim that academics “have a good sense” of where kernels of symbiosis might 
“lurk”, she does not provide any obvious approach for “uncovering” areas of potential 
eco-industrial development.
In summary, there are several apparent conclusions that can be drawn from the above 
overview of industrial ecosystem planning literature. Firstly, ecosystem development
® This argument is expanded within Section 2.1 of this synthesis of RRP research.
analogues employed in symbiosis planning are seemingly not fit for purpose as 
evidence suggests that social cognitive constructs such as trust are more important to 
driving (and hindering) symbiotic planning processes than any lessons for resource 
efficiency that can be obtained from the ecological sciences. Secondly, industrial 
ecosystem development stands more chance of success if it is encouraged within 
areas of existing industry where ‘win-win’ opportunities for symbiosis already exist 
through (among other) the effects of agglomeration, than through contrived ideological 
visions of eco-industrial master planning. Notably, however, this observation is fully 
consistent with many aspects of ecological niche theory (e.g. niche construction, 
facilitation and resource complementarity [discussed further in Section 2.1]). Finally, 
other than the ‘instinct’ of academics and symbiosis practitioners, there are no obvious 
guidelines or tools available for actively identifying opportunities for symbiotic industrial 
activity and, consequently, systematically encouraging the known economic and 
environmental benefits of successful synergy realisation.
In exploring the above conclusions further, the RRP project sought to examine how 
ecology has been applied within both active symbiosis planning and academic analysis 
of schemes to implement industrial ecology. Based on the results of this examination 
efforts were directed toward ascertaining whether an improved understanding of 
synergy genesis at the primary level of energy and material flow could provide a 
methodology for visualising opportunities for proactive symbiosis facilitation. In 
addressing these two RRP research streams, the project also looked to further define 
the concept of symbiosis and how it is best delivered as an active form of regional 
resource efficiency planning. To frame RRP research, the following questions were 
developed as a guide toward project delivery:
> Can ecology inform industrial symbiosis planning and, specifically, can 
symbiosis be actively planned?
> Can potential opportunities for symbiosis be visualised and communicated in 
spatial planning terms and what is the role of spatial tools in identifying 
opportunities for eco-industrial development?
> What is the role of industrial symbiosis, if any, within a regional resource 
planning model and does the current definition of symbiosis (and consequently 
the role of NISP) require widening to generate greater regional eco-industrial 
development?
1.3 Research Portfolio Overview
The synthesis of RRP research, conducted over the four year period January 2008 to 
December 2011, continues by detailing the development of the background theoretical 
concepts which provide the platform for the recommendations for proactive industrial 
symbiosis planning (Section 2.1). The development of methods for visualising 
opportunities for industrial symbiosis is also discussed along with options for their 
further development and their potential application to efforts to implement regional 
resource efficiency (Section 2.2). A summary of project findings, limitations to the
presented research, recommendations for further research and overall project 
conclusions are also provided (Section 3). The synthesis of RRP research is 
constructed around three papers published within peer reviewed journals and a 
working paper that, collectively, cover both the theoretical foundations of the project 
and the practical application of research findings. Where appropriate these papers will 
be referred to within the research synthesis document and directions will be given to 
their location within the portfolio and suggestions made for targeted reading.
To enable a concise summary of work relevant to the eventual outputs of RRP 
research to be presented, the synthesis document does not detail every aspect of RRP 
research undertaken over the four year project period. A large body of work was 
produced during the early stages of the project on the subject of resource mapping of 
wastes: both at the local scale in relation to a multifarious analysis of the South 
Humber Bank (SHB) industrial ecosystem, and, at the national scale, in relation to 
uncovering geospatiai resource usage and waste production trends that could aid the 
identification of areas for targeted research. As well as proposals for the development 
of the SHB as an exemplar industrial ecosystem, this early period of research also 
involved the resolution of many data acquisition, suitability and usage issues that arose 
whilst undertaking work on the visualisation of opportunities for symbiosis via bespoke 
use of geographic information systems (GIS). Where necessary, brief details of these 
research topics are provided in the synthesis document and directions are provided to 
further discussion on these and other subjects within the RRP six-month project reports 
provided as a CD-ROM supplement to this research portfolio. The CD-ROM also 
contains research that was not included in bi-annual project progress reports, the main 
body of this synthesis of research or the appended papers. The collective content of 
the CD-ROM provides additional reading on the wider development of the arguments 
and tools presented herein. It is intended, however, that the following synthesis of RRP 
research and accompanying papers provide the reader with an understanding of the 
primary theoretical arguments, recommendations and application of tools developed to 
assist regional resource planning for industrial symbiosis.
On conclusion of reading the following synthesis of RRP research and the attached 
papers, three key messages should be communicated. Firstly, existing ecological 
theory is capable, if applied suitably, of telling the story of how opportunities for 
resource efficiency evolve within industrial ecosystems. Secondly, by building on the 
first key message and the consequent notion of an industrial symbiosis ‘conducive 
environment’, opportunities for industrial resource efficiency can be visualised through 
a range of media to assist in proactive industrial symbiosis planning. Lastly, conducting 
industrial symbiosis research and planning in a context-sympathetic manner is 
paramount if identified opportunities for industrial symbiosis are to be realised in an 
effective and enduring manner.
2 Planning for Resource Efficiency
2.1 A Theory of Planning for Industrial Symbiosis (Evoiution, not Creation!)
It should be made clear from the outset that the RRP project was grounded upon the 
premise that ecology, if employed correctly, can provide the knowledge to understand 
how industrial ecosystems evolve and how one can identify opportunities for eco- 
industrial development. Although some of the criticisms in the literature pertaining to 
the use of ecology as a tool for planning eco-industrial development are outwardly 
sound, some are also unhelpful and clearly highlight the superficial engagement with 
ecological theory within some sections of the industrial ecology community. For an 
example of an outwardly sound argument, Ayres (2004) suggests that economic 
systems are unique or diverge from ecology in so many ways that it is not a suitable 
metaphor for deriving proposals for sustainable industrial development. His underlying 
assessment of metaphors and the differences between ecology and industry are 
correct. As discussed within Reinterpreting Industrial Ecology (Paper 1 of this portfolio) 
there are indeed many ways in which industrial systems and biological ecosystems do 
not function or evolve in a comparative or uniform manner. The fact that metaphors are 
proved to be not fit for purpose or useful in relation to understanding the evolution of 
industrial systems does not, however, make ecology a poor science for understanding 
industrial evolution or its functioning. It instead highlights many industrial ecologists 
misinterpretation of what the science of ecology pertains to and/or highlights a growing 
societal trend that the word -  ecology - is becoming a catch-all term for anything 
deemed to be environmentally friendly, rather than a dedicated sub-branch of biology 
(see Westoby, 1997). Of the many possible examples of an unhelpful argument as to 
why ecology, per se, does not lend itself to providing an understanding of industrial 
systems. Wells (2006) provides perhaps one of the most notable. His argument that the 
human “...ability to transcend the natural environment, to alter, to adapt, and thereby 
become more than just one more creature embedded in the natural world” (Wells, 
2006: 120)®, which he uses as a rationale for viewing human systems differently to 
other biological systems, is made without an apparent understanding of accepted 
ecosystem development theory. Ecosystem science is grounded upon the very 
understanding that all system components, whether in a conscious manner or not, 
continually alter and adapt (not necessarily in a successful manner) to their 
surroundings. This, in part, is the basic process of ecological succession^. The only 
differences between humans and other forms of biota are the particular nature of the 
alteration and adaption. Humans patently do not transcend the natural environment 
and they are by no means alone in the bringing of global ecosystem change. Indeed, 
Homo sapiens are ultimately a product of another organism’s significant alteration of 
the environment. Without the oxygenic pollution of the atmosphere by early forms of 
cyanobacteria, humans and all other eukaryotic organisms would not exist.
® Wells (2006: 120) justifies this premise with the equally implausible argument (from an 
ecological perspective) that: “While man is indeed of nature, it does not follow that all things 
anthropogenic can be treated as ‘natural’”.
 ^ Succession refers to a change in the structure and species composition of an ecological 
community as promoted by the species themselves (i.e. autogenic succession) or by wider 
environmental influences (i.e. allogenic succession) (Chapman & Reiss, 1999).
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At its most basic, the word ecology translates from its Greek origins as home study or, 
to be precise, understanding of the home (Chapman & Reiss, 1999). Ecology is 
fundamentally the observation of ontic reality. It is not a science constructed from 
normative ideals or expectations. Ecology has been called a: “...science for everybody, 
but not an easy science” (Begon et al., 2006: vii). It is distinct from other sciences by 
being intrinsically confronted by uniqueness: millions of distinct species with billions of 
individuals each interacting with an ever-changing world (Begon et al., 2006). As such, 
it is only to be expected that if you actively look for divergence between other biological 
systems and human systems, industrial or otherwise, you will find it with little or no 
effort. Conversely, it is also true that if you look for convergence between industry and 
other biological systems, you will also find it. Indeed, it is folly to believe that only 
humans are ‘industrious’. And, even if it is true that such phenomena as industrial 
symbiosis are characterised and driven by trust and cooperation, such (socio) 
biological traits are not the sole dominions of Homo sapiens. Although ecology seeks to 
simplify observations of the world and the way it functions by identifying common 
patterns and processes, it fundamentally recognises the uniqueness of its study objects 
and looks to accept complexity and all that complexity entails (Begon et al., 2006), 
rather than being dissuaded by its presence and its apparent propensity to create 
contradiction between what is, and what one would hope or expect to be. Industrial 
ecology is the ecology of industry and should (consequently) be studied as such 
(Jensen et al., 2011b). This proposal advocates that ecology can provide industrial 
ecologists with basic principles and laws of system genesis and evolution but, after 
that, the idiosyncrasies of the many forms of ‘lo-tech’ and ‘hi-tech’ industry (and 
everything in-between) must be studied in a context-specific manner for any valuable 
understanding and prescribable knowledge for change to be produced. Despite what 
much industrial ecology literature would suggest, such need to invent or reinterpret 
ecological principles to suit what occurs within industrial ecosystems does not translate 
as the rejection of ecology as a science capable of (in this case) understanding the 
development of opportunities for industrial symbiosis. It simply highlights the necessary 
evolution of industrial ecology as a science (see portfolio Paper 1: Reinterpreting 
Industrial Ecology for a more complete exposition of these arguments).
Based on the argument that ecology is a science largely built on (holistic) observation, 
the RRP project sought to identify and observe the ‘habitats’ that opportunities for 
symbiosis will be prone to evolve within. It took base level principles of ecosystem 
evolution and the drivers of symbiosis genesis and attempted to translate these 
principles to industrial systems. Importantly, RRP research did not seek to observe or 
prescribe ideals based on contrived visions of eco-industrial desirability. This would, as 
has happened in the past, inevitably lead to misconceived disappointment in relation to 
failed attempts to actively plan symbiotic industrial networks (Jensen et al. 2012). 
Indeed, the interpretation of industrial symbiosis provided within the introduction of this 
research synthesis document was conceived to be as consistent with established 
ecological literature as possible. Although the above arguments suggest that ecological 
principles should, when necessary, be invented or reinterpreted to suit what is 
observed within industrial systems (as is the case within all autoecological studies®).
® Autoecological (or sometimes spelt autecological) refers to the study of a single species and 
its interactions with its local and wider environment.
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the frivolous reinterpretation of the language and principles of ecology only leads to 
unnecessary debate and restricts the development of sound science. For example, the 
Chertow (2007) definition of industrial symbiosis which dictates that only resource 
exchanges that meet a 3-2 heuristic constitutes symbioses, serves no obvious purpose 
other than to confuse an otherwise simple concept. Symbiosis already has a perfectly 
sound meaning within ecology that translates perfectly well to industrial systems. The 
key criteria to identifying symbiosis are the coming together of two normally unrelated 
system actors to facilitate resource reuse or multiuse. This definition is entirely 
consistent with classical ecology. Chertow’s (2007) definition of industrial symbiosis 
has no obvious grounding in ecology and has no clear objective other than to 
incorporate an unnecessary notion of complexity into the definition. To suggest that 
symbioses has to have at least three entities involved in two resource exchanges to 
show proof of complexity and, consequently, differentiation from a simple linear 
resource exchange, is absurd and creates needlessly restrictive research parameters. 
Indeed, at what point does ecological structure become complex and how do arbitrary 
numbers of interactions characterise complexity? Moreover, how does this arbitrary 
number of companies and resource exchanges vaguely relate to biological symbiosis 
from which the notion of industrial symbiosis supposedly derives? This is a clear 
example of Nielsen’s (2007: 1641) observation that the ecological concept of 
‘complexity’ is usually used within industrial ecology in a: “very vague, poorly defined, 
manner”.
Although there may be many good arguments and observational evidence to support 
the belief that trust and cooperation may ‘seal the deal’ when it comes to facilitating 
industrial symbiosis (e.g. Gibbs, 2003; Hewes & Lyons, 2008; Christensen, 2011), 
ultimately the driver behind the genesis of opportunities for industrial symbiosis, at the 
primary level of resource creation and flow, are the forces inflicted on system actors by 
the wider economic, political and/or biophysical environment. Symbiotic activity within 
all systems is a result of natural selection. Natural selection is, however, a process and 
not the cause of evolution (or, in this case, evolved traits such as symbiotic behaviour). 
The cause of evolution is not inherent adaptability as is sometimes believed; the cause 
of evolution is wider environmental factors (i.e. ‘agents of selection’) (MacColl, 2011). 
Agents of evolution, which promote the appearance of new species or behaviour, can 
vary in form from a reduction in life-sustaining resources through overconsumption, to a 
severe local climatic change, to the introduction or appearance of a vigorous 
competitor (and so on). Within industrial systems, agents of change that could 
encourage or force a business to engage in industrial symbiosis could, for example, be 
local scarcity of resources, the increased cost of waste disposal due to environmental 
legislation, or, simply, an opportunity to realise a business development opportunity. 
Ultimately, however, symbiosis is something that evolves from a localised ‘struggle for 
survival’ or an inherent compulsion to exploit a newly identified or created niche 
produced by wider environmental forces. Indeed, even symbiosis in the form of 
mutualism is described by ecologists as: “...reciprocal exploitation, not a cosy 
relationship” (Begon et al., 2006: 408). Based on this, it seems apparent that the best 
option for identifying opportunities for industrial symbiosis is to identify industrial areas 
that are subject to some form of economic, political and/or resource based 
environmental stress.
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In identifying industrial systems with a propensity for the evolution of opportunities for 
industrial symbiosis, it is necessary to possess a better understanding of the evolution 
of ecosystems. The specifics of many of the principles which underpin ecosystem 
science are, however, still being developed and debated by ecologists the world over. 
Indeed, one brief look through one of the many leading ecology journals would highlight 
the fact that disagreement still exists on some of the most fundamental ‘principles’ of 
ecology (see leading journals such as Oikos and Ecology). Indeed, it has been 
suggested that the surface of the complex nature of all living systems has barely been 
scratched (Wilson, 2001). Thus, there is a long way to go before our knowledge of 
ecology is sufficient enough to be able to act as a catch-all blueprint for uniform eco- 
industrial development. However, in conjunction with our knowledge that symbiosis is a 
product of wider environmental influences of an evolving system, we can apply some of 
the more basic theories of ecology which we know to be universally true. As touched 
on already, both niche theory and the principle of ecological succession are good 
starting points for understanding the processes that instigate symbiotic behaviour. In 
specific relation to their influence on the development of opportunities for industrial 
symbiosis, both of these subjects are discussed in detail in the research background 
sections of Paper 1 (Reinterpreting Industrial Ecology), Paper 3 (‘Habitat’ Suitability 
Mapping), and Paper 4 (Industrial Diversity & Industrial Symbiosis) of this synthesis of 
RRP research. In summary, however, niche theory dictates that all species, or 
businesses, possess a specific realised niche that over time, and in response to each 
environmental force they are influenced by, they have come to evolve into. All 
businesses also possess a fundamental niche. A fundamental niche represents all of 
the operational niches that a given business is able to realise in the absence of 
competition. The very appearance of an organism or business in a given area 
produces, by definition, a niche and changes the composition and resource flow 
dynamics of the said area. This in turn allows other organisms to exploit the changes in 
the area to realise one or more of their own fundamental niches. Sometimes the 
changes allow the existing incumbent species to proliferate and sometimes it creates a 
habitat that is no longer suited to their fecundity and they perish or move on (if 
possible).
The continual changes to and increasing diversification of a system, which occurs on 
the back of repeated niche construction and realisation, provide the opportunities for 
symbiotic relationships. As it is generally accepted that no two species can fill the same 
niche (in the same area), such phenomena as niche complementarity and partitioning 
evolve. Through resource complementarity and partitioning, two (or more) species 
evolve to exploit the same resource but in different spatial, temporal or physical ways. 
In totality, this process of wider community change is referred to as succession. The 
continual process of action-reaction of species to each other, the appearance of new 
species, and the changing habitat and wider environment they reside in, promotes 
(ordinarily) the diversification of the system and increased resource recycling and 
productivity. These phenomena and processes, which both promote opportunities for 
and witness the realisation of symbiotic activity, are present within all (eco) systems. In 
general, the more mature the system is, the more prevalent the process of niche 
development and diversification will be (see Odum, 1969; Hooper et al., 2005; Begon 
et al., 2006; Jensen, 2011; Jensen et al., 2011b, 2012). As a consequence of this 
knowledge of niche theory, succession, and the potential forces of system evolution, it
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was surmised that areas of diverse mature industry are areas best suited to identifying 
opportunities for industrial symbiosis. Such areas were duly termed industrial symbiosis 
‘conducive environments’.
When attempting to understand their genesis, development and potential for evolution 
toward greater resource efficiency, it has to be recognised that no two ecosystems 
(biological or industrial) are the same and different species within the system are not 
equal in the scale of functional (or redundant) roles they play. The actual principles of 
how a given industry or wider industrial ecosystem functions and interacts with its 
environment are matters for individual characterisation and description. In the same 
way that biological ecosystems cover everything from Arctic sea ice to salt marsh to 
rainforest, it is reasonable to assume that industrial ecosystems will exist in many 
different forms. In the same way that the specific evolution of opportunities for and 
realisation of symbiotic relationships occur in many different ways within the given 
examples of biological ecosystems, the specifics of the evolution of particular 
opportunities for industrial symbiosis will be likewise context-specific. To an extent, 
these collective guidelines for identifying opportunities for symbiosis, and the making of 
plans to actively realise these opportunities, are in agreement with the Chertow (2007) 
argument that to promote local industrial symbiosis you must build on kernels of 
existing eco-industrial development. Where the two theories differ, however, is that 
RRP research provides guidelines of where to look for these kernels and precursors of 
symbiosis that go beyond the intuition of academics and practitioners. It could be 
argued that much of what has been suggested is common-sense, and reads much like 
long-existing discussions on the subject of economic geography theory (see Renner, 
1947; Desrochers, 2004, 2012; Belussi & Caldari, 2009). This, however, simply 
highlights that industrial ecology has been employed as a subject for understanding the 
evolution of industrial ecosystems for many years, but under a different name. 
Unfortunately, due to the many differences that exist between industrial systems and 
biological systems at the community interaction level, and a general trend to reject the 
notion that human systems are a product of nature (e.g. Boons & Roome, 2001 ; 
Ehrenfeld, 2003; Wells, 2006), industrial ecology as a field has perhaps been too busy 
debating whether ecology is a suitable science (or metaphor) upon which to model 
industrial systems to recognise the many similarities that do exist between the two 
systems and the fact that, in community ecology, context-specific theory is developed 
all the time to accommodate the inevitable instances of divergence that are 
encountered.
In summary, the idea that symbiosis is characterised by minimum exchange 
characteristics that involve 3-2 heuristics is rejected. This is not consistent with 
ecology. Industrial symbiosis is simply the development of a close working agreement 
between normally unrelated industries that results in resource efficiency. Consequently, 
the simple (and sometimes highly innovative) broker model of company to resource 
‘speed-dating’ employed by the likes of NISP does constitute symbiosis and, ultimately, 
the development of local, regional and national industrial ecosystems. In identifying 
opportunities for proactively promoting industrial symbiosis facilitation, it has been 
shown that ecology as a science can, if employed correctly, be used to understand the 
genesis, evolution, and realisation of symbiotic relationships. Maturing industrial 
systems subject to wider environmental change will present the greatest opportunities
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for ‘uncovering’ and planning industrial symbiosis activity. Mature industrial ecosystems 
constitute an industrial symbiosis ‘conducive environment’. The specific ‘rules’ of 
industrial ecosystem genesis and development will, however, be unique to individually 
characterised ecosystems. There are no universal guidelines for the proactive 
promotion of regional resource efficiency. Instead it is argued that it is paramount to 
perform all proactive resource efficiency planning decisions in a context-specific 
manner if industrial ecosystems are to be encouraged to evolve toward their most 
efficient and enduring potential.
2.2 Identifying Opportunities for Industrial Symbiosis (‘Conducive Environments’)
Actively identifying opportunities for industrial symbiosis is not easy due to the 
idiosyncratic and dynamic nature of ecological structure at the community and 
ecosystem functioning levels. Thus, building on the premise that: “industrial ecology is 
the ecology of industry and should be studied as such” (Jensen et al., 2011b: 680), 
efforts to actively identify opportunities for industrial symbiosis were duly constructed 
around existing research techniques of applied ecology. In the first instance, a study 
into the location of all companies involved in a NISP synergy and the movement of their 
resources to their point of reuse was conducted. This study was aimed at attempting to 
append a quantitative platform to the largely qualitative notion of close geographic 
proximity between businesses and the role of proximity in the successful facilitation of 
industrial symbiosis. In effect, the study sought to determine whether particular 
resources possessed a ‘natural home range’ in terms of the distance they move to a 
point of reuse. The second study involved the application of ecological habitat 
suitability modelling to industrial systems. By identifying, studying and characterising (in 
geospatiai infrastructure terms) an exemplar ‘habitat’ of eco-industrial development, 
this exercise sought to identify further geographic areas with the same geospatiai 
characteristics as a baseline area of optimum symbioses suitability. Research findings 
from both of these studies necessarily led to an examination of the role geospatiai 
industrial diversity plays in the facilitation of industrial symbiosis.
Detailed documentation and in-depth methodologies employed within the geographic 
proximity study, habitat suitability mapping exercise and analyses of the roles industrial 
diversity play in the development of opportunities for industrial symbiosis, can be found, 
respectively, within Paper 2, Paper 3 and Paper 4 of this RRP research synthesis 
document. This section continues, however, by summarising the rationale, methods 
and results of these three studies and presents additional complementary work not 
documented within the published papers.
The Geospatiai Movement of Resources
Close geographic proximity between potential symbiont companies is said to be a 
hallmark of successful symbiosis networks (e.g. Chertow, 2000; van Berkel, 2006; Shi 
et al., 2010). This observation, however, is of little practical help to practitioners looking 
to find a company able and willing to take another company’s waste products. After all, 
what constitutes ‘close’ geographic proximity? Some resources, such as utilities in the 
form of power and steam, patently possess a specific measurable limit to how far they 
can feasibly ‘travel’ to a point of use or reuse. However, transport costs aside, there
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should be few if any limits to how far physical materials and substances can travel to a 
point of reuse. Indeed, some resources such as valuable materials ought to be able to 
travel anywhere for recycling. Analyses of the NISP database of synergies (facilitated 
between April 2004 and December 2009) found, however, that most materials within 
most regions travelled, on average, the relatively short distance of 32.6 kilometres (km) 
or less. One exception to this trend was that specialist materials and man-made 
composites such as inorganic chemicals, rubber and textiles, travelled further, on 
average, than 32.6 km (52.2 km, 62.0 km and 44.5 km respectively). The second 
exception was found within the east of England: where all materials travelled, on 
average, much further than 32.6 km (47.8 km). This sort of information is of great 
practical planning value to practitioners if it can be shown that the distances materials 
are travelling are influenced by a specific (measurable) variable, and are not just 
random figures. As such, several variables that could potentially influence the distance 
materials travel to a point of reuse were identified and assessed.
In ascertaining which if any variables dictate how far materials move within synergies 
facilitated by NISP, the monetary value of a synergy, the physical attributes of the 
materials exchanged, environmental impacts and ‘mental distances’ between partner 
companies were all assessed. Though it would be intuitive to surmise that high value 
materials can and do travel further on average than less valuable materials, the 
assessment of resource movement factors found that there was no correlation between 
resource movement and the value of the materials or the cost savings or new sales 
created by the synergy. Remembering that resources being exchanged within industrial 
symbiosis agreements are the waste products of at least one of the industries involved 
in the synergy, it is perhaps not surprising that the monetary value of a resource has no 
influence over how far materials can or do move. By their very classification as waste, 
waste products do not conform to the normal usage and movement patterns that apply 
to raw materials and end products in terms of a given company’s assessment of their 
relative value. Indeed, waste products effectively exist in their own markets. If this were 
not true, all operational ‘wastes’ would arguably move directly from a given company’s 
‘end-of-pipe’ or refuse bins, and into their ‘shop windows’ for sale or trade. Similar to 
the monetary value of a material, it was found that there was also no correlation 
between the physical attributes (e.g. size, shape or weight) of a material and how far 
materials move. In terms of the environmental cost of facilitating a synergy, it was 
found that carbon savings generated by the reuse of the material were far greater than 
emissions created transporting the resource to its recipient company. Thus, resource 
movement was not restricted, in general, by environmental considerations. In relation 
to short ‘mental’ distances, which help to generate trust and cooperation between 
companies (Ehrenfeld & Gertler, 1997; Gibbs & Deutz, 2007), the study into resource 
movement within NISP facilitated synergies concluded that this could not be a deciding 
factor in how far materials move due to the fact that synergies are both identified and 
initially facilitated by neutral third-party practitioners, rather than two companies with a 
self-centric need to strive for the best respective business deal.
Following a rejection of the aforementioned variables as the primary influence on how 
far materials travel within NISP synergies, personal knowledge of NISP practitioners 
led to the conclusion that the distances materials travel reflects each region’s collective 
practitioner knowledge of the industrial geography of their working area, and the local
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replication of synergies facilitated elsewhere. That is to say, synergies facilitated in one 
area of the country are invariably replicable within another area of the country which 
possesses similar industrial geography. Despite NISP being largely built upon a 
computerised resource cataloguing and matching platform pertaining to all Programme 
members and their waste materials, it does not replace a practitioner’s personal 
knowledge of a resource or the companies that reside within a given working area, 
many of which are not active members of NISP. The specific distances each material 
travels, it was concluded, must be dictated by the relative geospatiai industrial diversity 
of a given area. In effect, this meant that, on average, within 32.6 km of a company 
possessing a waste product, another company should exist which is able to reuse or 
recycle it. In relation to the increased distances produced for specialist resources, it 
was surmised that businesses which can reuse specialist materials such as inorganic 
chemicals are, by definition, rare, and therefore uncommon in both number and 
geographic distribution. In relation to the larger distances materials travel within the 
east of England region, it was further surmised that this reflects the fact that this area is 
largely characterised by agricultural land with few major areas of dense industrial 
activity. In attempting to explore and empirically test these conclusions, the study into 
the role of geospatiai industrial diversity in symbiosis facilitation was conceived (see 
Paper 4: Industrial Diversity & Industrial Symbiosis); whilst the actual figures produced 
during the examination of resource movement, fed directly into the habitat suitability 
mapping exercise (below).
Identifving Svmbioses ‘Conducive Environments’
The motive for applying the habitat suitability modelling techniques of conservation 
biologists to attempts to actively identify industrial symbiosis ‘conducive environments’, 
related back to the issue of ecology being a difficult subject to study at the community 
and system levels. Instead of designing an EIP from scratch and effectively guessing 
what companies should be involved in a contrived symbioses network (or what 
industries a given region would like to be involved in a network), performing a habitat 
suitability assessment provides an appraisal of what should be present within an area 
to promote industrial symbiosis. The process relies, however, on the habitat assessor 
accepting the proposition that a suitable habitat and its emergent properties are 
characterised by the sum of its constituent elements, and not the individual elements of 
the system themselves. If this proposition is not accepted, some variables and 
parameters analysed within a habitat suitability assessment could, outwardly, be 
deemed to be arbitrary or not obviously related to the functioning of a given habitat.
An applied ecology habitat suitability assessment is performed within conservation 
biology research for two primary reasons. Since the characterisation process allows 
one to take the results of the assessment and compare them to other areas to 
ascertain how similar they are and, consequently, how suitable they are to perform a 
given role or provide a particular service, the first reason for conducting a habitat 
assessment is to generate an inventory of all areas capable of supporting a particular 
organism, and to determine how much, in geographic terms, of the habitat exists. The 
second reason is to facilitate, if necessary, the translocation of a given species which is 
threatened within one area to an area where it is known the organism should be able to 
prosper. Based on this, it was proposed that the characterisation of a known baseline
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industrial ‘habitat’ rich in existing and potential opportunities for symbioses, would allow 
other comparable industrial symbiosis ‘conducive environments’ to be identified within 
a given geographic area. It was also proposed that the suitability mapping exercise 
would give practitioners an indication of what form of industry would fit well within any 
industrial ecosystem that was identified as being similar to the exemplar baseline. This 
process would largely eliminate the guesswork that is involved in both the development 
of contrived ‘greenfield’ EIPs, and the identification of areas of high symbioses potential 
based solely on the intuition or opinions of academics or practitioners.
The baseline chosen to represent a known industrial symbiosis ‘conducive 
environment’ was the South Humber Bank (SHB) industrial ‘habitat’ in Lincolnshire, 
northern England®. The SHB was chosen as the suitability assessment baseline as it is 
known to possess many existing instances of symbiosis and, based on an ongoing site 
assessment by NISP and the University of Surrey, it is also known to possess the 
potential for a significant power and steam sharing network to be created. Importantly, 
the SHB is a mature industrial area and it is believed that the existing and potential 
power and steam sharing based symbioses developed in response to autogenic forces 
that resemble those which promote ecological succession. As such, it was considered 
that the SHB was a good representation of the concept of a symbiosis ‘conducive 
environment’, particularly in relation to potential opportunities for power and steam 
sharing (see portfolio Paper 3 -  ‘Habitat’ Suitability Index Mapping for Industrial 
Symbiosis Planning - for a more complete explanation of the choice of the SHB as the 
suitability mapping baseline).
The ‘habitat’ suitability assessment of the SHB and the consequent identification of 
areas similar to the SHB were conducted using traditional Habitat Suitability Index 
(HSI) methodology (e.g. USFWS, 1981). Once all variables which characterise a site 
have been identified and assigned a numeric value and, if deemed necessary, 
weighted in relation to their overall importance to the objective of the suitability 
modelling exercise, the HSI is produced by comparing the scores given to, in this case, 
each SHB variable to those observed at another study site being considered for active 
eco-industrial development. The values assigned to each variable can (among other 
parameters) be dictated by the simple presence of a particular variable, the condition of 
the variable, or the physical quantity of a variable present within a given area. The HSI 
assessment figure is achieved by summing the scores for each site and dividing them 
on a ratio basis (i.e. [weighted] sum of site conditions 4- [weighted] sum of optimum 
conditions). Areas returning a HSI score of 1 possess the same characteristics as the 
optimum baseline (in this case, the SHB). Scores of less than 1 are assigned relative 
suitability status ranging from high, medium, low and unsuitable depending on the 
specific objective of the suitability assessment exercise.
® Prior to the employment of a wider geographic area as the ‘habitat’ suitability baseline, the 
early focus of RRP research was to identify individual companies who could act as ‘keystone 
species’ able to perform the role of a symbioses hub. Sections 2.2 and 3 of the 2"  ^ RRP Six- 
Month Report and all sections of the 3"^"^ RRP Six-Month Report discuss the concept of a 
keystone company and what could potentially constitute a keystone company (see the 
supplementary CD-ROM for RRP six-month reports).
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The SHB HSI assessment, alternatively named a Symbiosis Suitability Index (SSI), 
was largely automated through the use of GIS. This allowed areas similar to the SHB to 
be identified throughout the English NISP working regions. Firstly, to characterise the 
SHB, all infrastructural and natural features of the SHB that represent its historically 
evolved geospatiai features were plotted in vector data format prior to being converted 
to continuous raster data. Once map layers for each SHB SSI variable, which ranged 
from the density of Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants to the proximity of major 
road networks, had been produced and their respective suitability scores assigned, 
they were aggregated to form one map layer of overall SHB SSI relative suitability. The 
proof-of-concept map produced by the SSI mapping process, termed a Symbiosis 
Suitability Map (SSM), provided promising results (see Figure 4 of Paper 3). As would 
be expected, the SHB was identified as being a prime site of potential power and 
steam based symbioses. Furthermore, the map also pointed users toward the Thames 
estuary, Mersey estuary, the Port of Bristol, east Birmingham and Teesside as also 
being highly suitable to utilities based symbioses. Following discussions with the 
relevant NISP region practitioners and local stakeholders, it was found that each of 
these areas do possess significant options for utilities sharing or indeed are actively 
pursuing options for utilities sharing schemes. See Figure 1 for further elucidation of 
the SSI and SSM symbiosis opportunity identification process^®.
Paper 3: ‘Habitat’ Suitability Index Mapping for Industrial Symbiosis Planning provides an in- 
depth methodology and discussion on all aspects of the SSI and SSM mapping process. The 
2"^ , 4'*^ , 6*^  and 7*^  RRP Six-Month Reports, and the ‘2008-10 Resource Mapping Summary’, 
document the analysis of the SHB and provide details on methodological issues that arose 
during SSM development: from the work package’s point of inception, through to the proof-of- 
concept material presented within Paper 3 (please see the CD-ROM supplement to this 
synthesis of RRP research for each of the reports and the ‘2008-10 Resource Mapping 
Summary’ document).
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Allocate variable weightings
Choose SSI variables
Determine SSI objective
Identify suitability hotspots
Identify SSI baseline
Conduct baseline assessment
Produce symbiosis suitability 
map (SSM)
Engagement with relevant site 
stakeholders to further eco- 
industrial development
Deploy practitioner to hotspot to 
conduct detailed SSI 
assessment (confirm suitability)
Discovery of area more suited 
to eco-industrial development 
than model baseline
Figure 1: The Process of Suitability Assessment and Suitability Map Deployment
Note: the SSI/SSM method of identifying opportunities for industrial symbiosis is a 
two-stage process. The SSM acts as a screening tool to identify suitable regions 
over wide geographic areas. The detailed SSI assessment of an SSM hotspot by a 
knowledgeable practitioner, however, is essential to assess specific synergy 
facilitation management requirements and thus confirm apparent symbioses 
suitability.
The relative success of the SHB SSI and SSM process led to an investigation into 
whether a map could be produced that identified areas best suited to symbiosis in the 
form of physical material exchanges. However, instead of using a particular geographic 
area as the baseline for the SSI assessment, the geospatiai and other characteristics 
of the existing NISP synergy network was employed to produce the materials SSM. 
Unlike in the SHB SSI, where the goal was to identify areas specifically suited to 
utilities sharing and consequently nine key variables such as the location and density of 
CHP plants were employed, the materials based SSI (following a sensitivity analysis of 
the effects of including and removing several potential variables) utilised only three 
variables to produce a SSM^\
See Section 3.1 of the 6th RRP Six-Month Report for examples of materials SSMs produced 
using the same nine variables as the utilities focussed SSM.
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The first variable employed within the materials SSM was the location of known non­
recovered industrial wastes that existed within the Environment Agency’s (EA) 
Integrated Pollution, Prevention and Control (IPPG) database. The reason for using the 
IPPC database instead of the NISP database of known resource availability was to 
avoid, as much as possible, any bias being incorporated into the final SSM when it was 
eventually compared to the NISP synergy network (i.e. to confirm that the suitability 
hotspots produced by the SSM reflected the SSI baseline criteria). The continuous data 
for this layer was produced using the data interpolation distance of 32.6 km (i.e. the 
average distance materials had been found to move within NISP facilitated 
synergies)^^. The second variable was the primary road network of England. This 
variable was employed because, similarly to biological systems, ‘habitat’ corridors must 
exist for resource movement to take place between different geographic areas. The 
specific geospatial distance used to interpolate this variable was 12.5 km (i.e. the 
average proximity of a NISP member company to a primary road). The last variable 
incorporated into the SSI assessment was, following the results of the quantifying 
geographic proximity research, an element of geospatial industrial diversity in relation 
to the total number and total types of industries present within a particular area. In 
making the diversity layer characteristic of areas where NISP synergies are found, all 
areas possessing diversity levels less than those found within NISP synergy clusters 
were removed from the mapping process.
Following the aggregation of each of the materials SSM’s map layers, and the 
allocation of relative geospatial suitability scores, the results presented by the proof-of- 
concept materials niche SSM were (similar to the SHB SSM) promising. Indeed, when 
the NISP synergies network was mapped onto the suitability map, it was found that 
71% of all member companies and their synergy partners fell within contiguous areas 
deemed by the materials SSM to be of optimum symbiosis opportunity potential. When 
including member companies and their partners that lie within contiguous areas of 
optimum and/or high areas, the number of synergies encountered rose to an 
encouraging 93%. The remaining 7% of member companies involved in synergies were 
found to be located within, or their resources moved to, areas deemed to be of medium 
or low potential for localised symbioses suitability (see Figure 2 & 3). The high 
percentage of NISP synergies falling within contiguous areas of high or optimum 
‘habitat’ suitability provides confidence that the nascent materials SSM could assist 
both strategic practitioner deployment and symbiosis planning.
Preliminary analysis of the output materials SSM appears to verify its potential value as 
a tool capable of identifying industrial symbiosis ‘conducive environments’. It is thus 
argued that it is indeed possible to visualise opportunities, in spatial planning terms, for 
industrial symbiosis. It is recognised, however, that the SSM methodology can be 
developed further and, due to not yet being deployed, the simplistic materials SSM 
requires further testing to fully qualify its value as a symbiosis planning tool within the
Ascertaining suitable data interpolation distances, required to produce continuous raster map 
layers from vector data, was an ongoing issue for the RRP project. Until the quantifying 
geographic proximity work was conducted numerous options for determining suitable distances 
was trialled (see 3"^  ^ and RRP Six-Month Reports for further details on the issue of data 
interpolation distances and the options considered for solving these issues).
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United Kingdom and, eventually, elsewhere^^. Much of the potential for developing 
SSMs, particularly in relation to the physical materials focussed SSM and resource 
specific SSMs, rely upon the results of the quantifying geographic proximity research 
and the consequent analysis of the role of geospatial industrial diversity in the 
development of opportunities for regional industrial symbiosis. It is further recognised 
that the static nature of SSMs in relation to their depiction of a ‘snapshot’ in time of the 
characteristics of a given area may need to be improved. However, as a suitability map 
is fundamentally based on the notion of modelling the existing characteristics of a 
baseline, and how they collectively evolved to promote particular system properties, it 
is debatable as to how dynamic (in terms of temporal changes to the modelled 
characteristics of the baseline) one would want an SSM to be. The limitations of static- 
state mapping, if there are any, and the value of incorporating a dynamic element into 
the production of SSMs, would both benefit from further investigation and would be a 
recommended line of further SSI and SSM exploration.
See the concluding section of Paper 3: ‘Habitat’ Suitability Index Mapping for Industrial 
Symbiosis Planning, for a discussion on the potential development of the utilities focussed SHB 
SSM methodology and options for the wider development and potential application of bespoke 
SSMs.
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Figure 2: ‘Habitat’ Suitability Map for England (Materials Symbioses)
Note: The presented proof-of-concept materials SSM highlights areas of England 
that, based on a geospatial characterisation of the NISP synergy network in 
relation to each SSM variable, are most likely to possess opportunities for local or 
regional industrial symbiosis. Red optimum suitability areas depict regions where 
all of the variables are present and possess the characteristics of the baseline 
assessment of all NISP synergies. Mapped areas of decreasing suitability 
represents areas where all ‘habitat’ variables are not present or are not present in 
the same niche form as those observed during the baseline assessment.
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Figure 3: Materials Suitability Map for England and NISP Synergy Network
Note: By superimposing the NISP materials synergy network (i.e. the network 
excludes intangible expertise based synergies) it can be seen that there is good 
correlation between known instances of symbioses and the areas depicted by the 
SSM as optimum local symbioses potential. Blue dots and their connecting network 
represent all NISP synergies where resources moved within the average resource 
movement distance of 32.6 km to a point of reuse. Magenta dots represent 
companies whose materials travelled further than 32.6 km to a point of reuse or a 
company who received a material from a company located more than 32.6 km from 
its point of origin. (The movement network for >32.6 km synergies is not shown to 
maintain map clarity.)
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The Relationship between Industrial Diversity and Industrial Symbiosis
Conclusions to geographic proximity research relating to the anecdotal importance of 
geospatial industrial diversity to attempts to facilitate local symbiosis were tested via a 
study into the geospatial industrial diversity of England and known instances of 
industrial symbioses. Employing bespoke analysis and industry sampling techniques 
(detailed within portfolio Paper 4: Industrial Diversity & Industrial Symbiosis), the 
diversity of England was mapped and the specific levels of diversity that each resource 
from a NISP facilitated synergy encountered, on route to its point of reuse, was 
calculated. Apart from confirming the conclusions of the geographic proximity study, 
this research also sought to determine whether mapping the industrial diversity of a 
given geographic region could allow opportunities for symbioses to be visualised in a 
similar manner to those presented by the SSMs. The study was also used to explore 
the proposal that the best opportunities for industrial symbiosis would exist within 
industrially mature areas.
Based on the premise that diversity is largely a product of a maturing system that has 
undergone and continues to be subject to succession (e.g. Odum, 1969; Hooper et al., 
2005), highly diverse industrial areas would automatically be classed as symbiosis 
‘conducive environments’. Identification of such areas would thus go a long way toward 
identifying opportunities for active facilitation of industrial symbiosis. What, however, 
constitutes diversity? Within biological research, diversity can be measured in 
numerous ways: from gene types through to types of species through to the number of 
functional (or, conversely, redundant^"^) characteristics of a collection of organisms. The 
actual measure of diversity can be simply represented as the total richness (i.e. the 
number of different types of organism or other distinguishably different biological unit) 
that exists within a sampled area, or measured in relation to the dominance or 
equitability of each of the total populations of any species observed and sampled within 
a given geographic area. Within industrial ecology literature, the latter form of diversity 
measure has been primarily employed.
In the electronic supplement to Ashton’s (2009) paper on the evolution of industrial 
region of Barceloneta, Puerto Rico, and within the Wright et al. (2009) paper on the 
diversity of Burnside Industrial Park, Halifax, Nova Scotia, diversity is measured using 
Shannon’s and Simpson’s indices of diversity. Both Shannon’s and Simpson’s indices 
provide measures of diversity which pay consideration to the evenness of the 
populations of all species present within a given geographic area. The two indices, 
however, present significantly different results. Shannon’s index {H), which gives 
greater weighting to rare species found within a sampled area, is typically measured on 
a scale of 1 to 3.5; the higher the score achieved by an area, the more diverse it is.
A redundant species trait is one which is performed by numerous species within an 
ecosystem. The notion of redundancy derives from the suggestion that the removal of a species 
with a redundant trait, rather than a functional trait (or system service), would not affect the 
wider functioning of the ecosystem (see Paper 4: Industrial Diversity & Industrial Symbiosis for 
further discussion and references on the subject of species redundancy within an ecosystem. In 
particular reference to the functional roles of some ‘species’ of company. Paper 4 also explores 
the value of identifying the specific function a given industry plays and/or could play within an 
industrial ecosystem).
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Simpson’s index of diversity (or D), meanwhile, is weighted toward sample evenness. 
The more equitable the sample is, the higher the diversity score is and is measured, 
unlike the Shannon index, on a scale of 0 to 1 (with 1, following index adjustment to 1 - 
D, representing a sample where all species populations are equal and 0 representing a 
sample dominated by one species). The Shannon’s index can be also be represented 
on the more intuitive sample evenness scale of 0 to 1 by dividing the score achieved 
for H by the natural log of the most abundant species present within the sample -  this 
form of the Shannon’s index is specifically called the Shannon’s Evenness index (or E).
Arguably the indices employed by Ashton (2009) and Wright et al. (2009) are not 
entirely suitable for industrial ecology research into the diversity of industrial systems 
and the effect of diversity on promoting opportunities for industrial symbiosis. Although 
a measure of species population evenness is important in respect of biological systems 
and the ability to maintain a breeding population (among other reasons), what is 
important within industrial symbiosis facilitation is the presence of two or more distinctly 
unrelated businesses within a particular working area. Thus, it is arguably species 
richness, or industry richness, which is the primary measure of importance within 
industrial ecology research, rather than species evenness. Indeed, without robust 
diversity indices that are able to incorporate an appreciation of the number and/or type 
or functional and redundant roles a given species plays within an e c o s y s t e m t h e  
measure of diversity employed must recognise all species equally. Otherwise, an area 
that contained a single individual of a species that acts as a ‘keystone’ organism, able, 
in this case, to act as a hub of high symbiotic activity, could be wrongly overlooked if 
the sample also contained large populations of one or more other species. The 
potential for such areas to be dismissed as a site of interest due to its relative 
homogeneity highlights a significant drawback to employing population evenness 
indices in regional symbiosis research and, eventually, proactive symbiosis planning. It 
is, however, acknowledged that attempts to replicate successful instances of industrial 
symbiosis would, possibly, require similar mixes of industry types to exist elsewhere; at 
which point diversity studies which consider the evenness of industrial diversity may 
prove valuable. As a consequence of these observations, both the industrial richness 
and population evenness of English industry was analysed during the RRP exploration 
of industrial diversity’s role in the facilitation of industrial symbiosis.
Mouchet et al. (2010) discuss the many issues involved in attempting to measure the diversity 
of species functions within an ecosystem community. There is no consensus on how to quantify 
the functional diversity of a sampled community of species and, among other issues, the ability 
for existing indices to discriminate between the different functions that maintain an ecosystem 
(such as production, recycling and stability) has not yet been tested. The results of community 
diversity studies that employ function indices currently require complex and multi-faceted 
interpretation. The intent of RRP research is to provide practitioners (and/or regional planning 
bodies) with an easily accessible and useable tool; thus it would not be practical for them to 
perform complex interpretation of the results of a regional functional diversity study. As 
discussed in Paper 4: Industrial Diversity & Industrial Symbiosis, the development of a simplified 
and robust measure of species function diversity would potentially be of great value to strategic 
industrial symbiosis planning and would consequently be a recommended line of further 
research.
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To map the geospatial industrial diversity of England both 5 by 5 km and 10 by 10 km 
data sampling grids were placed over a boundary map of the country within a GIS. 
Data points obtained from a ‘business-to-business’ marketing company for all 
companies within England that are equal or greater in size to a small to medium 
enterprise (SME) were plotted onto the grids and, using the Standard Industrial 
Classification (SIC) system, each company was classified as belonging to a particular 
industry type (in total, 26 different industry types were employed). Each company data 
point was duly assigned to the grid square it fell within and the industrial richness and 
population evenness scores of each grid square was then calculated. To facilitate a 
direct analysis between geospatial diversity and known instances of industrial 
symbiosis, the same data sampling procedure was repeated for circular data sampling 
plots placed around each company within the NISP synergy database which supplied a 
resource to another company. Two sizes of circular plot were used: one with a radius of 
34 km (i.e. the average distance each material moves within a NISP facilitated synergy 
within England^®) and the other possessed the specific radius of the distance the said 
company’s resource travelled to its point of reuse. To determine population evenness 
for each data sampling exercise, both the previously discussed 1-Dand E indices were 
initially employed; however, the E index was found to be extremely sensitive to 
changes in data sampling plot sizes and was consequently excluded from the study^^. 
Furthermore, the 5 by 5km grid system used to determine the industrial diversity of 
England was found to provide considerably better resolution than the 10 by 10 km grid, 
thus the 10 km grid was excluded from the final symbioses-diversity analyses (see 
Figure 4 [also see Figures 1 & 2 within portfolio Paper 4])^ ®.
The figure of 32.6 km presented elsewhere within this document for the average movement of 
all materials within NISP facilitated synergies within the United Kingdom increased to 34 km 
when synergies pertaining to Scotland and Wales were removed from the dataset.
The ‘Industrial Diversity Analyses’ supplement to this synthesis document contains scatter 
plots pertaining to the effects of increasing sample sizes on the E diversity index. The RRP 
diversity research supplement also presents several experimental diagrams aimed at visualising 
different potential measures of geospatial industrial diversity (see the portfolio CD-ROM for all 
supplementary research material).
Both Section 2 and Appendix 3 of the 8”  ^ RRP Six-Month Report provide examples of 
industrial diversity mapping work conducted at the 10 by 10 km diversity data sampling scale.
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Figure 4: Industrial Diversity (Industry Richness) and NISP Symbioses Network
Note: it can be seen that the map of industrial richness correlates well to the NISP 
network of material based synergies. It is noticeable that companies whose 
resources travelled further than the average 34 km within England (violet dots) are, 
in comparison to companies whose resources travelled within the 34 km average 
(red dots), regularly located in areas with lower diversity (in terms of industry 
richness).
In summarising the results of the symbioses-diversity analyses, it was found that there 
is a distinct relationship between geospatial industrial diversity and industrial symbiosis. 
It was also found that the 5 by 5km grid sampling system produced good results in 
relation to suitably mapping the industrial diversity of England (in terms of map 
resolution) and consequently in relation to potentially identifying distinct areas of further
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symbiosis potential (see Figure 1 of portfolio Paper 4). For the exercise relating to the 
sampling of all companies surrounding each NISP member up to the point their 
respective resources travelled to its place of reuse, it was found that on average 24 of 
the maximum 26 industry types were encountered. In relation to sample evenness, the 
Simpson’s (or 1-D) index for the same exercise returned an average figure of 0.842 
(which for the adjusted Simpson’s scale of diversity is particularly high). More notably, 
for the data sampling plots equal to the 34 km average distance materials move within 
NISP synergies within England, the average richness of industry was found to be also 
24 (out of the maximum 26), whilst the 1-D index for the same sample area returned a 
figure of 0.840. Considering that the relative proportion of three of the 26 maximum 
industry types that it is possible to encounter made up 0.06% or less of the total 
industrial mix of the dataset employed, it is, in relation to the conclusions of the 
quantifying geographic proximity study, a significant result to find that within 34 km of a 
business, 24 of the 26 industry types are encountered. This significant finding is further 
emphasised when it was found that at the full radius sampling scale (i.e. the unique 
resource movement radius pertaining to each NISP member), 80% of all resources 
encountered 22 or more industry types before they reached a point of reuse. Whilst at 
the 34 km sampling scale, it was found that 98% of companies had at least 22 different 
types of industry within their local proximity. These results all lend weight to the 
argument that high instances of industrial richness are an important factor within the 
development of opportunities for industrial symbiosis. Also, the finding that 30 to 35 km 
is the approximate distance at which species richness begins to plateau (in terms of 
increasing toward the maximum figure achievable of 26 industry types) provides further 
evidence for the claim that the average distance materials travel within symbiotic 
relationships (i.e. 34 km) is primarily dictated by the geospatial industrial diversity of 
England.
In terms of putting these findings to practical symbioses planning use, it was found that 
most high diversity areas (in terms of both richness and population evenness) were, as 
would perhaps be expected, contiguous. In accordance with the theory of industrial 
ecosystem development presented within Section 2.1 of this portfolio, this suggests 
that diversity begets diversity. This further suggests that once the diversity of a country 
has been plotted at the preferred 5 by 5 km scale, a practitioner would be able to 
pinpoint an area where significant levels of diverse and mature industry exist; and by 
gradually plotting outwards, it would be possible to find at what point species richness 
plateaus. With the exception of specialist materials, this distance would represent the 
optimal cost and environmentally effective analysis area in which a potential symbiotic 
partner for any industry can be expected to exist (this proposition was verified in a post- 
RRP study performed for NISP which focussed on the industrial diversity of the Tyseley 
area of Birmingham: the results of this study are presented as Figure 5).
The RRP study into the role of geospatial industrial diversity revealed numerous further 
areas of potential research and options for mapping that could aid the visualisation of 
opportunities to identify industrial symbiosis ‘conducive environments’. Paper 4 of this 
portfolio presents further areas of investigation, but still does not cover many of the 
questions raised by this RRP diversity mapping work package. It is recommended that 
diversity and its relationship to presenting opportunities for industrial symbiosis be 
afforded significant further dedicated research. Determining whether specific
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geographic diversity typologies exist, and thus the types of symbiosis any industrial 
typology lends itself to, would allow proactive symbiosis planning to be conducted: both 
in terms of engaging with existing in-situ companies, and in terms of directing inward 
investment enquiries toward areas where they would be most likely to be able to 
engage in industrial symbiosis. This, consequently, would be one particular area of 
further research interest.
Tyseley Industrial Diversity Analysis
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I I Birmingham District
10.5 Mile Radius (sR = 24; E = 0,904)
Mils Radius (sR = 26; E = 0,905) 
r ~ ~ l  21 Mile Radius' (sR = 26; E = 0,903)
5x5 km Grid Analysis of Industry Type Evenness (E) 
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0,695 - 0,833 (75-90%)
0,834 - 0,879 (90-95%)
0,880 - 0,926 (Upper 5% of Data Values)
Figure 5: Application of Geospatial Industrial Diversity Mapping
Note: as discussed in the main text, a practitioner is able to use industrial diversity 
mapping to pinpoint an area with significant levels of diverse and mature industry 
(i.e. in the above example, Tyseley). By plotting outwards from this area it is 
possible to find at what point species richness (sR) reaches a plateau and species 
evenness (E) is at its highest (in the case of Tyseley, 15 miles). It is argued that 
this distance represents the optimal cost and environmentally effective area in 
which a potential symbiotic partner for a local NISP member company can be 
expected to be found. In support of this argument, it can be seen within the inset 
diagram of Figure 5 that the vast majority of NISP synergies facilitated in the study 
area are indeed found within 15 miles of the Tyseley map square.
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Summary and Practical Implementation
In summary, if the statistical relationships between the various presented maps and the 
NISP synergy network can be assumed to reflect causation, it has been shown that 
opportunities for industrial symbiosis can be visualised. Although both the SSM and 
diversity maps require further development and further empirical testing to fully reveal 
their value, both forms of map arguably present better results than ‘dots on a map’ (that 
represent companies and their resources) because they both visually highlight mature 
industrial systems and (based on ecosystem development theory) their inherent 
propensity for symbioses. Both the RRP development of industrial symbiosis theory 
and the practical outputs of the project are summarised within Figure 6 and discussed 
below.
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Figure 6: Regional Resource Planning Research Flow Diagram
Note: Red process boxes relate to the existing NISP operational model. Blue and 
green process and event boxes, respectively, represent a high level summary of 
RRP project development and outputs as detailed within Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of 
the research synthesis portfolio.
Figure 6 demonstrates the flow of collective knowledge and the development of the 
practical outputs of the RRP project, and how they both provide NISP (and other 
organisations) with the ability to actively plan the facilitation of regional resource 
efficiency. The incorporation of symbiosis best practice into the existing NISP
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operational model of Programme delivery primarily revolves around replicating 
synergies facilitated through the demand-led mode of synergy brokerage. The RRP 
complementary framework for Programme delivery is grounded, in the first instance, in 
classical ecology and an assessment of the NISP synergy database. These two studies 
collectively feed into efforts to produce a methodology for visualising the best areas to 
actively search for opportunities for symbioses, both in a general sense and, in due 
course, in a resource specific sense. The identification and visualisation of areas suited 
to industrial symbiosis allows NISP (and other end-users) to deploy practitioners in a 
time and cost-effective manner and work with local planning and funding bodies to 
make the most of any opportunities for resource efficiency that are identified within their 
respective regions. The theoretical and empirical elements of the project led to an 
analysis of the roles of geospatial industrial diversity in the facilitation of industrial 
symbiosis. The initial industrial diversity analyses provided several results that aid the 
ability to deploy practitioners in a strategic manner. With further investigation, it is 
expected that the analysis of geospatial industrial diversity will provide the knowledge 
to improve all elements of presented RRP research: from the development of industrial 
ecology theory to the development of tools able to identify and visualise increasingly 
refined resource specific opportunities for industrial symbiosis. Both the existing 
demand-led and the RRP models of Programme delivery provide reciprocal benefits: it 
is expected that the more one form of delivery is refined, the more effective the other 
will become.
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3 Summary of Research Findings & Conclusion
3.1 Summary of Research Findings
Within industrial ecology literature, there is a “tug of war” between two strategies for 
industrial symbiosis: engineered systems and self-organising systems (Hewes & 
Lyons, 2008: 1330). This “tug of war” between leaving symbiosis to self-organise or to 
attempt to actively facilitate symbiosis shaped the formulation of the research questions 
presented in the introduction to this synthesis of RRP research.
Revisiting the first question: can ecology inform industrial symbiosis planning?
The definition of planning, according to the English dictionary formally employed by the 
Journal of Industrial Ecology (i.e. Merriam-Webster, 2011), pertains to: “the act or 
process of making or carrying out plans”. Thus, the answer to whether ecology can 
inform the planning of symbioses is both yes and no. If ecology is applied in the same 
manner as it is within studies of biological systems, it can inform industrial symbiosis 
planning. All ecological research is based on fundamental principles, but from that point 
onward, each study is conducted in a contextual manner to account for the 
idiosyncrasy and dynamic nature of ecological structure at the community and system 
levels and to account for the specific goal of the particular study. Enduring symbioses, 
such as power and steam sharing, emerge from suitable system conditions. Thus, to 
successfully plan for symbioses, one must study an appropriate system in an 
ecologically context-sensitive manner. However, context-specifics and suitable system 
conditions at one point in time are not necessarily suitable at another time. And suitable 
conditions for one form of symbiosis are not necessarily suitable for another. Thus, 
ecology, particularly when presented as metaphors shaped by aspiration or based on a 
superficial understanding of systems ecology, certainly cannot inform sustainable 
industrial development in a catch-all uniform manner. The obvious caveat to the ability 
to realise ’planned’ symbiosis is that there must be an existing industrial system in 
place to perform context-appropriate analyses of symbioses opportunities. Thus, 
planning for enduring symbioses should take place within existing pockets of 
industry. And, consistent with the findings presented elsewhere within the industrial 
symbiosis literature (e.g. Gibbs & Deutz, 2005, 2007; Chertow, 2007; Tudor et al., 
2007), it is apparent - based on an exploration of orthodox ecological theory and its 
multi-dimensional practical application to the development of industrial systems - 
enduring industrial symbioses in the form of highly-integrated ‘greenfield’ eco- 
industrial parks cannot be planned’ from scratch.
Can opportunities for symbiosis be visualised and communicated in spatial 
planning terms and what is the role of spatial tools in identifying opportunities 
for eco-industrial development? Identifying definitive opportunities for symbiosis 
down to the level of the name and location of a specific business, their resources and a 
potential symbiont company cannot be easily visualised through planning tools such as 
GIS at the wider regional or national scale. Producing comprehensive datasets 
required to perform such a task is probably infeasible (though not impossible^®) at
Production of such a dataset would be invaluable on manifold waste policy, management and 
symbiosis planning levels. NISP’s computerised resource matching platform, CRISP (Core 
Resource for Industrial Symbiosis Practitioners), goes some way toward producing such a
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anything other than the local scale. However, identifying where opportunities for 
industrial symbioses are most likely to emerge is  possible (as demonstrated by 
the Symbiosis Suitability Maps and diversity maps of England). Since we know that 
symbioses are a product of a maturing system undergoing evolutionary succession, it 
is possible to identify mature systems based on our knowledge of what typically 
characterises a mature system (e.g. among other properties, high instances of relative 
local diversity) and thus point practitioners to such areas where the best opportunities 
for symbioses will likely exist both now and, in terms of inward investment, in the future. 
Being able to visualise potential opportunities for symbioses on the wider 
geographic scales achieved through such media as GIS, presents planning 
bodies with the knowledge to deploy practitioners in both a strategic and cost- 
effective manner.
What is the role of industrial symbiosis, if any, within a regional resource 
planning model and does the current definition of symbiosis require widening to 
generate greater regional eco-industrial development? In addressing the final 
research question, one has to refer to the documented economic and environmental 
benefits that NISP has generated already through the demand-led delivery of 
symbioses (e.g. as of April 2010, more than £1.5 billion in collective new sales and cost 
savings, more than 35 million tonnes of landfill diversion, more than 49 million tonnes 
of virgin material savings and more than 30 million tonnes of carbon emission 
reductions [see Laybourn & Morrissey, 2009]). Despite these documented benefits, 
symbiosis is, based on personal experience and discussion with experienced NISP 
practitioners, not immediately seen by companies as an obvious option open to them - 
simply because many businesses still do not know what industrial symbiosis is and 
some wrongly equate environmentally responsible waste management to being an 
expensive resource management option, rather than a business development 
opportunity. Incorporating industrial symbiosis into officia l regional planning 
models as a preferred cost-effective mode of waste management and resource 
efficiency would allow the practice to gain greater gravitas and recognition and 
consequently make it easier to encourage (or coerce) companies to engage in 
symbiosis. Indeed, it has been argued previously that the political, legal, financial, and 
wider planning efforts required to promote symbiosis as a waste management option is 
best tackled at the regional level due to the increased richness and number of requisite 
industrial ecosystem actors (Sterr & Ott, 2004). The actual definition of industrial 
symbiosis is perfectly sound when derived from its biological origins. The 
establishment of working agreements between normally unrelated industries 
which lead to resource efficiency perfectly sums up the practice and outcome of 
industrial symbiosis. This definition would, however, greatly benefit from an 
acknowledgment that emphasises to industry that symbioses should be seen as a 
business development option, and not a small element of a company’s pursuit of 
environmentally responsible manufacturing.
dataset, but it intrinsically reflects NISP’s current demand-led ‘work with the willing’ model of 
operation (i.e. «13,000 members), and not the wider industrial geography and resource flows of 
UK industry.
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3.2 Contribution to Knowledge
A number of specific contributions to knowledge, both academic and industrial, have
been made by the RRP research project.
Contributions to knowledge of a more academic nature are:
1. Based on a foundation of orthodox ecology and empirical observations of 
industrial systems and industrial symbiosis in the UK, a reasoned argument that 
existing industrial ecology theory (rooted in metaphoric ecosystem thinking) is 
not fit for purpose. Biological ecosystems are inherently idiosyncratic and 
dynamic in nature. They do produce ‘waste’, they are not entirely cyclical and 
they are not environmentally benign (in fact, due to continuously impacting on 
and being impacted upon by the constructive and destructive actions of their 
constituent elements, they are the complete opposite).
2. A theory for resource efficiency planning that is consistent with classical 
ecology. Niche theory and system succession present the basic principles of 
ecology that allow us to understand how and why opportunities for industrial 
symbiosis develop. Niche theory, by definition, must be employed in a context- 
specific manner.
3. Based on contributions 1 and 2, a redefinition of industrial ecology that calls for 
the study of industrial ecology to be conducted as the ecology of industry. This 
promotes research that is consistent with good practice in ecology, rather than 
the arbitrary and selective application of apparent ‘principles’ of ecology that are 
prevalent within much of the industrial symbiosis and industrial ecology 
literature.
4. The discovery that within brokered industrial symbiosis it is not the value, 
physical scarcity, or any other physical attributes that drive or limit resource 
movement distances, but the relative industrial diversity of a given geographic 
area that primarily influences how far materials move to a point of reuse,.
5. Identification of deficiencies in the way diversity is measured within industrial 
ecology studies. Although community evenness is important for synergy 
replication, (until better indices are developed) the simple measure of species 
richness is the most important measure of diversity within industrial ecology 
research.
Contributions to knowledge of a more practical relevance to industry:
6. A database of the movement trends of particular materials within the UK and a 
methodology for determining such knowledge elsewhere in the world. A 
discussion on the application and value of such knowledge.
7. The production of a methodology for mapping industrial ‘habitats’ that appear to 
possess the greatest opportunities for industrial symbiosis based on an
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assessment of a known exemplar area(s) of existing and potential symbioses. 
An assessment of the obstacles to producing such planning maps and a range 
of sensitive analyses pertaining to mapping production challenges, in terms of 
data interpolation distances and the inclusion or omission of mapping variables.
8. The production of a methodology for mapping the geospatial industrial diversity 
of a given geographic area and extensive guidance on how to both interpret the 
diversity maps and how to employ them in the active identification of 
opportunities for industrial symbiosis. An assessment of the obstacles to 
producing such planning maps and a range of sensitive analyses pertaining to 
suitable diversity mapping scales and the level of disaggregation of industries 
into distinct ‘species’ types.
9. Clear directions for the further development of the planning tools; particularly in 
relation to ascertaining industry specific fundamental (functional) niches and 
their incorporation into GIS mapping and regional planning to guide resource 
efficient inward investment.
For contributions to knowledge 1, 2 and 3, see Paper 1: Reinterpreting Industrial 
Ecology. For details on contributions to knowledge 4 and 6, see Paper 2: Quantifying 
‘Geographic Proximity’. Details on contributions to knowledge 7 and 9 are to be found 
within Paper 3: ‘Habitat’ Suitability Mapping. Contributions 4, 5, 8 and 9 are presented 
in working Paper 4: Industrial Diversity & Industrial Symbiosis [The Role of Geospatial 
Industrial Diversity in the Facilitation of Regional Industrial Symbiosis).
3.3 Research Limitations
The work presented within the portfolio has benefitted from observations of and 
discussions with NISP practitioners and thus draws on their working experience and 
knowledge. These observations and discussions took place in a continuous manner 
and were systematically recorded but were not performed in a formal structured 
fashion. Given such ‘naturalistic observation’ of the practices of NISP and its member 
companies, concerns could be raised over the validity of conclusions. It is thus 
acknowledged that it is important that findings drawn from naturalistic discussion and 
observation - performed without defined research parameters and/or outside of a 
controlled research environment - are tested as and when possible. For this reason, 
the recommendations and conclusions presented within this synthesis of RRP research 
were tested and found to be valid (see, in particular, the chronological results and 
discussion sections of Papers 2, 3 and 4).
Much of what is discussed within this synthesis of RRP research and the 
accompanying papers is influenced by the content of various NISP datasets. There are 
other instances of non-NISP facilitated industrial symbiosis throughout the United 
Kingdom. However, it is acknowledged that instances of self-organised symbioses, 
such as those found on the SHB, have received limited attention within this study. To a 
certain extent this should not detract from the theoretical conclusions drawn on the 
genesis of opportunities for symbioses as they are the same whether their realisation is
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a product of engagement with NISP, or the self-organised coming together of two or 
more companies. The two forms of symbiosis diverge almost solely at the point of 
facilitation. As such, it is surmised that the divergence between the two forms of 
symbioses development is negligible and should not detract from the findings, 
methodologies, tools and recommendations presented here for the identification of 
opportunities for greater industrial efficiency. It is accepted, however, that much of what 
is recommended relies on the existence of a body such as NISP to perform the act of 
symbiosis opportunity identification and the instigation of individual company 
engagement. This situation, however, is not necessarily a bad thing as it is debateable 
as to whether symbioses facilitation and the associated benefits would occur and 
accrue within the United Kingdom to the extent which they currently do without the likes 
of NISP to perform the important role of a neutral synergy broker between businesses.
One aspect of building the project around NISP operations which can be considered a 
possible limitation, however, is the use of secondary NISP data to perform some of the 
sub-studies of the project or using it to attempt to determine causation between RRP 
research claims and the results of the numerous separate work packages of the wider 
RRP project. Meeting funding targets does influence NISP’s modus operandi and at 
times this could create biases in the data. For example, in meeting industrial carbon 
(and carbon dioxide equivalent) reduction targets, it makes sense for NISP to pursue 
the facilitation of synergies that can provide greater carbon life-cycle reductions, such 
as those presented by the reuse of plastics and textiles or those which divert organic 
wastes from landfill. Similarly, with significant landfill diversion targets to meet (specific 
tonnage changing year-on-year), it is not sensible for NISP to overly pursue synergies 
involving small tonnages of waste diversion. It is impossible to determine exactly how 
any strategic, but perhaps necessary mode of operation (due to recurrent Programme 
funding cutbacks), ultimately affects the content of NISP datasets and the ‘stories’ they 
tell.
The potential bias which may exist within NISP datasets must be recognised when 
considering the wider applicability of the recommendations of RRP research. 
Ultimately, however, NISP is the only organisation of its kind throughout the world so 
the opportunity to use their data was not only fortunate but also unavoidable. The NISP 
database of information relating to several thousand synergies and resource to 
company matches is far greater than anything else available so it presents an 
extensive and rich resource for particular aspects of RRP research (such as the 
analyses of resource movements). Wherever possible, however, NISP data was 
deliberately not included in any of the documented research to avoid any form of bias 
when looking to make any claiims of correlation between, for example, the results of the 
diversity maps and the mapped NISP synergy network. The availability and quality of 
data pertaining to industrial waste is, in general, an issue. Besides the simple fact that 
waste data is invariably out-of-date almost as soon as it is produced, the amount and 
reliability of data pertaining to commercial and industrial wastes within England is, apart 
from some wastes deriving from IPPC registered companies, poor (Holmes, Pers. 
Comm., 2009). As such, the options for incorporating further secondary (or primary)
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datasets into RRP research were extremely limited at the regional and national 
scales^®.
Regardless of any form of strategic delivery of the Programme, the facilitation of 
synergies can still only be achieved when and where opportunities for symbiosis arise. 
Synergies are not artificially manufactured by organisations such as NISP, they are 
entirely a product of, among other synergy drivers, a given company’s desire to avoid 
significant disposal costs (resulting from the Landfill Tax escalator), the implementation 
of strict waste management legislation, or, simply, the compulsion to make more of 
underutilised company assets. As such, all NISP synergies are, importantly, a product 
of wider environmental (in the widest sense) influences. This suggests that although 
some materials may be better represented within NISP’s databases due to strategic 
pursuit of funding targets, the forces behind the opportunity for their reuse, the 
identification of a potential symbiont partner, and the distances the resources move, 
are entirely dictated by the emergent forces of the industrial ecosystem in which they 
exist. Thus, any bias that does exist within the NISP synergy database should not 
diminish the validity of the arguments presented here. In summary, the limitations of 
NISP data should be acknowledged but, until a comparable or better source of 
information is produced, it is the most extensive and rich source of data relating to 
brokered industrial symbiosis that, to date, has been made available to the industrial 
ecology research community. Indeed, instead of looking for flaws in the NISP synergy 
dataset, there would be greater value in encouraging the development of the 
Programme and particularly the provision of direct funding to continue developing and 
enriching the database. This would duly produce a repository of industrial ‘waste’ 
production and flow information that would be of immense value to innumerable 
organisations: from local resource planning bodies, through to Government policy 
makers and the wider academic community.
Although not a limitation as such, a caveat to the presented findings and 
recommendations is that they are specifically aimed at complimenting the current NISP 
model of reactive industrial symbiosis facilitation. Consequently, the wider social, 
economic, technical and managerial aspects of symbiosis development and eventual 
brokerage have not received in-depth attention. NISP already excel at the bringing 
together of member companies to develop economically sound and innovative 
resource efficient solutions to their waste management issues. As briefly discussed 
within Paper 2: ‘Quantifying ‘Geographic Proximity” , this aptitude for symbiosis 
facilitation derives from the vast collective technical knowledge of practitioners and 
their personal knowledge of the industries and stakeholders who are present within the 
regions they are invariably natives of. The RRP project did not set out to capture how 
NISP successfully facilitate synergies and incorporate this knowledge into the wider
Further general discussion on the use and potential concerns of using secondary data is 
provided within the supplementary ‘2008-10 Resource Mapping Summary’ research document 
and within the Sub-Project and Implementation sections of each of the RRP project reports. 
Potential issues surrounding the use of NISP and other secondary datasets to conduct the 
industrial diversity mapping research are discussed in detail in Sections 3.2 and 2.2 of the 
and RRP Six-Month Reports, respectively (please see the portfolio’s CD-ROM for six-month 
reports and supplementary research documents).
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RRP industrial symbiosis planning framework. To enable NISP to deliver industrial 
symbiosis in a proactive rather than reactive manner, the goal of the presented 
research was to identify where the greatest potential opportunities for industrial 
symbiosis will exist. The outputs of fulfilling this goal are not only useful and applicable 
to NISP, but also to anyone that has an interest in understanding the evolution of 
opportunities for industrial resource efficiency and/or identifying where such 
opportunities for resource efficiency are most likely to occur. Given that the RRP 
project is grounded in the theory and research methods of orthodox ecology, the focus 
has been on the physical reality of material and energy flows. Further potential aspects 
of realising specific opportunities for symbiosis (such as social, economic, technical 
and managerial considerations) cannot as readily be quantified or qualified. Though it 
is not a limitation to the presented research, it is acknowledged that the RRP 
framework for strategic industrial symbiosis planning does not cover the complex and 
idiosyncratic junction at which symbiosis is facilitated. At this invariably unique point at 
which a symbiosis agreement is brokered, the overriding RRP message of the need for 
context-sensitive analysis within industrial symbiosis-ecology studies is, arguably, at its 
most applicable and relevant.
3.4 Future Research & Conclusions
Options for continuing RRP research are manifold. In particular, there is significant 
scope for the repeatedly recommended context-specific ecological research, both in a 
theoretical and practical sense. The concept of a ‘conducive environment’, although 
useful at the high level of application presented here, clearly requires further 
development in terms of the particular development of specific industrial ecosystems if 
it is to provide more meaningful knowledge able to help shape regional symbioses 
delivery models. Although the utilities SSM derived from an assessment of the SHB 
has proved particularly useful in identifying areas suited to similar symbioses, the value 
of a materials based SSM requires significant further exploration in the form of 
resource specific models if its practical value is to be suitably ascertained. Indeed, at 
the moment the materials (and to an extent) the utilities focussed SSMs present an 
intuitive and ‘common sense’ picture of areas suited to industrial symbiosis. It is by 
developing the recommended resource specific SSMs and their application within 
countries new to NISP practitioners that their real value as an operations planning tool 
will be revealed. Further exploration of diversity and its role in generating opportunities 
for industrial symbiosis and how it can be used to identify opportunities for symbioses 
is probably the research development route of single most importance and potential. 
One specific and much needed ecological analysis would involve identifying the 
industries which act as functional diversity in terms of promoting niche partitioning in 
the form of resource complementarity. Moreover, by determining the resource usage 
niche of each industry, it would be possible to map their diversity in geospatial terms 
and thus allow strategic context-sensitive industrial symbiosis to be practised, both with 
existing industry and inward investment enquiries. If further datasets pertaining to 
industrial symbiosis at scales similar to that generated by NISP become available, 
comparisons should be made to the presented research to confirm or refute empirical 
conclusions. In particular, the contextual international replication of the geographic
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proximity, suitability mapping and diversity mapping studies is recommended to further 
confirm or refute RRP conclusions and recommendations,.
In conclusion, ecology is the study of organisms, their home and their interactions with 
their environment. As such, industry is intrinsically an element of ecology: human 
ecology to be precise. However, to fully understand industry, how it comes about and 
how it is likely to evolve, it must be studied and practised in a contextual manner for 
meaningful knowledge to be developed and used to develop guidelines for promoting 
sustainable industrial development. If industrial ecology is allowed to be simply seen as 
a synonym for ‘sustainable industry’, rather than an intelligence-based analytical 
science, it will continue to draw criticisms as and when well meaning aspiration 
inevitably fails to deliver resource efficient and environmentally benign industrial 
systems. Symbioses are, within both biological and industrial systems, a product of 
wider environmental (in the widest sense) forces and not good will or intention. As 
beneficial as demand-led industrial symbiosis within the United Kingdom has proven to 
be, at a time when the economy is almost as serious a political issue as increasing 
environmental concerns, the theoretical and practical outputs of the Regional Resource 
Planning project present a nascent pathway to strategic, targeted and cost-effective 
delivery of industrial symbiosis. Importantly, following context-sensitive research, 
intelligence-based industrial symbiosis lends itself to successful replication wherever 
similar forms of symbioses ‘conducive environments’ can be identified. The production 
of intelligence-based industrial symbiosis delivery models will, however, prove 
worthless without proficient industrial ecologists to deliver them. This, though, should 
not prove to be a problem. Between NISP practitioners, the symbiosis ‘champions’ of 
other industrial networks and their individual and collective understanding of all facets 
of their respective regions’ industry, a significant pool of knowledgeable and 
experienced industrial ecologists already exists. The important point to reinforce is that 
enduring biological symbiosis is built upon forces of evolution and is not the creation of 
a ‘grand maker’. The same is and will continue to be true of industrial ecosystems. With 
the ultimate intention of assisting the development of resource efficient and 
environmentally congruent industrial ecosystems, it is the intent that this research and 
the presented tools be used to identify where such evolutionary forces exist.
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REINTERPRETING INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY
(Paper published in: Journal of Industrial Ecology, Vol. 15, Issue 5)
Paul D. Jensen, Lauren Basson & Matthew Leach
Summary
This article argues that industrial ecology has, to date, largely engaged with the 
ecological sciences at a superficial level, which has both attracted criticism of the field 
and limited its practical application for sustainable industrial development. On the basis 
of an analysis of the principle of succession, the role of waste, and the concept of 
diversity, the article highlights some of the key misconceptions that have resulted from 
the superficial engagement with the science of ecology. It is argued that industrial 
ecology should not be seen as a metaphor for industrial development; industrial ecology 
is the ecology of industry and should be studied as such. There are manifold general 
principles of ecology that underpin our understanding of the world; however, the 
physical manifestation and causal effects of these principles are particular to the system 
and its constituent elements under analysis. It is thus proposed that context-specific 
observation and analysis of industry are required before theoretical and practical 
advancement of the field can be achieved.
Introduction
The premise that the science of ecology and, more specifically, the metaphoric mimicry 
of natural ecosystems can lead to greater conservation of resources and wider 
environmental protection continues to be fundamental to industrial ecology researchers 
and practitioners alike. The study and, to a lesser extent, practice of industrial ecology 
have been a conceptual source of hope for sustainable industrial development for at 
least two decades. The publication of the article by Frosch and Gallopoulos (1989) 
entitled “Strategies for Manufacturing” arguably signaled the start of a concerted effort 
to model industrial processes on those widely observed within the biosphere. The 
assumption is that by modeling industrial systems on seemingly resource-efficient and 
harmonious biological ecosystems, it is possible to reorganize the environmentally 
damaging and resource-wasteful industrial systems that humans increasingly rely on, to 
function in a more environmentally benign and resourceful manner. Despite the passing 
of more than two decades since “Strategies for Manufacturing” was first published, 
however, there has been slow progress made on both the theoretical development of 
industrial ecology and, in particular, the practical application of its guiding principles 
for cleaner production and resource efficiency. The lack of progress within the field of 
industrial ecology, particularly in relation to implementation, has been attributed to 
several factors. Some commentators would assert that the lack of progress is due to the 
source metaphor being inappropriate, primarily because of fundamental differences that 
(seemingly) exist between human industry and ecosystem functioning (e.g., Ayres 2004; 
see also the discussions presented by Korhonen 2005 and McManus and Gibbs 2008). 
Others, meanwhile, surmise that the active development of so-called eco-industrial
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parks is unlikely to happen because it is difficult, particularly at the planning level, to 
attract and coordinate the number and diversity of companies (and other organizations) 
that are required to form the basis of any self-sufficient industrial ecosystem (e.g., 
Ehrenfeld and Gertler 1997; Gibbs and Deutz 2005, 2007; Chertow 2007). In effect, it is 
suggested that human factors, such as the need for trust and cooperation, and economic 
factors, such as the self-centric need to strive for business growth, obstruct the planned 
development of networked, interacting, industrial ecosystems. Thus, biological ecology, 
other than at a highly conceptual and metaphoric level, is seemingly not a suitable 
science for informing greater resource efficiency.
This article argues, however, that any misgivings or criticisms that are held in relation 
to employing ecology as a suitable guide for sustainable industrial development are 
based on a laek of knowledge of the source science or a lack of appreciation of what 
ecology fundamentally pertains to.
The Need for Reinterpretation
Philosophical Thinking and Knowledge Deficiency
To date, industrial ecology theory has largely been presented on a desirability basis and 
the ‘cherry-picked’ principles^ of ecology are regularly applied (or dismissed) in a 
superficial manner with surprisingly little or no reference to ecological research. Several 
studies have engaged with the wider principles of ecology and the literature of the 
source science (e.g., Nielsen 2007; Mayer 2008; Ashton 2009). But, in many cases, 
arbitrary principles of ecology are routinely applied in an overarching manner that is not 
suited to providing the levels of complex analysis required to yield sound reference 
points for sustainable industrial development (discussed below and in the following 
section). Hence, it is readily apparent why tangible eco-industrial development remains 
largely elusive and why some researchers are seemingly able to dismantle much of the 
theory behind industrial ecosystem thinking (e.g., Harte 2001; Levine 2003; Ayres 
2004).
The science of ecology does not pertain to the prescription of normative ideals. It does 
not seek to provide a metaphoric basis for anything. And, due to inherent idiosyncrasies, 
many principles of ecology do not manifest themselves in a universally causal or easily 
predictable manner. Indeed, of the universally held principles and laws of ecology that 
do exist, many derive from the study of physics or chemistry.^ Ecology, as one of the 
natural sciences, intrinsically relates to observation, interpretation, and, one hopes, 
understanding (and, where appropriate, prediction). On the basis, first and foremost, of 
observation and interpretation, ecologists seek to answer specific questions or simply 
try to better understand the world we live in. If applied correctly, ecology is one of the 
most powerful sciences available to humans in relation to understanding the ways in
 ^ Principle: an observed or logically proven statement o f truth.
 ^For example, the laws o f thermodynamics (widely employed in ecosystem development research) derive 
from the study o f physics.
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which the world works. It is also, by far, one of the most complex of scientific fields to 
truly understand (Wilson 2001).
As a consequence of the complexity involved in the study of ecology, and despite how 
the subject is regularly portrayed in industrial ecology literature, it is still a science that 
contains many uncertainties and is certainly not capable of informing industrial 
development in an all-encompassing manner. Indeed, despite over a hundred years of 
studying the world from the perspective of ecology, most ecologists will readily admit 
that they have only scratched the surface of the complexity involved in observing living 
systems and the ways in which they interact and develop (Chapman and Reiss 1999). It 
seems that many industrial ecologists are largely unaware of, or fail to acknowledge, the 
levels of uncertainty that exist within the wider study of ecology.
Ecology, for the most part, is not an exact science in which each principle or theory 
applies to every organism or system under analysis in a uniform manner (that said, see 
the work of J0rgensen [2002] for a discussion on the existence of universal ecosystem 
processes and properties). In reality, disagreements within the ecological sciences are 
rife. One brief search through journals such as Ecology or Oikos or through one of the 
core ecology textbooks (e.g., Begon et al. 2006) would highlight the levels of debate 
and apparent disagreement that exist within the field (the ongoing diversity-stability 
debate is a prime example). Indeed, considerable debate has taken place on the very 
question of whether any universally applicable principles or laws^ exist in ecology (e.g., 
Lawton 1999; Colyvan and Ginzburg 2003; Hansson 2003; Lange 2005; O’Hara 2005). 
Consequently, from a practical implementation stance, there is little to be gained from 
selecting what are effectively arbitrary ecological principles (e.g., Korhonen’s [2001a] 
widely cited four principles for an industrial ecosystem) and applying them to industrial 
development in an all-encompassing or metaphoric manner. It is important to fully 
engage with ecological theory on a context-specific basis, otherwise the idiosyncrasies 
of individual principles and their many sound applications (and well-documented 
failings) could be missed. Any detractors of the underlying concepts of industrial 
ecology are, in effect, simply highlighting deficiencies in the applicability of many 
principles that have, for numerous years, already been recognized and widely debated 
by biological ecologists.
Due to widespread misuse, there have been suggestions that the very word ecology has 
escaped the controls of academia and been wrongly portrayed as a quasi-scientific 
philosophy for life, rather than a dedicated branch of the biological sciences (Westoby 
1997). Surely the accusation of quasi-scientific philosophy is not a fate any researcher 
would wish to befall the study of industrial ecology. At a basic level, it is thus 
fundamentally wrong to reduce the field to the frail conceptual level of a metaphor (or 
paradigm) for environmentally benign industrial development. Portraying industrial 
ecology as a metaphor, at any scale, only leaves the field open to criticisms of
 ^ Law: a principle (or collection o f related principles) that is true without exception.
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ineffectual thinking and to potentially undermining statements such as: “...industrial 
systems will never operate as nature does” (Korhonen 2001b, 66). How, precisely, does 
‘nature’ operate? Does ‘nature’ refer to the entire biosphere, a particular biome, an 
ecosystem, an individual habitat, or something else? What form of industry are we 
referring to: all industry, an individual company, or a specific industrial sector? 
Industry, as a product and ‘servant’ of a living system, the human system, is as valid a 
research element of the ecological sciences as those studied within any other 
autoecologicaf study. Industrial ecology is the ecology of human industry and should 
be studied as such. It should not be trivialized and left open to detrimental criticisms 
that, as Gallopoulos (2006) suggests, can follow concepts that are seemingly 
underpinned on philosophical ideals.
Practice Before Prescription
The employment of philosophical metaphors (rather than ecological empiricism) to 
explain or dictate what occurs within the anthrosphere does nothing more than 
perpetuate the (repeatedly calamitous) belief that we are custodians of the natural world 
rather than one small element of the wider biosphere. Indeed, in providing legitimacy to 
metaphoric thinking, several industrial ecology articles are seemingly constructed 
around the belief that humans do indeed transcend the natural environment (e.g.. Boons 
and Roome 2001; Ehrenfeld 2003; Wells 2006). The belief that human industry is not 
part of nature and anything we do or aspire to do is not entirely subject to the limiting 
factors of our one planet is fundamentally absurd and should be avoided if industrial 
systems are to be observed in an objective ecological manner.
Ecological principles and ecosystem science must be applied to industry in the same 
manner as they are applied to, say, a given form of woodland, a particular species of 
tree within the woodland, or a particular community of species that makes the tree its 
home. Essentially, ecologists define specific questions about the ecology of a given 
organism or system that they are interested in prior to observing the subject matter 
under suitable study conditions. Observations made are interpreted in a manner suited to 
answering the original question in hand. Fundamentally, the ecologist has an answer to 
a specific question; he or she rarely possesses an answer or principle that is suitable for 
direct application to all queries or observed ecological phenomena. By their very nature, 
all complex systems (biological or otherwise) are dynamic, and hence many principles 
of the ecological sciences must, where necessary, be dynamic and thus be molded to fit 
observed circumstances. Indeed, if one wishes to intrinsically understand the ecology of 
saltmarsh, one studies saltmarsh. Although they largely require the same fundamental 
resources to function and are subject to similar evolutionary forces, one would not study 
the ecology of mangrove and expect to possess knowledge suited to predicting the 
potential future of saltmarsh. This perhaps extreme example could be applied at any 
ecological level from, say, genotype to organism to community to the given example of
^ “Autoecological” pertains to the ecological study o f a single species o f organism.
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ecosystems, but the overriding message is applicable to the study and practice of 
industrial ecology.
A company or, more likely, industrial sector must be ecologically analyzed in its own 
right to determine its past and, potentially, future course of evolution (and any new 
feedback mechanisms resulting from its evolution). As a community, industrial 
ecologists need to increase research into the ecology of industry, rather than speculating 
on its idealized future. Existing principles of biological ecology that can be shown to 
provide sound analogues between industrial systems and biotic systems should be 
accepted and widely promoted. Frivolous reinterpretation of the language or lessons of 
ecology should be avoided. Where, however, principles (or ecological analysis tools) 
clearly do not fit industrial development in general, or do not fit specific industrial 
sectors, they should be disregarded or reinterpreted to suit the given situation. This is 
what happens within all the traditional branches of ecology; this is what should happen 
with industrial ecology.
Ecosystem science alone provides a myriad of enlightening system genesis, 
development, and maintenance principles that industrial ecologists can apply on a 
testable basis if it is accepted that there is no contradiction in the literal analysis of 
industrial systems on an ecological basis. Indeed, it has been recently argued that “...real 
industrial ecology...” can only occur once a full understanding of the current conditions 
of industrial systems, in relation to our knowledge of ecosystem functioning, is acquired 
(see Nielsen and Müller 2009, p. 1914). The potential need to reinterpret existing 
principles of ecology to fit what is witnessed within industrial systems does not translate 
as the rejection of ecology as a suitable platform for promoting sustainable industrial 
development; it translates as the evolution of industrial ecosystem science.
All fledging scientific fields develop in a haphazard, opportunistic manner (Wilson 
2004). After at least two decades of development, however, it is time for industrial 
ecology theorists to concentrate on specificity. The age of opportunism that saw the 
promotion of the ecological metaphor has arguably reached its natural (and very 
limited) conclusion. Only after appropriate principles of ecosystem development are 
categorically shown to be applicable to industry (and demonstrated to policy makers) 
can industrial ecology be taken seriously as a science capable of delivering tangible eco- 
industrial development.
To consolidate what has been stated here, industry is as valid an ecological study 
subject as any other product of a given organism’s continuing adaption to its 
environment and its compulsion to fulfill its daily needs. As a consequence, industrial 
ecosystems do not require creation; they already exist, albeit in a (largely) resource- 
inefficient form. It will be argued that at the initial points of system genesis and 
succession, they do develop in accordance with the same ‘principles’ and ‘laws’ as all 
other ecosystems. At the community development and functioning levels, however, the 
sheer magnitude of complexity and innumerable system feedback mechanisms mean
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that many existing ecological principles are unlikely to be directly transferable in their 
raw form. It is thus argued that discovering when and where existing principles of 
ecology are applicable, when and where they require adaption, and when alternative 
principles require creation, constitutes the study of industrial ecology and, ultimately, 
the development of the principles of industrial ecosystem science.
To continue the core argument of this article, some of the regularly proposed core 
principles of industrial ecology that generate criticism and debate from both detractors 
of industrial ecology and natural ecologists alike will be highlighted. By way of 
conclusion, the article endeavors to highlight the necessity to perform and consult 
ecology in a literal and case-specific manner and, in the process, attempts to also 
provide an insight into the intrinsically complex nature of the science and study of 
ecology.
Misconception, Contradiction, and Debate
One potential criticism of using ecosystems as a source model for industrial 
development is the belief that the two systems seemingly operate according to 
fundamentally different principles of evolution and maintenance. Due to internal 
recycling and system inputs primarily deriving from renewable sources, it is widely 
believed that ecosystems are inherently resource efficient and thus sustainable. In 
contrast, it is suggested that industry is inherently unsustainable due to the linear nature 
of resource movement and energy inputs primarily deriving from non-renewable 
sources (e.g., Frosch and Gallopoulos 1989; Jelinski et al. 1992; Graedel 1996; 
Korhonen 2001a; Korhonen et al. 2004; Gibbs 2008). Superficially, these differences 
between the two systems seem undeniable; however, as will be argued, the apparent 
differences only exist due to misconception or inappropriate spatial or temporal 
comparisons being made.
System Genesis and Succession
The laws of thermodynamics are the biggest constraint to production within industrial 
and natural ecosystems (Nielsen 2007)—this position is irrefutable. Exactly how the 
laws of thermodynamics manifest themselves within the evolution of biotic systems is, 
however, a point of debate. Without an exposition of the widely discussed relationship 
between thermodynamic efficiency and system development, it can be safely stated that 
at the point of genesis, the global industrial system developed, and continues to develop, 
along the same macroecological principles and laws as any other ecosystem (for 
chronological discussion on thermodynamics and ecosystem development, see Lotka 
1922a, 1922b; Odum and Pinkerton 1955; Schneider and Kay 1994; Jprgensen 2002).
At the point of colonization, the primary (and secondary) genesis of habitats occurs with 
the appearance of select pioneer species that, via their fundamental niches,^ are adapted 
to sequestering and assimilating underutilized in-situ resources (Chapman and Reiss
 ^Fundamental niche: the complete range o f niches an organism can fill in the absence o f competition.
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1999; Begon et al. 2006). As pioneer species take hold within a habitat, they 
systematically, by their very appearance, create or facilitate further fundamental niches 
that provide and provoke, through system feedback, multispatial habitat change and the 
development of new resources or the release of existing resources. As later sere^ 
organisms fill and exploit the newly evolved fundamental niches, the process of niche 
opening and realization occurs on a continual basis in continued response to internal 
system changes. As this process of autogenic succession, as it is termed, takes place, 
and an ecosystem continues to develop, community structure typically evolves toward 
diversification until the ecosystem reaches a point of relative temporal stability 
(Chapman and Reiss 1999). In many cases, the primary colonizers that set system 
evolution and diversification in motion, with their unlocking of previously difficult-to- 
utilize resources, become victims of their own success as they promote the development 
of ecosystems that are rich in competition or simply no longer suited to their 
maintenance or, more specifically, their fecundity (Chapman and Reiss 1999; Begon et 
al. 2006). The unintentional but self-propagated changes to a given habitat, such as the 
modification of soil chemistry or structure through an accumulation and decomposition 
of leaf litter, which are disastrous for many incumbent species, are essential for the 
appearance of others. Neither organic nor industrial pioneers intentionally make their 
‘homes’ less suited to their proliferation; stochastic and potentially undesirable 
environmental change is an inevitable consequence of their existence and their 
necessary resource (in the widest sense) exploitation (for a discussion on the general 
trends of system succession, see Odum 1969).
In direct comparison, it can be stated that the Industrial Revolution blossomed on the 
back of the exploitation of vastly underutilized resources in the same way pioneer 
primary producers exploit seemingly bare earth. The evolved ability to exploit 
underutilized sources of energy and thus develop greater system production capacity 
generated unprecedented industrial development and, consequently, significant changes 
in the local and wider environment. As the technosphere has developed and diversified 
on the back of continued resource innovation and fundamental (techno) niche 
realization, increased resource competition and environmental change have been 
generated. Over the last two centuries, the accumulation of environmental ‘bads’ (from 
a human perspective) has promoted successional forces within the technosphere that 
have, in turn, promoted changes to the way we allow the industrial ecosystem to 
proliferate. For example, the systematically evolved physical and political tools of 
cleaner production can be seen as a clear response to the autogenic poisoning and 
degradation of the human habitat.
Due to our higher cognitive skills, we are effectively able to recognize impending 
phases of autogenic succession and thus adapt or evolve far quicker than most colonizer 
species. Thus, the levels of industrial adaption and diversification that are capable of 
facilitating greater resource efficiency do not necessarily evolve due to a perceived lack
 ^ A  “sere” refers to the sequential change in the composition o f  an ecological community during the 
process o f succession.
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of immediate necessity. Arguably the forces of autogenic (or possibly allogenic^) 
succession can, however, only be avoided for so long before industry, in its current 
form, degrades the human habitat to a point where it succumbs to succession and 
perishes or adapts in a way best suited to reaching relative environmental stability. In 
the same manner as many other colonizers become victims of their own success, 
resource-inefficient and environmentally degrading industry will, no doubt, eventually 
become a victim of its own considerable success.
Whilst fundamental niches continue to exist within immature ‘habitats’, geographic 
dispersion will, however, take place—industrial practices that have succumbed within 
industrially evolved countries invariably continue to colonize and prevail within newly 
industrialized countries. The components of all systems will, if allowed by adaption or 
lack of competition, take the least resistance or ‘easy’ existence and development option 
until such time as environmental influences dictate that adaption (or extinction) is a 
necessity. The ‘easy’ option and the feedback controls required to promote the necessity 
(or will) to evolve will differ vastly between systems and the specific components that 
constitute a given system’s community because, in the process of realizing a 
fundamental niche, a given company or industry must, by definition, be locally 
adapted.^
The idea that local factors may be important to the understanding of industrial ecology 
is not new. It has been widely acknowledged that the development (or non­
development) characteristics of individual industrial ecosystems are affected by local 
factors (e.g., Korhonen, 2001a; Baas and Boons 2004; Roberts 2004; Deutz and Gibbs
2008). Like all systems, industry is subject to the physical and temporal availability of 
the resources that allow it to function. Thus, on one level or another, there must be 
locally present influences and instances of operational feedback that allow a given 
industrial ecosystem to proliferate. Although it is difficult to ascertain what is 
controlling what within an ecosystem (Nielsen 2007), ascertaining what system 
development and proliferation influences exist within individual industrial ecosystems, 
at a specific geographic scale or on a sectoral basis, will allow a more complete, but 
admittedly complex, picture of potential industrial evolution to be painted. Ultimately, 
however, industrial ecologists need to remember that everything in the present is a 
product of the past; arguably, nothing in nature is adapted to the future.
Nature: The Perfect Recycler?
Biological ecosystems are driven by circular recycling of resources; in contrast, 
industrial systems are outwardly characterized by linear movement of resources and the 
accumulation of waste (e.g., Graedel 1996; Ehrenfeld and Gertler 1997; Korhonen
 ^ Allogenic (succession): a change to community composition as a result o f external environmental 
influences.
 ^Although the realization o f a fundamental niche is described here as being achieved as a result o f local 
adaption, parallel and convergent evolution show that the development o f  a given ‘phenotype’ is capable 
o f replication wherever suitable conditions exist.
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2001a; Korhonen et al. 2004). It is widely believed that, as: “...masters of recycling...” 
(Korhonen 2001b, 57), ecosystems generate: “...little or no waste” (Roberts 2004, 998). 
In many ways, these statements are perfectly sound, and, thus, as a core tenet of 
industrial ecology theory, the goal of emulating the status of ‘master’ recycler within 
industrial ecosystems is an admirable one. These statements are also technically 
incorrect, however, as at any one time, vast amounts of waste exist within individual 
ecosystems and the wider biosphere (as also acknowledged and demonstrated by Levine 
[2003] and Ayres [2004]).
Fossil fuels, our primary energy source and, arguably, the source of contemporary 
industry, are a waste product of nature’s ‘incomplete’ biological assimilation of ancient 
carbon-based life. Many of the materials we employ in construction activities are 
formed from waste products that have not been fully assimilated by the environment. 
One of many possible examples is limestone, which is primarily composed of the calcite 
remains of long-dead marine organisms. The current composition of our atmosphere is 
the product of waste generation: prior to the appearance of life on Earth (and, by 
definition, ecosystems), the balance of elements that were found in the planet’s 
atmosphere differed vastly from its present composition. Indeed, without the oxygenic 
‘pollution’ of the atmosphere, humans (and, arguably, all eukaryote life forms) would 
not exist! Numerous further apparent instances of waste in the environment could be 
presented to highlight the fact that waste, as we perceive it, does indeed exist within the 
biosphere. Furthermore, the notion of closed cyclical systems can be automatically 
debunked, at least at the local scale, with the knowledge that ecosystems regularly lose 
and gain resources through instances of wet-fall, dry-fall, gaseous atmospheric 
dispersion, and in-situ consumption or collection by organisms prior to ex-situ 
deposition (see Begon et al. 2006).
If ecosystems are not as resourceful (and locally closed) as we are led to believe they 
are, the question thus arises: is internal or externally deposited waste actually a bad 
thing, or is it simply a human construct that has no meaning in ecology? In some cases, 
‘waste’ is arguably good. The accumulation of waste and perceived pollution or 
degradation of a given ecosystem is often the precursor to evolution and the emergence 
of diversity and, consequently, increased resource optimization—this, in part, is the 
basic but much debated principle of (autogenic) succession. Waste is only seen as bad 
when it impinges on or threatens the long-term existence of a given organism. Waste, in 
effect, does not exist; it is a force of evolution within both systems and should be 
studied as such within industrial ecology. Indeed, the perception that industrial 
ecosystems are wasteful due to the linear movement of materials only exists if one puts 
a spatial or temporal boundary around a study site. With the knowledge that waste does 
exist in nature and that ecosystems are not completely cyclical, it could be easily argued 
(and proved) that ecosystems are also linear systems if, again, one does not extend the 
study boundary (both in time and space).
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Effectively unused by-products emanating from processes within industrial (and 
biological) systems have not become system waste; they have simply entered resource 
sinks similar to those that exist within all ecosystem compartments. Any resource sink 
will perpetuate within an ecosystem until such time as an organism or process enters the 
system or evolves that is capable of directly using or assimilating the said waste 
product. Given sufficient time, there is always the possibility that something will evolve 
that can economically, thermodynamically, or chemically assimilate or make best use of 
a resource, regardless of how unlikely that may seem at a given point in time. For 
example, if over several millions of years humans had not evolved into their specific 
niche and had not continued to realize many fundamental niches, resource sinks such as 
crude oil would, from the perspective of many other elements of nature, remain a 
useless and potentially harmful waste product. This example and general line of thought 
reiterates a core question within industrial ecology theory: where is the boundary, if  one 
exists, between industrial and biological systems? More specifically, when does the 
human system start, or stop, being part of wider biosphere evolution and functioning?
It is accepted that undesirable and potentially disastrous side effects are associated with 
the unlocking of some resource sinks that are deemed to be examples of waste within 
nature. For an obvious example, the release of carbon dioxide is a seemingly 
undesirable side effect of the use of fossil fuels. If anthropogenic cognition is taken out 
of the theoretical equation, however, there are no undesirable side effects emanating 
from our use of ecosystem by-products. We have simply created new environmental 
influences. Waste, or, in effect, the existence of a new resource or successional 
influence within the environment is a precursor and force behind evolution and 
invariably the appearance of further optimized systems. It is undeniable, however, that 
our biggest problem, as a species, is the rate at whieh environmental ‘problems’ are 
multiplying, persisting and thus potentially threatening our current way of life. But, 
without suitable consideration of (and swift reaction to) the consequences of our 
actions, this is seemingly an inevitable and typically unpredictable consequence of niche 
realization and consequent resource exploitation.
Diversity and Ecosystem Eunctioning
It has been argued that industrial diversity is essential to the functioning and stable 
development of industrial ecosystems (e.g.. Côté and Smolenaars 1997; Korhonen 
2001a, 2001b; Korhonen and Snakin 2005; Ashton 2009; Liwarska-Bizukojc et al. 
2009). It is widely believed that increased diversity and, consequently, collective 
adaptability are able to protect against harmful perturbations in the local and wider 
environment. It is also believed that the increased number of potential system linkages 
that derive from system diversity also promote the possibility of localized by-product 
reuse and, thus, increased productivity (Korhonen 2001a, 2001b; Hardy and Graedel 
2002; Sterr and Ott 2004; Korhonen and Snakin 2005; Liwarska-Bizukojc et al. 2009). 
At the highest point of application, these statements are both sensible and intuitive 
within the development and understanding of both industrial and biological systems 
theory. When parallels are drawn between observations made within biological and
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industrial ecology, however, there is a belief that industrial systems typically develop 
toward homogenization of production and, in some cases, monopolies, which is in 
contrast to the individuality and diversity that exists within ecosystems (Nielsen 2007; 
Ashton 2009). Arguably, however, this divergence between the two systems does not 
strictly exist. Individual species do dominate at various successional seres and would, 
no doubt, evolve toward a full monopoly of resources and habitat ‘markets’ if suitable 
environmental conditions existed and their fundamental niche allowed such domination. 
For instance, many mature ecological communities can be almost entirely dominated by 
a singular species of plant life. Indeed, the common reed (P. australis) has been known 
to develop ‘natural monocultures’ that cover vast areas of wetland.
Although the likes of the common reed can entirely dominate the plant life within a 
given area (on many scales), it is debatable to what extent it exists in biotic isolation 
(i.e., nutrient uptake is largely facilitated by symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi, and the stands 
form a refuge for many animals). Furthermore, their continued dominance at a given 
point in time is continually subject to stochastic and potentially destructive forces (e.g., 
storms and disease) that could lead to the reopening of a given area’s resources to a 
wider group of species. In parallel to this example, it is debatable to what extent a given 
industry can or does operate in isolation or how long any company can continue to 
monopolize the use of a resource or the share of a market. As evidenced by the recent 
world economic downturn, even the most dominant of companies are subject to, and can 
ultimately be victims of, wider market forces beyond their control.
Discussion on the potential benefits of diversity and its effects on overall system 
stability and levels of production have to be conducted in a context-specific manner. 
Diversity, in the sense of the richness and relative abundance of system elements, 
simply provides options for adaptability. In theory, diversity is excellent for promoting 
system productivity and stability; however, these system traits could, arguably, be 
achieved by a small number of companies ÿthey are sufficiently adaptable and prepared 
for change or prepared to exploit an opportunity to evolve toward a ‘fitter’ state of 
existence. Neither internal nor system diversity, however, guarantees an increase in the 
productive efficiency of the individual or the system as a whole. Indeed, as our current 
economic systems are largely driven by finite resources, the efficiency of our 
productions systems is arguably a far more important aspect of ecosystem functioning 
to focus on than, for example, a dogmatic consideration of productivity or the increased 
cycling of materials.
Ultimately, system efficiency and stability (in the form of resilience and, initially, 
resistance) cannot be boiled down to a generalized belief that more diversity equates to 
desirable system characteristics. Such a statement needs empirical testing at various 
scales within defined industrial ecosystems, not least because several researchers have 
conducted subject-specific research that concludes that a positive relationship between 
biotic diversity, per se, and overall system stability is not as universal as one would 
intuitively believe it to be (see McCann 2000; Cameron 2002; Pfister and Schmid
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2002). Indeed, although increased productivity, in the form of primary production, has 
been largely shown to be a product of increased species richness (e.g., Tilman et al. 
2001; Hooper et al. 2005; Flombaum and Sala 2008), the effects (or at least our 
understanding) of diversity on system stability and productive efficiency are less 
conclusive.
The increases in productivity that are seen to be a product of species richness are, in 
general, intuitively believed to be a result of increases in both spatial and temporal 
resource complementarity (i.e., niche differentiation and facilitation), which follow the 
maturation and diversification of a system^ (Cardinale et al. 2007). Apart from 
productivity, it is probable that complementarity and functional traits, at and between 
multiple trophic levels, are important to the development of all ostensibly positive 
ecosystem properties. Acquiring a greater understanding of the development of 
genotypic and phenotypic traits is almost certainly the best way to derive a fuller 
knowledge of system diversity and, in particular, its context-specific causal properties 
and ‘benefits’. Unfortunately, research into which and how many species act in a 
complementary way has not been widely conducted (Hooper et al. 2005). Moreover, in 
specific relation to the long-running diversity-stability debate, it has been suggested that 
research has (perhaps wrongly) been overtaken by theoretical thinking—long-term field 
studies and experimentation are required if we are to fully understand what facilitates 
system stability (Hooper et al. 2005).
Although both systems (biological and industrial) are clearly diverse, it is difficult to 
determine in which system diversity plays the more important role (Nielsen and Müller
2009). It is only with context-specific research that the roles of diversity within 
industrial systems can even begin to be understood. With the level and breadth of 
industrial data that are available—in many cases to an extent biological ecologists can 
only dream of—it should be possible to conduct the research needed on the evolution of 
functional traits and the many aspects of resource complementarity. As Mayer (2008) 
stated, use of such data offers great potential for advancing both ecologies.
With the number of industrial data that exist within many developed countries, it should 
not be difficult to go beyond concept-driven speculation and start confronting the wider 
diversity debate with empirical data and analysis. Indeed, the authors of this article 
have, in partnership with the United Kingdom’s National Industrial Symbiosis 
Programme, started the process of mapping the industrial diversity of England (in terms 
of both industrial sectors and resource flows) in the pursuit of discovering how it relates 
to known instances of eco-industrial development and opportunities for industrial 
symbiosis. The work (to be published) is still at the data analysis stage, but preliminary 
findings have been made that not only confirm some of the most basic assumptions
 ^ Although, as a caveat to this statement, it should be noted that diverse plant communities can take 
several generations o f growing seasons before complementarity facilitates system production on scales 
greater than that o f highly productive monocultures (see Cardinale et al. 2007).
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made within the literature of both ecologies but also add to some of the more complex 
questions on the relationship between diversity and eeosystem functioning.
It is perhaps sensible to increase diversity among power producers to ensure future 
energy security, but, other than possibly increasing opportunities for localized industrial 
symbiosis, what benefits ean be drawn from the generalist preseription to promote 
diversity within industrial ecosystems? As ean be surmised from the above discussion, 
individual ecosystem funetioning and stability will be as dependent on the specific 
characteristics of potential immigrant speeies as they are on the colleetive functional 
(and redundant) traits of existing speeies. Beeause eaeh eeosystem possesses a non- 
uniform number of resource flow compartments and internal linkages, there is arguably 
no way of knowing, without context-specific research (both at and between multiple 
trophie levels), how diversity affeets a given system. For example, there could be 
significant levels of diversity within a system, but the loss of just one keystone or 
functional species (e.g., mycorrhizal fungi within plant communities) could be 
disastrous in terms of maintaining what are deemed to be anthropogenieally desirable 
conditions or, simply, levels of system production. In the same vein, without suffieient 
context-speeifie information, the artifieial introduetion of a new species to promote 
diversity could, in fact, lead to a reduction in diversity if the speeific resouree 
requirements of the immigrant lead to extinctions or promote eompetitive exclusion 
(e.g., the extinetion of many animals on islands where predatory alien species have been 
introduced, or, within England, the wide-scale marginalization of the red squirrel \S. 
vulgaris^ by the nonnative grays [S. carolinsensisY). The specific goal of maintaining or 
increasing the diversity of an industrial ecosystem must be clear and well thought out 
before preseription can be made. Diversity, in short, is a highly relative concept whose 
seale is largely dietated by levels of niche differentiation and realized niche overlap. 
Diversity, in whatever form it is observed, tends to exist where the prevailing system 
conditions allow it to exist.
Debate Summary
In summary, it has been shown that, at the highest level, many principles of eeology can 
be applied to industrial systems. For instance, the many aspects of niche theory and its 
role in system succession are invaluable to understanding how industrial development 
has taken place and will theoretically take place. Nevertheless, some widely promoted 
ideological principles of industrial ecology, such as the idea that ecosystems are masters 
of recycling, waste is bad, and diversity is essential to the development and stability of 
ecosystems, are not applicable in a universal manner. Ascertaining the effects and 
existence of waste within a given system and determining the contribution diversity 
makes to promoting stable and effieient industrial ecosystems are, among other, 
important questions within industrial eeology research. But, due to the complexity 
involved in ecological research at the community and systems levels, studies relating to 
their applieation must be conducted widely and their results presented on a case-by-ease 
basis if any useful patterns of eco-industrial development are to be determined and 
made (prescriptively) transferable to similar systems.
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Conclusion
A note of caution is required before one studies the dynamies of industrial eeosystems: 
“[Industrial] ecologists, like the [eompanies] organisms they study, cannot make 
[industry] nature conform to their perfect liking” (adapted from: Wilson 2001, 155). 
Thus, industrial ecosystems cannot be studied in relation to biological systems with any 
form of ideologieal preeonception in mind, otherwise it will only lead to widespread 
false hope or miseonceived disappointment.
Industrial ecology is exactly that, the ecology of industry—it is not a metaphor or 
paradigm for anything. Industrial eeology needs to learn and borrow from the many 
natural sciences, but it must not be confined by their observations of the world if 
theoretical and practical progress in the field is to be made. Due to the idiosyncrasies 
inherent within all levels of ecological structure, the principles of ecology do not 
manifest themselves in a universally predictable manner. Consequently, there exists a 
theoretical industrial ecology vacuum that needs filling with context-specific eco- 
industrial analysis.
The study and charaeterization of spécifié industrial ecosystems will provide the 
‘prineiples of industrial eeosystem science’. The prineiples will no doubt be unique to 
some forms of company, agglomerations, or industrial sectors; some will apply on a 
cross-seetor basis, and some, maybe, will be applieable to all industrial ecosystems and 
thus be deemed law. The primary question for industrial ecology is, however, not what 
prineiples are potentially important to promoting environmentally benign 
manufaeturing, but in what context is one principle more important than another.
Lawton (1999) stated that eeological patterns emerge most clearly at the single species 
level, because their study eontingencies are manageable, and at larger scales, because 
general statistieal order emerges from the “scrum.” In contrast: “The middle ground is a 
mess. It is fascinating to study, and rich in wonderful biology. But by studying it, do not 
expect universal rules, even simple contingent general rules, to emerge. If and when 
they do, treasure them” (Lawton 1999, 188). It is by exploring the richness and 
divergenee of industrial eeosystems that industrial ecology will become a respeetable 
and defensible field in its own right, rather than through simplification and 
generalization of what is an inherently complex subject.
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QUANTIFYING ‘GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY’: 
Experiences from the UK’s National Industrial Symbiosis Programme
(Paper published in: Resources, Conservation and Recycling, Vol. 55, Issue 7)
Paul D. Jensen, Lauren Basson, Emma E. Hellawell, Malcolm Bailey & Matthew Leach 
Abstract
Geographic proximity is said to be a key eharaeteristie of the resource reuse and 
recycling practice known as industrial symbiosis. To date, however, proximity of 
symbiont companies has remained an abstract characteristic. By conducting a statistical 
analysis of synergies facilitated by the United Kingdom’s National Industrial Symbiosis 
Programme during their first five years of operation, this article attempts to quantify 
geographic proximity and in the process provide practitioners with an insight into the 
movement trends of different waste streams. Among other it was found that the median 
distance materials travelled within a symbiotic relationship is 20.4 miles. It is argued 
that quantitative information of this form is of practical value for the effective 
deployment of industrial symbiosis practitioners and wider resource efficiency 
planning. The results and discussion presented within this article are specific to 
industrial symbiosis opportunities facilitated within the United Kingdom; the 
methodology and assessment of resouree movement influences are, however, expected 
to be relevant to all countries in which industrial activity is similarly mature and 
diversified.
1. Introduction
1.1 Industrial Symbiosis and the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme 
Industrial symbiosis can be regarded as the establishment of close working agreements 
between normally unrelated companies that lead to resource efficiency. Working 
agreements include, among other, the direct reuse of one company’s waste stream as 
another’s raw material, the innovative reprocessing of problematic by-products, and the 
sharing of underutilised power, water and/or steam.
Specific reasons for the establishment of industrial symbiosis agreements, otherwise 
known as synergies, are manifold. Apart from the business imperative of needing to 
improve profitability and competitiveness, drivers of symbiosis can also be social, 
environmental and/or regulatory in nature (Chertow, 2007). Within the UK, synergies 
are facilitated by the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) as part of a 
deliberate attempt to encourage industry to look beyond their traditional markets for 
business opportunities capable of delivering resource efficiency.
Not restricted to working within geographic boundaries, such as individual industrial 
estates or municipalities, NISP is a Government supported private sector initiative
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charged with the national promotion and delivery of industrial symbiosis \  As of 
February 2010, NISP had recruited almost 13,000 member companies whieh are 
collectively served by 12 regional delivery teams located throughout England, Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland. Engaging with eompanies on a “work with the willing” 
basis (H. Hitehman, Per s. Comms., 2010), NISP facilitated industrial symbiosis has 
helped to generate significant economic and environmental benefits for both Programme 
members and the UK Government (see Layboum and Morrissey, 2009).
Though not every NISP member is currently engaged in an active synergy all have 
eontributed to the Programme by way of supplying industrial resource flow data. 
Indeed, one of the by-produets of NISP’s delivery of industrial symbiosis is the 
generation of a significant amount of data pertaining to the production and management 
of industrial waste. NISP and their affiliated researchers are continually evaluating the 
data they possess in the pursuit of developing industrial symbiosis best practice. This 
article presents the results of one such study into the spatial movement of resources 
between NISP members.
1.2 Industrial Symbiosis and ‘Geographic Proximity '
As there is still some disagreement as to what differentiates a synergy from ‘everyday’ 
exchanges of resources (as evidenced by discussions held eaeh year at the Annual 
Industrial Symbiosis Research Symposia and discussed briefly in Chertow, 2007: 12), it 
is sensible to clarify what constitutes a synergy within the context of this article. The 
working definition employed within this article derives directly from the biological 
description of symbiosis (e.g. Begon et al., 2006; Chapman and Reiss, 1999). Simply, 
the physical exchange of operational resources between distinctly unrelated companies, 
or sectors, constitutes a synergy. To be clear, a symbiotic partnership is effectively the 
opportunistic coming together of two or more actors from sectors that, under normal 
circumstances, would not come into contact and consequently would not necessarily 
possess a working knowledge of eaeh other’s operational processes. The mode of a 
given synergy, whether mutualistic or commensal, is defined by the outputs of the 
synergy and the speeific objectives of the actors involved. For example, where all 
symbionts clearly derive tangible benefits from a synergy, mutualism is observed. 
Where a company freely donates a serviceable and/or saleable resource to another 
company or organisation (e.g. for philanthropic reasons) the tangible benefit of the 
synergy is wholly felt by the resource recipient and thus commensalism is observed. 
Though mutualism is the most prevalent and arguably preferential mode of industrial 
symbiosis, there is no specific requirement for a synergy to be mutually beneficial.
A widely agreed and therefore often cited element of industrial symbiosis theory is, 
however: “...the synergistic possibilities offered by geographic proximity” (Chertow,
* The reciprocal ‘top-down’ influence o f  the UK Government and ‘bottom-up’ needs o f  the private sector 
that have helped to shape the NISP delivery model, can be likened to the ‘middle-out’ approach to 
industrial symbiosis development discussed by Costa and FerrSo (see Costa and Ferrao 2010).
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2000: 314). Apart from the obvious economic and practical benefits of local 
collaboration, the close proximity of potential symbiont companies is said to ease the 
development of trust and cooperation - two components that are believed to be 
prerequisites of any form of eeo-industrial agreement (Hewes and Lyons, 2008; Sterr 
and Ott, 2004; Wallner, 1999). Tmst and cooperation are said to be important to 
symbiosis beeause, without it, companies are unwilling to link processes in a manner 
that may affect the ways in which they choose to operate (Gibbs, 2003; Lambert and 
Boons, 2002). Trust ean also be a key influence on the development of symbiotic 
networks as it helps to embed and maintain the level of relationships required to 
develop and distribute knowledge and technology (Murphy, 2006). Without trust and 
cooperation the level of knowledge exchange required to facilitate symbiosis is both 
difficult and costly to obtain (Christensen, 1994, cited in Ehrenfeld and Gertler, 1997).
Importantly, the cultural or deliberate development of trust and ready collaboration 
amongst a network of potential industrial symbionts is believed to reduce “mental 
distances” between eompanies (Ehrenfeld and Gertler, 1997: 74; Gibbs and Deutz, 
2007: 1689). Though the physical distances involved in a given synergy could be 
considerable, and thus potentially more problematic to facilitate than the outputs of any 
resouree exchange is ‘worth’, the suggestion is that distances psychologically, if not 
physically, reduce if a relationship already exists between prospective symbionts. 
Though the supposition that reduced mental distances help to facilitate symbiosis is 
sound and well documented within eco-industrial planning literature, it is, however, not 
something that can readily aid the delivery of industrial symbiosis in a more strategic, 
targeted, and not least, cost-effective manner. To put it plainly: short mental distance 
and close geographic proximity are meaningless terms in relation to the active planning 
and facilitation of by-product exchanges. To improve a practitioner’s ability to identify 
opportunities for industrial symbiosis, it is useful for them to be guided by and/or able 
to refer to quantitative synergy facilitation information. For independent industrial 
symbiosis practitioners who work on any scale greater than that of a physically or 
politically bounded industrial estate, deciding where to look for a partner for a 
prospective symbiont requires specific information on the spatial movement dynamics 
of a given resource.
Despite the numerous years of research that have been conducted into the development 
of symbiotic networks, quantitative information on the movement of resources is scarce. 
Arguably this is due to the simple acceptance that the physical movement of some 
resources, such as utilities, will always be restricted. Whilst within regional eeo- 
industrial studies there is the common-sense belief that high value by-product 
exchanges should not be “spatially constrained” (Chertow et al., 2008: 1304). Indeed, it 
is accepted that some high value by-product exchanges may take place over several 
hundreds of kilometres (van Berkel, 2006). Is there any evidence, however, to 
corroborate these assumptions that ean be applied to the deliberate development of an 
eco-industrial network? Despite an extensive review of the relevant literature, it has not 
been possible to find proof to validate these apparently sound, yet empirically unproven,
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statements. It could be argued that it is, perhaps, not necessary to ascertain the distances 
involved in utility based synergies as there is, on a case by case basis, a specific 
measureable limit to where one can look for potential recipient symbionts. In the case of 
materials, however, knowing how far a given material tends to travel within eco- 
industrial agreements, rather than how far they can theoretically travel before losing 
their residual economic and/or environmental value, is, potentially, of significant 
interest and practical planning use.
Though it is relatively easy to determine the distances involved in resource exchanges, 
it is, seemingly, rarely done. If any distances are obtained, speeific figures are seldom 
provided within articles; particularly within articles relating to the development of 
regional eco-industrial systems. That said, a recent study into the evolution of the 
Tianjin Eeonomic-Teehnological Development Area (TEDA), China, did consider the 
specific distances involved in the movement of materials. On average it was shown that 
the distance between companies involved in the symbiotic exchange of materials was
28.2 km (Shi et al., 2010: 196). When the identified synergies were broken down to 
material exchanges solely involving TEDA based symbionts, the average figure for 
material movements fell to 11.5 km. The average distance materials moved between a 
TEDA based company and a company based outside of the TEDA boundary was found 
to be 34 km (Shi et al., 2010: 196).
The material movement statistics from the TEDA study provide interesting reading in 
relation to proactive implementation and nurturing of industrial symbiosis; particularly 
in comparison to the NISP model of national symbiosis delivery when it is revealed that 
the majority of TEDA synergies are cross-boundary (59%). With further analysis it 
would be useful to determine, if possible, why and what materials are moving cross 
boundary and why and what materials stay within the TEDA boundary. There may be 
no material specific trends to be uncovered; however, possessing knowledge of these 
further details could help industrial symbiosis facilitators develop resource specific 
management models and, furthermore, append a quantitative platform to the notion of 
‘geographic proximity’. Accordingly, this article will continue by presenting the results 
of a study into the movement of materials within NISP facilitated synergies. Material 
movement statistics will be provided for all resources and also material specific 
exchanges. Also provided is an interpretation of what factors dictate the specific 
resource movement distances presented herein.
2. Methodology
2.1 NISP Data Collection
After speculative contact has been made between a company and NISP^, practitioners 
are typically invited to visit a company and discuss potential solutions to their waste 
production and management problems. Initially discussions are problem specific;
 ^ Initial contact between practitioners and companies can either occur directly on a one to one basis or via 
multiparty industrial symbiosis workshops.
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however, talks with potential symbiont companies are gradually directed by 
practitioners toward acquiring a holistic knowledge of a given company’s operational 
practices. Meeting proceedings are duly recorded and all ‘have/want’ potential 
resources identified by the company and the practitioner (whether they be expertise, by­
products, waste streams, and/or excess utilities capacity) are registered on NISP’s 
central database: CRISP (Core Resource for Industrial Symbiosis Practitioners). When 
registering resource details, all entries into CRISP are manually assigned generic waste 
stream titles prior to taxonomic assignment to three increasingly refined resource 
categories^.
As and when resource matches are identified and duly facilitated, the social, economic 
and environmental outcomes of the synergy are calculated, recorded and ‘signed-off by 
the NISP practitioner and symbiont companies prior to third-party verification of 
synergy outputs. Full details of completed synergies and their outputs are entered into 
the completed matches section of the NISP central database and assigned a unique 
Match ID number. Recorded synergy outcomes include: amount of landfill diversion, 
reductions in virgin material use, reductions in COic emissions, industrial water 
savings, hazardous waste elimination, jobs saved and/or created, cost savings, additional 
sales and any new private investment" .^
To ensure uniformity of data input, synergy facilitation data is entered on to the central 
database in accordance with NISP best practice guidelines. All data within the central 
database can be exported to queryable database formats for analysis, development of 
best practice resource management and/or auditing purposes.
2.2 Data Preparation and Calculation o f Synergy Distances
A dataset of 979 completed and signed-off synergies for England, Scotland and Wales 
was generated (in December 2009) and exported from CRISP to dbf format^. To ensure 
that the distances measured only related to the physical movement of resources from 
one organisation to another, all non-material/sub stance based synergies were removed 
from the dataset. For example, synergies pertaining to the sharing of expertise, shared 
labour, shared logistics and land were removed along with any data that had been 
assigned to a NISP regional office rather than the geographic location of a given 
company. This dataset of resource exchanges, whieh following the editing process
 ^NISP’s bespoke waste stream categories were generated via the amalgamation o f  several existing waste 
classification systems and roundtable discussion amongst N ISP’ data analysts and practitioners.
^ Synergy outputs calculated and recorded are those required by NISP funding bodies, i.e. the Department 
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and the respective regions’ Regional Development Agency (see 
Laybourn and Morrissey, 2009, for further information on Programme outputs reported for the period 
2005-10).
 ^ The dataset o f  979 synergies relates to the Programme’s first batch o f  audited synergies. At the time the 
dataset was constructed (December 2009), NISP were engaged in the active facilitation o f a further 3,782  
synergies. Information relating to the movement o f resources within Northern Ireland was not available at 
the time the dataset was generated.
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related to 792 synergies, was broken down further to show only Match ID, company 
postal codes, resource stream titles, resource quantity and synergy outputs.
Employing Maplnfo’s PostPoint Professional, a postcode grid reference database for the 
UK (accurate to within 1 metre of the central address of a given postal code), each line 
of data within the synergies dataset was georeferenced. Where company postcodes 
could not be automatically georeferenced via the PostPoint Professional database, a 
national grid coordinate was manually acquired for the relevant company and applied to 
the synergies dataset.
The georeferenced dataset was imported into a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
software package (ArcGIS 9.1). Employing the ‘Add XY Data’ tool within the ArcGIS 
mapping extension, ArcMap, point features (data points) for each symbiont company 
were plotted (see Figure 1).
" V . w  • •
/  ■ ••  • ■ - A  • . .
- '
Fig. 1 Resource Exchange Network for the Analysed Dataset of 
NISP Facilitated Synergies
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To enable data querying and editing, the point feature data file was exported to ArcGIS 
shapefile format and reapplied to ArcMap for spatial analysis. Using the Match ID 
numbers assigned to each unique synergy, distances (in miles^) between partner 
symbionts were automatically generated and appended to the shapefile’s attribute table 
via a bespoke GIS ‘Calculate Movement Parameters’ tool (created by Beyer, 2004).
The shapefile’s attribute table was exported back to dbf format for generation of 
resource movement statistics and analysis. To enable movement analysis of specific 
resource types, the dataset was disaggregated into NISP’s bespoke waste stream 
taxonomic categories. In addition to distance statistics being generated for all material 
synergies and for resource specific synergies, statistics were also separately generated 
for any resources that contained hazardous material. To determine which factors might 
be influencing the distances involved in the spatial movement of materials, an analysis 
was also conducted on the relationship between the quantities of materials being 
exchanged and the economic value of each completed synergy. The process of data 
collection, analysis and application to Programme development is illustrated in Figure 
2.
Market
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the Methodology for Generating Resource Movement 
Statistics and Application of Research Findings to NISP Development
® Due to the nature of ongoing NISP research, distances were necessarily measured in miles (One mile = 
1.609 kilometres).
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3. Results & Discussion
3.1 Synergy Distances
In the first instance, resource movement data were analysed using a 5 mile frequency 
distribution of all synergies. Due to the presence of anomalous outlying distances 
creating a non-normal distribution, medians were selected as the appropriate statistic to 
represent average resource movements. As shown in Figure 3, the cumulative frequency 
curve for all NISP synergies indicates that a quarter of all resources are reused or 
recycled within a 9.6 mile (15.4 km) radius of production; whilst half and three-quarter 
of all resources are reused or recycled within a 20.4 mile (32.6 km) and 39.1 mile (62.6 
km) radius of origin respectively^. Remembering that NISP operate on a national basis, 
and thus are theoretically capable of matching companies from anywhere in the United 
Kingdom to a resource located anywhere else in the country (and beyond), these can be 
deemed “surprisingly” short distances (H. Hitchman, Pers. Comms., 2010). Indeed, 
Figure 3 suggests that, in relative terms, the long-distance movement of materials is an 
unusual occurrence as over 90% of synergies are seen to have been facilitated within a 
75 mile radius of resource origin^. Due to NISP being delivered by regional teams it 
could be argued that this range of figures would be expected and thus not surprisingly 
low at all; particularly bearing in mind that geographic proximity is considered a 
“hallmark” of industrial symbiosis (Shi et al., 2010: 197). However, it has to be 
recognised that all data on the CRISP system is visible, and thus available for synergy 
facilitation, to every practitioner working within the Programme. Maximising resource 
reuse and meeting associated funding targets are a priority for NISP. Thus distances 
between potential symbionts at the planning stage are, to a certain extent, irrelevant as 
all symbiosis options must be considered.
 ^ Due to ongoing NISP research into the geospatial distribution o f industrial sectors, distances between 
symbionts were measured directly. As the work presented here feeds into a number o f other (to be 
published) studies where it is essential to consider the Euclidean distance, these distances rather than 
distances travelled via the road network are presented here. For comparative purposes a parallel study into 
road mile distances was undertaken: the distances recorded did not contradict the overall trends or 
conclusions of the presented research. The average road distance travelled by materials is 25 miles (40 
km).
 ^ For perspective: when measured directly from north to south, the UK is approximately 700  miles in 
length. The direct distance between the two major capital cities, London and Edinburgh, is approximately 
331 miles.
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Fig. 3 Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Resource Movement Distances 
Shown as a Percentage of all Analysed Synergies
When the dataset of synergy distances is disaggregated into material groupings (see 
Table 1 and Figure 4), it can be seen that the average (in this case, median) movement 
distance of 20.4 miles for all synergies is not influenced by any one material; averages 
for individual waste streams remain generally consistent. Arguably, to confirm this 
supposition, the resource streams employed to determine individual material 
movements could be broken down further. For instance, there are numerous criteria that 
could be employed to disaggregate NISP’s Metals or Inorganic Chemicals stream 
categories that may provide slightly different resource specific distances; however, 
taking the entire dataset into consideration, it is unlikely that any differences in distance 
would be statistically significant.
The analysis of synergy movements show that only man-made textiles, inorganic 
chemicals and rubber move, on average, further than the 39.1 mile upper quartile radius 
of all synergies. The trend of problematic man-made compounds travelling further than 
the upper quartile average is arguably to be expected. Breaking these materials down to 
their respective elements is not always possible; thus, NISP practitioners are restricted 
to finding a direct reuse for these materials or having to develop an innovative recycling 
process that will allow the constituent elements of the respective resource to be reused. 
One could intuitively argue that waste streams such as textiles moving further than high 
value materials (such as metallic wastes) does not make sense as it goes against widely 
held resource movement theory. Arguably, however, it is more logical for a difficult to 
reuse material to travel further, on average, than a high value material because there are 
typically fewer industries capable of directly reusing the material or willing to absorb 
the expense involved in developing an innovative recycling technique. Thus, the 
chances of a symbiont company being in close proximity to another company looking to 
move on materials that have few reuses, or little residual economic value, are
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significantly reduced. To avoid the undesirable environmental and financial costs of 
landfilling within the UK, it makes sense for a donor company, who possess a 
problematic waste product, to personally absorb the relatively low costs of Tong 
distance’ transportation (and potentially write-off any minimal value retained by the 
material) if it will lead to resource reuse rather than disposal.
The trend of only problematic wastes travelling further than the upper quartile distance 
for all synergies appears to be applicable to all of the waste categories presented within 
Table 1 and Figure 4. For example, the maximum distances recorded for the 
Infrastructure (199 miles) and Paper and Cardboard (269 miles) stream categories relate, 
respectively, to the reuse of underground recyclate containers that, due to planning 
restrictions, can only be used in certain areas of the UK, and waxed paper heavily 
contaminated with glue (which is a difficult material to reuse). Even the maximum 
distances found within the Hazardous Waste category, which has a surprisingly low 
average resource movement (given the potentially problematic nature of the material) of 
26 miles, seem to be dictated by especially complex synergies. For example, the 
maximum distance recorded for a Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 
synergy (171 miles) involved the initial long distance movement of the material for 
disassembly prior to moving back to within several miles of its donor symbiont for 
reuse. Again, the maximum resource movement distance measured for the Minerals 
category (259 miles) was almost certainly influenced by the fact that the origin 
symbiont is based in an outlying area of Wales; a country that does not possess 
hazardous waste disposal facilities. Bearing in mind that in industrial ecosystems high 
toxicity materials often move long distances for recycling (Hardy and Graedel, 2002), it 
is, again, perhaps surprising that instances of long distance hazardous material 
movement within NISP synergies can be seen to be unusual. The question thus arises, 
what is dictating the distances involved in NISP facilitated synergies?
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Table 1 Resource movement distances (miles):
Minimum
Lower
Quartile
Median
Upper
Quartile
Maximum
Coatings 0.7 2.2 5.4 18.3 72.7
WEEE 0.4 7.7 11.4 24.5 171.1
Infrastructure 0.5 11.2 11.8 44.5 199.0
Glass 6.5 10.4 18.6 28H 47.3
Paper & Cardboard 0.3 12.3 20.5 35.4 269.2
Foodstuffs inc. Oils 0.5 9.9 17.6 35.0 126.2
Compost & Soils 0.6 8.8 17.8 26.7 863
Minerals 0.3 9.4 18.1 35.5 259.7
Organic Chemicals 3.6 8.6 18.8 36.6 137.2
Wood Products 0.1 6.7 18.1 2&2 105.6
Composite Packaging 0.7 6.0 18.3 29.2 137.5
Misc. Plastics 0.2 11.7 20.4 32.5 173.3
Metals 0.5 9.2 31.0 67.1 242.4
Ashes & Slags 2.7 11.4 25.9 46.9 61.5
Fuels ^ 4.1 18.4 34.4 45.6 55.0
Aqueous Sludge 16.7 29.4 36.9 67.0 124.2
Textiles 0.9 15.6 44.5 78.4 201.0
Inorganic Chemicals 9.4 28.7 52.2 116.7 139.1
Rubber 7.5 26.1 62.0 84.4 129.9
Hazardous Wastes ^ 0.7 9.0 26.0 60.8 259.7
All Resources 0.1 9.6 20.4 39.1 269.2
Note: resource grouping and Table 1 stream titles are derived from NISP’s 
bespoke waste stream categories.
 ^The Fuels stream title refers to resources that are known to have been used 
in power production.
 ^Hazardous waste movement figures derive collectively from synergies that 
claimed hazardous waste diversion outputs.
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Figure 4: Box Plots of Resource Movement Statistics Indicating Minimum, 
Lower Quartile, Median, Upper Quartile and Maximum Values
3.2 Influences on Resource Movement
To determine what is dictating the relatively short distances that resources are moving 
there are several variables that can be analysed. With one of NISP’s primary remits 
being the reduction of industrial carbon emissions, one obvious variable to consider 
would be how much COic emissions resulting from the transport of materials negate 
any savings derived from the reuse of a given material (and thus restrict how far 
materials can/should move). However, for the vast majority of analysed synergies, C02e 
savings resulting from the establishment of a synergy were found to far outweigh 
emissions generated through haulage. Thus, an in-depth analysis of possible 
environmental restrictions (in the form of COac savings/emissions) to material
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movement is not presented within this article. Based on several assumptions made on 
haulage method and the fuel efficiency of the vehicle employed (resulting in a vehicle 
emission factor of 1.01kg of COic per road mile), the median of COic emitted was 
calculated to be 0.026 tonnes^ (the mean being 0.039 tonnes). In comparison, median 
COic savings per synergy were shown to be 51 tonnes (mean savings per synergy were 
shown to be 3,508 tonnes). Herein, five further resource movement influences have 
been considered:
Logistic difficulties: are resource movements restricted due to physical 
difficulties involved in transporting heavy or irregular loads?
Economic value: are resource movements restricted by the potential financial 
benefits of a synergy?
Mental distance: is an inability to generate long distance intercompany trust 
restricting resource movement?
Local knowledge: does practitioner knowledge of local industrial geography 
dictate symbiosis decision making?
Diversity of UK industry: does relative industrial diversity affect resource 
movement?
3.2.1 Logistic Difficulties
One variable influencing the distances resources are moving within the presented 
synergies could be transport difficulties. For example, transportation difficulties could 
arise from abnormal or unusually heavy materials not being able to physically or 
financially travel long distances. For this hypothesis to be correct, one would perhaps 
expect a correlation to exist between the quantity of materials being exchanged within 
synergies and the distance materials are moving. However, within Figure 5, which 
presents a plot of the amount of material diverted from landfill (the indicator reported 
for the quantity of material involved in a synergy) against the distance a material moves, 
it can be seen that there is no relationship between material quantity and distance 
travelled. When subsets of the data employed within Figure 5 were examined to 
determine what is happening throughout the entire dataset, there was still no correlation 
between the mass of a resource and the distance travelled to the resource recipient. 
Furthermore, to the best knowledge of NISP practitioners, no resource movements have 
ever been restricted due to irregular haulage requirements (H. Hitchman, Pers. Comms.,
2010). It seems that it can be confidently stated that, as a general rule, the physical 
characteristics of resources have not restricted symbiotic resource movement.
One metric tonne (10 kg) = 0.9842 imperial long ton or 1.1023 imperial short ton.
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Figure 5: Quantity of Resource Plotted Against Resource Movement Distances
Note: since CRISP will allow the input of quantity data in several formats, 
including ‘Number of Items’, recorded landfill diversion outputs (in tonnes) 
were employed as a proxy to determine overall resource quantities. Due to 
the presence of clear outliers (discussed in Section 3.1), and to improve the 
clarity of the graphs, data points beyond the upper quartile (39.1 miles) are 
not shown. The correlation coefficient for all data points is -0.04; the 
coefficient excluding outlying data beyond the upper quartile is -0.03, i.e. no 
relationship exists between material quantity and distance travelled.
3.2.2 Economic Value o f a Synergy
A variable to consider in relation to resource movement influences is the monetary 
value of the synergy to one or both symbionts. As stated within the introduction of this 
article, it is readily accepted that high value materials should not be spatially 
constrained. Indeed, within a national symbiosis network, high value products could 
easily travel several hundreds of miles. However, referring to Figure 6, which presents 
the economic value of a synergy (indicated by either the cost savings and/or additional 
sales resulting from a synergy) plotted against the distance a material travelled, it can be 
seen that there is no link between the relative value of a completed synergy and the 
distance resources have moved.
As Figure 6 represents all synergies, it could be surmised that any correlation between 
synergy value and resource specific movements is being lost within the trends of 
materials that are better represented within the dataset. However, when synergy value 
was similarly plotted against individual resource stream distances, there was no 
appreciable correlation between the two variables as can be seen from the correlation
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coefficients shown in Table 2 (plots for individual streams not shown). The apparent 
lack of a relationship between resource value and the distances involved in material 
exchanges is surprising as it, arguably, contradicts accepted resource movement theory; 
particularly when it is again highlighted that NISP practitioners, in ensuring that 
resource reuse is maximised and associated funding targets are met, do not consciously 
restrict the locations where they look for recipient symbionts. Indeed, based on the fact 
that many companies engage with NISP on the basis that it is a business opportunity 
programme, it is fair to state that, whenever possible, practitioners will attempt to 
present members with financially attractive solutions to their resource management 
problems. Potentially, to increase the likelihood of a synergy taking place, opportunities 
for resource exchanges could thus be presented to member companies which involve the 
transport of materials over significant distances.
D is ta n ce  T rave lled  (M iles)
Figure 6: Economic Value of Each Synergy versus Resource Movement Distances
Note: economic value was determined via the reeorded additional sales 
and/or cost savings resulting from a synergy. Data points beyond the upper 
quartile (39.1 miles) are not shown. The correlation coefficient for all data 
points is 0.03; the coefficient excluding outlying data beyond the upper 
quartile is 0.02, i.e. no relationship exists between the economic value of a 
synergy and the distance the material travelled.
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Table 2 Correlation coefficients for economic value of resource specific synergies 
versus resource movement distances.
Category r" UQr"
Coatings -0.04 -0.55
WEEE 0.21 0.16
Infrastructure 0.18 0.72
Glass 0.16 -032
Paper & Cardboard 0.04 032
Foodstuffs inc. Oils 0.06 0.06
Compost & Soils -0.22 -0.26
Minerals -0.09 0.11
Organic Chemicals -0.01 0.23
Wood Products 0.21 0.16
Composite Packaging -0.14 -0.14
Misc. Plastics 0.23 -0.08
Metals -0.17 0.05
Ashes & Slags 0.14 -0.12
Fuels 0.13 0.60
Aqueous Sludge -0.03 -0.11
Textiles -0.13 -0.04
Inorganic Chemicals -0.24 -0.07
Rubber 0.46 0.49
Hazardous Waste 0.01 039
All Resources 0.03 0.02
 ^ r shows correlation coefficients for all data observed within the given 
resource’s dataset.
 ^UQr shows the correlation coefficient excluding data points lying beyond 
each resource’s upper quartile (see Table 1).
3.2.3 Mental Distance
Other than the physical properties and value of a synergy dictating the distances 
resources are moving within symbiotic exchanges, the other readily accepted variable 
that could be influencing resource movement is ‘mental distance’ restrictions. That is to 
say, the apparent industrial symbiosis phenomena of actors not being willing to work 
with companies that they do not have an existing professional or social relationship with 
is coming in to play. Although all resources are freely available for any practitioner to 
create a company to resource match, regardless of their respective geographic locations, 
industrial symbiosis literature (see Section 1.2) suggests that the influence of mental 
distances would cause Programme members to be inclined to only work with people or 
companies that they can readily generate a trusting relationship with.
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It could be argued, however, that within an independently coordinated industrial 
symbiosis programme, trust and short mental distances are not as influential, if at all, on 
the facilitation of synergies as is the case with happenstance organic symbiosis. 
Furthermore, within the NISP delivery model, synergy opportunities are primarily 
identified by practitioners and not companies. Once a company has made the effort to 
join the Programme the company has effectively bought-in to the idea of industrial 
symbiosis and potentially what it entails in relation to cooperation; partieularly in 
regards to knowledge sharing. Additionally, it can be argued that the need for trust and 
short mental distances between symbionts is circumvented by the prospect of a sound 
business opportunity. Essentially a company’s volition to share data and knowledge, 
and engage in the potential by-product exchanges presented to them, is down to the 
transparent and proven successful processes that NISP presents to industry. Due to the 
way the Programme operates, it is thus argued that trust oriented mental distances are 
not the primary factor dictating the short resource movement distances presented within 
this article.
3.2.4 Local Knowledge
Due to the increased number of actors it has been previously surmised that larger 
regional areas may be more suited to the implementation of industrial symbiosis (e.g. 
Sterr and Ott, 2004; van Berkel, 2006). However, it was also thought that larger 
geographic working areas could present significant challenges for industrial symbiosis: 
among other, it has been suggested that it could be difficult to establish sufficient levels 
of intercompany trust and coordination and, importantly, it could prove problematic to 
collect and homogenise the resource data required to enable the identification of 
prospective partners (Sterr and Ott, 2004). These concerns were said to be potentially 
addressed via the establishment of regional symbiosis coordination. At the time this 
suggestion was made, however, there was a laek of evidence to qualify whether regional 
coordination of industrial symbiosis would be successful (Sterr and Ott, 2004); 
arguably, this changed with the emergence of NISP and the availability of the first five 
years of operational data.
NISP delivery teams consist of people possessing a wide range of industrial knowledge 
and practical skills. More importantly, the personnel within the teams are typically 
natives of the region they are assigned to and/or possess significant experience of 
working within that region. The collective knowledge of a given region’s industrial 
geography, the pooling of a diverse range of skills and personal links into industry and 
academia, form the basis of a knowledge bank especially suited to the implementation 
of industrial symbiosis. When a company approaches a practitioner with a resource for 
potential symbiotic exchange, the practitioner typically possesses an immediate idea for 
resource reuse and has a company, or type of company, in mind to act as a prospective 
symbiont. If a given praetitioner does not have an idea for the facilitation of a symbiotic 
agreement, another member of a given regional delivery team typically will have.
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Although CRISP is a national inventory of all available resources and prospective 
symbionts, it never replaces a practitioners personal knowledge of a given resource or 
company. As and when local solutions are found by one region, they tend to translate to 
other regions. Thus, the CRISP system, which logs the facilitation details of all 
completed synergies, acts as a potential ‘e-manuaT for further regional industrial 
symbiosis implementation. Effectively diverse local industrial knowledge, logged into a 
national network, creates a reciprocal feedback system that sees one region’s local 
successes being presented as potential industrial symbiosis best practice within another. 
Hence, resources typically move short distances within NISP facilitated synergies due 
to the national replication of local symbiosis best practice. It is thus argued that the 
distances presented within this article, despite being drawn from a national database, 
primarily reflect regional knowledge and the industrial geography of the UK (discussed 
next).
3.2.5 Geographic Industrial Diversity
It would seem that a practitioner’s knowledge of local industrial geography, which 
returns the specific distances presented within Table 1 and Figure 4, is dictated by the 
relative diversity of the UK’s industrial sector. As a mature industrialised country, areas 
of industrial activity can be found within most parts of the UK. Though some regions 
are particularly predisposed to a given industry, most possess a diverse mix, to varying 
extents, of industry types. Thus, it seems apparent that the 20.4 mile average distance 
that resources are moving is simply the limit of the effects of agglomeration. That is to 
say, within approximately 20 miles of resource origin, sufficient diversity of industry 
will typically exist that will allow the discovery of an unrelated potential resource 
recipient.
Interestingly, the 20.4 mile average resource movement figure compares well with the 
TEDA cross boundary resource movement figure of 34 km (approximately 21.2 miles). 
If the similarity between these figures is not solely coincidence, and with further 
research it can be deemed a general rule of industrial symbiosis that synergies tend to be 
facilitated within an approximate 20 mile radius of resource origin, a figure has been 
attained for the active development of regional industrial ecosystems^®. Along with the 
presented resource specific data, 20.4 miles is also a figure that industrial symbiosis 
delivery bodies can use to optimise their working operations in a multitude of ways; 
ranging from the simple cost effective deployment of practitioners, to the application of 
strategic industrial symbiosis facilitation, via, among other, GIS multi-criteria resource 
mapping.
4. Conclusion
Over a period of approximately five years, NISP has consistently identified and 
successfully implemented resource synergies between a myriad of industrial sectors, of
Within industrial symbiosis literature it has been previously asked what would be an appropriate scale 
for the implementation o f eco-industrial development (see Gibbs, 2008, and associated references).
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which half were facilitated within a 20.4 mile geographic radius and three-quarters 
within a 39.1 mile geographic radius of resource origin respectively.
It is argued that key to NISP’s success is national access to transferable local knowledge 
of industry and the willingness of companies to engage in a business opportunity 
programme. Importantly, by being an externally funded independent body with clearly 
visible processes, the need for absolute trust in another company is, at least initially, by­
passed. Programme members (that is to say, companies) do not have to nurture short 
mental distances or concern themselves with geographic proximity because a 
practitioner, working on their behalf, is typically able to identify a win-win local 
solution that is at least as attractive (typically from a financial and practical point of 
view) as any likely to be offered by a solution provider many miles away. If and when 
necessary, however, the presented resource movement data shows that a nationally 
networked model of regional industrial symbiosis delivery is perfectly capable of 
facilitating both financially and environmentally sound synergies over significant 
distances.
Arguably we do not need to nurture opportunities for industrial symbiosis: economic 
and environmental forces will inherently continue to provide opportunities for eco- 
industrial development. Evidence presented within this article suggests that an 
independent national coordinator can act as the embodiment of industrial cooperation 
that is ideally placed to collect and synthesise operational industrial knowledge into 
identified opportunities for regional resource efficiency. The distances involved in 
ascertaining relative geographic proximity will eventually reveal themselves as a 
national knowledge network reciprocally delivers local industrial symbiosis. From the 
presented analysis of NISP faeilitated synergies, it can be stated that, within the United 
Kingdom, the spatial distribution of industrial diversity dictates ‘geographic proximity’ 
to be 20.4 miles. Though further investigation and confirmation is clearly required, it is 
anticipated that the presented results and diseussion may well be applicable to other 
similarly industrialised countries as the United Kingdom.
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‘HABITAT’ SUITABILITY INDEX MAPPING FOR 
INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS PLANNING
(Paper published in: Journal of Industrial Ecology, Vol. 16, Issue 1)
Paul D. Jensen, Lauren Basson, Emma E. Hellawell, & Matthew Leach 
Summary
By ‘working with the willing’, the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) 
has successfully facilitated industrial symbiosis throughout the UK and, in the process, 
delivered significant economic and environmental benefits for both Programme 
members and the country as a whole. One of the keys to NISP’s success is that, unlike 
failed attempts to plan and construct eco-industrial systems from scratch, the 
Programme works largely with existing companies who have already settled in, 
developed, and successfully operate within a given locale. This article argues that 
existing and mature industrial systems provide the best prospects for identifying 
opportunities for, and ultimately facilitating, industrial symbiosis. Due to levels of 
diversification and operational fundamental niches that, in the fullness of time, develop 
within all industrial systems, industrially mature areas are deemed to be industrial 
symbiosis ‘conducive environments’. Building on the conservation biology concept of 
a habitat suitability index, the article presents a methodology for comparing a potential 
site for eco-industrial development, to a known baseline industrial ‘habitat’ already 
identified as being highly conducive to industrial symbiosis. The suitability index 
methodology is further developed and applied to a multi-criteria-evaluation geographic 
information system to produce a ‘habitat’ suitability map that allows practitioners to 
quickly identify potential industrial symbiosis hotspots (the methodology is illustrated 
for England). The article concludes by providing options for the development of 
symbiosis suitability indices and how they can be used to support the facilitation of 
industrial symbiosis and regional resource efficiency.
Introduction
Industrial symbiosis can be seen as the establishment of close working agreements 
between normally unrelated industrial (or other) organizations that lead to resource 
efficiency (Jensen et al. 2011a). Working agreements can, for example, involve the 
innovative reuse of one company’s by-products as another’s raw material; the sharing of 
power, water and/or steam supplies; and/or the simple sharing of manufacturing 
capacity, logistics, and/or expertise.
Reasons for the self-organized evolution or planned implementation of industrial 
symbiosis working agreements, otherwise known as synergies, are manifold. Apart from 
the business imperative of needing to improve profitability and competitiveness, drivers 
of symbiosis can also be soeial, environmental, or regulatory in nature (Chertow 2007). 
Regardless of the initial driver behind synergy genesis, the implementation of industrial 
symbiosis has, importantly, been shown to generate significant environmental and
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economic benefits both for the companies involved in a given synergy, and the wider 
communities in which they reside (see Laybourn and Morrissey 2009).
The most prominent and widely cited example of industrial symbiosis derives from the 
instances of self-organized symbioses observed within the industrial district of 
Kalundborg, Denmark. The extensively studied network of synergies that exist within 
Kalundborg, which largely developed in reaction to economic forces and loeal scarcity 
of resources (Ehrenfeld and Gertler 1997), have served as both a study site for 
researchers looking to understand the mechanisms behind the organic evolution of 
industrial ecosystems, and as the inspiration behind planned attempts to create so-called 
eco-industrial parks.
Though studying the industrial symbiosis networks within Kalundborg (and other 
similarly self-organized sites) has improved the academic understanding of industrial 
symbiosis development, attempts to implement these lessons in the form of 
premeditated eco-industrial parks have largely failed (Gibbs and Deutz 2005, 2007; 
Chertow 2007). Reasons offered for their failure are manifold; however, the difficulties 
involved in generating inter-company cooperation, which is required for companies to 
commit to the linking of production processes (Gibbs 2003), is widely held to be one of 
the primary barriers to their development (see Gibbs and Deutz, 2007, for a more 
complete discussion on the relative success and failure of planned eco-industrial parks).
Instead of attempting to plan and construct eco-industrial parks from scratch, the United 
Kingdom (UK) has employed an alternative model of proactive industrial symbiosis 
implementation. Treating the whole country as a ‘virtual’ eco-industrial park, the 
National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) works with existing companies (and 
inward investment enquires) to identify business development opportunities that are 
capable of delivering resource efficiency. Via one-to-one engagement or multi-attendee 
workshops, NISP facilitates industrial symbiosis on what can best be described as a 
company have-want ‘dating-agency’ basis. ‘Working with the willing’, NISP enrolled 
over a five year period (April 2005 - March 2010) approximately 13,000 companies to 
the Programme. This duly facilitated a national network of synergies that has generated, 
among other outputs, more than £1.5 billion in collective cost savings and new sales, 
diverted 35 million tonnes^ of materials from landfill, and reduced carbon emissions and 
virgin material use by 30 million and 48 million tonnes, respectively (Laybourn and 
Morrissey 2009).
The key commonality that arguably characterizes the way in which NISP successfully 
operates and the way in which the likes of the organic symbioses at Kalundborg 
successfully developed is the fact that both networks are largely built around existing 
companies who have cemented their respective places in their markets and successfully 
adapted to their local environments. By working with existing companies, industrial
One metric tonne ~  0.984 imperial long ton or 1.102 imperial short ton.
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symbiosis practitioners, or any inadvertent symbiosis facilitators, know exactly what 
they are working with and consequently what can or cannot be feasibly achieved. 
Unlike in the case of planned ‘greenfield’ eco-industrial parks, that have tended to fail, 
there is little or no guesswork and synergies are not developed on platforms of 
aspiration or eco-industrial desirability. Similar to biological symbiosis, opportunities 
for industrial symbiosis that exist between established companies derive from tangible 
environmental (in the widest sense) pressures. There is no desirability within ‘nature’; 
symbiotic activity within all systems is, ultimately, a response to the wider 
environmental influences of a maturing system.
It is thus sensible for NISP, and similar organizations, to continue to primarily work 
with existing industry in the pursuit of developing industrial symbiosis best practice. 
One option open for Programme development is the wider promotion of multi-partner 
utility based industrial networks. However, unlike failed attempts to plan the likes of a 
new Kalundborg from scratch, NISP affiliated researchers have actively sought to 
identify existing industrial areas that are prime for reorganization toward greater 
resource efficiency. By identifying and working in mature areas that are currently facing 
localized operational pressures, of one form or another, NISP and local stakeholders 
would aim to ease these pressures via the facilitation of industrial symbiosis. After 
alleviating the operational pressures faced by a given cluster of industries, it would be 
expected that individual companies within a given locale would be open to engaging in 
further opportunities for company specific synergies. NISP experience has shown that 
once a company is involved in the successful implementation of a synergy, it becomes 
more open and willing to engage in dialogue relating to all manner of symbiotic 
working opportunities.
This article continues by presenting an industrial symbiosis décision-support 
methodology inspired by the conservation biology concept of a Habitat Suitability Index 
(HSI). It takes the idea of a HSI, transfers it to a mature industrial system, and presents 
a Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping methodology for the identification of 
industrial ‘habitats’, within England, that are outwardly prime for eco-industrial 
development. It is suggested that the presented methodology can be used by NISP for 
the effective deployment of practitioners and by similar organizations wishing to initiate 
or develop industrial symbiosis in other countries. Furthermore, there is the potential for 
the mapping process to be used to assist regional planning, as it can identify which type 
of development different regions are suited to (i.e., building on the idea of a ‘conducive 
environment’). This promotes context sensitive development, which is considered to be 
more likely to succeed than development based on visions that may be misaligned with 
the resources available within a given area.
Habitat Suitability Mapping
Brief Overview of the Habitat Suitability Index Methodology
The concept of a habitat suitability map derives from the conservation biology sciences 
and is an advancement on the long-held practice of employing a HSI to conduct an
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assessment of a given area’s capacity to perform a particular role. Whether employed 
for simple habitat inventory purposes or targeted species translocation, HSIs have been 
used since at least the 1970s as a means of assessing the relative suitability of a habitat 
to sustain and promote the proliferation of a given species (see USFWS 1981). By 
performing an assessment of a baseline area already deemed suited to the existence of a 
particular organism, characterization of what are deemed to be key site variables allows 
a holistic picture to be painted of what makes an area conducive to the presence of the 
given species under investigation. For instance, key site variables could be deemed to be 
the quality and type of favored foodstuffs of a given organism, the quality and 
availability of water, and/or the prominent vegetation type and structure. Once baseline 
variables are selected and characterized, they are assigned relative suitability scores on a 
continuous scale from 0 (unsuitable) to 1.0 (optimal) and aggregated to create an index. 
The level of complexity (e.g., suitability scales, potential weighting, extent of 
compensation) incorporated into the assignment of an individual variable suitability 
score, or aggregated HSI, is only limited by the level of variable detail a given 
researcher’s resources will allow him or her to aequire. Comparing the suitability index 
acquired for the baseline with another area on a ratio basis (i.e., study site conditions -r 
baseline optimum conditions), an assessment can be made as to how similar, and thus 
how suitable for a given purpose, the new area is to the HSI baseline. Where study site 
conditions exactly match those of the measured baseline optimum, the HSI ratio score 
equals I. As HSIs are inevitably bespoke in nature, and hence developed on a context- 
specific basis, the calculated HSI ratio for an area can be allocated to various discrete 
categories of relative suitability; for example, from zero (0) to low (< 0.5) to high (> 
0.5) (e.g. Wakeley 1988)^.
With advancements in computing capability and the development of sophisticated GIS 
software, it has become inereasingly popular for habitat suitability assessments to be 
made via the production of a habitat suitability map. By producing a GIS model 
consisting of map layers pertaining to the relevant variables of a given HSI, the HSI 
assessment can be largely automated and a map can be produced that provides a visual 
depiction of the results of the assessment. In effect, the maps depict all sites within a 
predetermined geographic area that possess the same niche characteristics as the study 
baseline. The production of suitability maps allows targeted and strategic habitat 
management to be conducted over wider geographic scales than is generally the case 
with manually conducted site wide HSI assessments.
Industrial Symbiosis and Suitability Mapping
By characterizing the historically evolved natural and manmade characteristics of an 
industrial area, that is known to possess many instances of existing and potential 
industrial symbiosis, it is argued that HSI methodologies can be used to identify
 ^ It is not the intention o f this article to provide an in-depth description o f the development and scope o f  
traditional HSIs. For a detailed discussion on their origin, development, and wider application, please 
refer to USFWS (1981) and the numerous articles that exist on the subject within applied ecology  
journals.
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similarly industrialized areas that may also be likewise predisposed to eeo-industrial 
development. An industrial symbiosis HSI, or Symbiosis Suitability Index (SSI), is 
eondueted as per equation (1) and, as within a traditional HSI assessment, can provide a 
direct comparison between any industrialized area and the key charaeteristies of a 
baseline of ‘optimal’ industrial symbiosis potential.
(1)
n
^  WiVsCi 
SSI = -^ --------
'^WiVoCi
i=l
Where n is the number of suitability index variables, w/ is (if employed) the 
weighting factor assigned to a given variable, Vsa is the individual seores 
for study area variable characteristics, and Voa is the individual scores for 
variable charaeteristies considered to be optimum. Where the sums of study 
area characteristics and baseline optimum eharaeteristics are identieal, SSI 
optimality is observed (i.e., SSI =1).
Similar to how traditional HSI assessments have been applied to the production of 
habitat suitability maps within the conservation sciences, it is argued that the SSI 
process ean be largely automated by applying its assessment of baseline variables to a 
GIS to produce a symbiosis ‘habitat’ suitability map. Although there are few published 
articles on the subjeet, research into the use of GIS as a deeision-support tool for 
industrial symbiosis planning and faeilitation is not new. Nobel and Allen (2000), 
Kincaid and Overcash (2001) and Ozyurt and Realff (2002) provide details on the use of 
GIS to model options for water reeyeling and reuse in Pasadena, Texas, USA; to aid the 
identifieation and facilitation of by-product exchanges within North Carolina, USA; and 
for the development of an agrieultural-industrial ecosystem within Georgia, USA, 
respeetively. Additionally, Massard and eolleagues have made presentations at several 
international conferenees on the subjeet of GIS and the role it ean play within proaetive 
industrial symbiosis facilitation (e.g., Massard and Erkman 2007; Massard et al. 2009).
Multi criteria ‘habitat’ suitability mapping techniques that incorporate the aggregation 
of multiple raster maps depicting key variables and their suitability values have, 
however, not been used as a deeision-support tool within the eontext of industrial 
symbiosis faeilitation. In eomparison to ‘dots on a map’, an holistie insight into the 
relative suitability of an area to perform a given objeetive ean be diseerned from multi 
criteria overlay maps, thus making a suitability map a valuable and mueh used tool 
within conservation research circles. Indeed, habitat suitability maps, like HSIs, have 
been widely employed as a deeision-support tool within applied ecology research for
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many years (see Kliskey et al. [1999] for extensive referenee to species-speeifie 
mapping models).
Similar to the produetion of a traditional HSI, the methodology and criteria used to 
produce GIS-based suitability maps is highly eontext-speeifie and highly conducive to 
bespoke development. A common drawback to the development and produetion of 
suitability maps is, however, the existence and availability of sufficiently detailed data 
eovering wider geographic areas. If datasets were available that detailed, for example, 
the location and excess utilities eapaeity of all eompanies on a national seale, the 
process of pointing practitioners direetly to areas with the same charaeteristies as a 
utilities-based SSI baseline could be fully automated via the symbiosis suitability 
mapping element of the SSI assessment. The likelihood of being able to generate or 
aequire such datasets is, however, minimal. Thus, not wishing to restriet the géographie 
scale that the suitability map (presented later) covers, the Symbiosis Suitability Map 
(SSM) aets as a sereening tool that narrows down sites within a given study area (in our 
case, England) that are outwardly similar to the chosen suitability baseline. Onee 
relative suitability hotspots have been identified by the mapping process, a more 
detailed in-the-field SSI comparison to the baseline of optimality, which goes beyond an 
assessment of the historically evolved geospatial eharaeteristies of the ‘habitat’ being 
eompared, would need to be eondueted to eonfirm suitability. The methods employed to 
produee a SSM are detailed below.
Demonstration of Symbiosis Suitability Mapping
Suitability Baseline: South Humber Bank
To produce an SSI eapable of identifying industrial areas within England that are 
eondueive to eeo-industrial development in the form of utilities sharing, the baseline 
ehosen to determine optimality was the South Humber Bank (SHB) industrial region. 
The SHB industrial region, which currently eovers approximately 29 square kilometres 
(km^) ,^ lies adjaeent to the Humber estuary and straddles the two counties of North and 
North East Lineolnshire within northern England (figure 1). The site is known to have 
attraeted ‘modem’ industrial activity to the area since at least the early 1950s.
 ^One square kilometer (km^, SI) =  100 hectares (ha) ~  0.386 square miles ~  247 acres.
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Figure 1 England and the South Humber Bank industrial district (hatched area).
The industry that populates the SHB is largely made up of two oil refineries, several 
chemical processing and production plants, and the numerous support services that are 
typically associated with an active deep-water port facility - notably, it is the UK’s 
largest port area by tonnage. The area is further populated by food processing plants 
which were largely drawn to the area on the back of the remnant skills of the fishing 
industry and its ancillary services that, until the ‘Cod Wars’ of the 1970s, dominated 
much of the Humber region.
Over the years, numerous instances of both self-organized and facilitated industrial 
symbiosis have taken place on the site"^ . At the time of writing, at least five companies 
are known to be involved in ‘organically’ evolved donor dependent power and steam 
sharing. While, to meet both existing and prospective companies’ increasing and new 
demands for power and steam, 16 further SHB companies, NISP, and other local 
stakeholders have been involved in proposals for the wider sharing of excess utilities 
capacity. Materials and service based synergies taking place on the site are many and 
diverse among NISP’s SHB based members - ranging from the simple sharing of land to 
the innovative reuse of biofuel production by-products.
The existing instances of industrial symbiosis, and the increasing potential for further 
power and steam cascading on the SHB, can be said to have followed phases similar to 
those witnessed within biological ecosystems that are subject to primary colonization.
See the article by Mirata (2004) for a discussion on the development of an industrial symbiosis network 
within the wider Humber region.
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system succession, and diversifieation. Oil and ehemieal industries were largely 
attraeted to the SHB due to its proximity to a deep-water estuary that historieally has 
been used to both discharge effluents and import the neeessary bulk resourees from 
around the world required for oil refining and many forms of chemical processing. The 
site also eonsequently aets as an export point for bulk produets.
The proeess of companies eolonizing the SHB industrial area, to exploit the benefits of 
its géographie loeation, systematieally led to an inerease in the demand for primary 
operational resources (e.g., power and water)^. As the site continued to mature, 
companies wishing to locate to the SHB, and any in-situ energy intensive eompanies 
that wished to develop their operations, were (and are) subject to any restrictions that 
might emanate from infrastructure constraints and the fluetuating power (and water) 
produetion and demand trends of existing site oeeupants.
Similar to within a biologieal eeosystem, where the forees of sueeession can make a 
given habitat less eondueive to the development of many primary eolonizers, the 
continued eolonization and maturation of the site has, on oeeasion, restrieted individual 
company and site-wide development. Mueh like within the Kalundborg municipality, to 
find solutions to their respective utilities-based eonstraints on development both 
individual and eollections of SHB companies and other organizations have, at times, 
chosen to adapt to the prevailing conditions by engaging in symbiotic activities (ranging 
from the previously mentioned power and steam sharing to the multi partner uncovering 
of several million tonnes of grey water to faeilitate past SHB growth demands).
Exploiting the ‘Conducive Environment ’
The self-centrie utilization of resources that has latterly restrieted some SHB based 
eompanies’ colonization or development aspirations is arguably the potential driver 
behind the communal eco-industrial development of the area. Though eompanies can 
and have solved development problems through new or upgraded utilities delivery 
infrastrueture, from an industrial symbiosis perspective, the more logical option for 
developing the SHB (and similarly evolved ‘habitats’) would be to tap into known 
instanees of excess utilities eapaeity that many eompanies have acquired over years of 
implementing operational effleiencies and/or ehanges in production methods. By 
exploiting both the negative and positive aspeets of a maturing industrial system (e.g., 
possible restrietions to power and water usage, and evolved operating effieieneies 
leading to excess utilities capacity, respectively), opportunities intrinsically exist, via 
eaeh eompany’s fundamental niehe®, for eeo-industrial development. This scenario, in 
part, is the basic process of ecological succession toward system optimization via 
increased niehe eomplementarity and niche faeilitation. For the SSM presented here.
 ^ The continual colonization o f the site has also led to a reduction in the capacity o f  the SH B’s power 
distribution network to transmit excess power production from companies that possess embedded 
generation.
 ^Fundamental niche: the entire range of niches a given organism (or company) can potentially fill in the 
absence o f competition for resources.
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areas of mature energy intensive industrial development, which are prime for utilities 
sharing, constitute an industrial symbiosis ‘conducive environment’. As possibly one of 
the UK’s most mature (energy-centered) industrial areas, the SHB is thus considered a 
good baseline for the SSI assessment^.
Selection o f Symbiosis Suitability Index Variables
At this point it should be reemphasized that the following assessment of variables, and 
the description of ‘habitat’ suitability mapping, was conducted with the specific 
intention of identifying areas similarly suited to utilities sharing as the SHB. The 
methodology described for producing the SSM is not aimed at identifying areas best 
suited to industrial symbiosis in the form of material by-product exchanges (though the 
final SSM does identify such areas). As with all forms of GIS work, the choice of 
variables employed within the SSM is dictated by the availability of suitable data. As 
such, the variables chosen to produce the SHB SSM are derived from data sources that 
are readily accessible to, in this case, industrial symbiosis practitioners based in 
England. The relative weight assigned to individual variables was determined by the 
specific goal of the SSM and is detailed within the map layer aggregation section of the 
article. The nine variables chosen to characterize the SHB ‘habitat’ are presented below.
Combined Heat and Power 
As the SSI model is primarily aimed at the replication of utilities sharing schemes that 
currently (and potentially) exist within the SHB industrial area. Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) was deemed to be the key site variable. Industrial CHP clusters are also 
deemed to be indicative of heavy, energy-intensive, industry (e.g., manufacturing and 
processing). Within the SHB boundary there are eight known industrial CHP plants. All 
non industrial CHP plants (e.g., hospitals) were removed from the GIS dataset 
employed within the SSM.
Power Plants (Non-CHP)
Power plants were chosen as a variable for their potential to be incorporated into power- 
sharing schemes. Power plants were also seen as a primary indicator of geospatial 
‘habitats’ of heavy industry. Within the SHB boundary there are three known power 
plants.
Boreholes
As a prerequisite resource within almost all systems, industrial or otherwise, all sources 
of water are seen as key SHB SSI variables. As such, the locations of active company 
boreholes are included as an SSM variable. Industrial borehole licensing clusters also 
indicate areas of dense industrial activity. Ten live borehole access points exist within 
the SHB boundary.
 ^If there are more suitable areas in the UK for a baseline, this would not be o f significant consequence for 
the purpose for which the SSI is being developed, since the baseline ‘habitat’ would identify these as 
being at least as suitable as the SHB.
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Controlled Water
Although eontrolled diseharges of water require remediation (possibly via industrial 
symbiosis), it is seen as another potential souree of industrial water cascading. Clusters 
of Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) controlled water data points are 
also indieative of areas of heavy industry. Twenty-nine IPPC eontrolled water records 
relating to nine unique companies, exist within the SHB boundary.
Coast-Estuaries-Rivers 
Coastline, estuaries and rivers, apart from historieally being a discharge point for 
effluents, are seen as a raw material and final produet transport option. Estuaries are 
also widely assoeiated with some forms of industry that possess a high utilities demand 
(e.g., in the UK, oil refineries). The SHB lies within elose proximity of several primary 
rivers and a deep-water estuary.
Industrial Waste
Industrial waste is a source of materials for potential material based synergies. Clustered 
industrial waste data points also indieate high levels of localized manufaeturing. Within 
the SHB boundary there are 165 non-reeovered industrial waste IPPC records relating to 
22 unique companies.
Industrial Diversitv
There is evidence to suggest that clusters of diverse industry types provide greater 
opportunities for localized materials based industrial symbiosis (Jensen et al. 2011a); 
consequently an assessment of SHB diversity has been incorporated into the SHB SSI 
survey. Industrial diversity was calculated by attributing geographic IPPC industry type 
data points to England’s 10km Grid Square system. For each IPPC populated grid 
square, the Simpson’s Diversity Index was used to ealculate industrial diversity (i.e., 1- 
X {nINŸ, where n is the total number of speeific industry types falling within a square 
and N  is the total number of all companies falling within the grid square). Eollowing 
conversion of the grid squares to diserete data points, all points with a diversity index 
seore of less than 0.5 (i.e., those not showing the minimum characteristics of the SHB) 
were removed from the dataset. The mean index recorded within England was 0.2; the 
highest reeorded index was 0.8.
Primarv Roads
Primary roads are seen as essential to the transport and exchange of raw materials, by­
products and end products. Typically clusters of heavy industry also tend to be located 
close to primary road systems. No industrial plot within the SHB lies further than 20 km 
from a point of access to a motorway. The furthest distance from a SHB plot to a major 
dual carriageway is 6.6 km.
Railwav (Standard Gauge)
Railways are seen as another mode of materials (and fuel) transport, and are also a key 
eharacteristic of the SHB. Along with roads, railways are also seen as ‘habitat’ eorridors
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that, within ecological research, help to promote system resistance and resilience. No 
company within the SHB boundary is situated more than 3.5 km from a railway line. 
The proximity and relative density of rail infrastructure is used as the charaeteristie 
SSM distance, rather than the distance to railway access points, as this provides a better 
representation of the evolved geospatial charaeteristics of the baseline. Points of railway 
access would be ascertained, if necessary, during a detailed site assessment.
Characterization o f Variables
In the case of the SHB SSI assessment, the geospatial eharaeterization of variables was 
achieved by measuring the mean average Euclidean (i.e., straight line) distance between 
eaeh of the data points for each individual variable (e.g., within the SHB boundary 
shown within figure 1, there are eight known CHP plants and the mean distance 
between each plant is 6,154 meters [m]^). In the case of the Coast-Estuaries-Rivers and 
Primary Roads polyline layers, the variable charaeteristie was determined by measuring 
the largest Euelidean distance that existed between an SHB plot and the nearest polyline 
variable being characterized. All variable eharaeterization values are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Summary of SSI Variable Geospatial Characterization
SSI Variable Dataset Source
Characterization 
Distance (meters)
CHP DECC 2008 6,154
Power Plants (Non-CHP) DECC 2008 6,416
Boreholes EA 2008b 6,160
Controlled Water EA 2005 5,369
Industrial Waste EA 2008a 5,020
Industrial Diversity EA 2008a 32,600
Primary Roads ^ Ordnanee Survey 2009 6,630
Railways (SG) Ordnanee Survey 2009 3,571
Coast-Estuaries-River ^ Ordnanee Survey 2009 2,684
Notes: The Primary Roads map layer was produced by merging motorway
and dual carriageway Ordnanee Survey (2009) vector data.  ^ Separate 
coastline, estuaries and primary river layers were aggregated into one layer. 
Although an estuary is a key feature of the South Humber Bank, employing 
a separate estuaries layer would diminish the suitability of potential inland 
symbiosis hotspots.
Variable Mapping
Following georeferencing of all datasets and importation into the GIS software (i.e., 
ArcGIS 9.3s ArcMap mapping platform), vector format map layers for each discrete SSI 
variable were plotted onto a boundary map of England (figure 2). To produee map 
layers in the format required for eventual Multi-Criteria-Evaluation (MCE) mapping.
One metric meter (or metre) ~  1.09 imperial yards or 3.28 imperial feet.
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the vector data for each variable was converted into raster format using the ArcMap 
Distance - Straight Line to o f. The tool draws continuous raster data from each of the 
variables data points (or lines) outward toward the limits of the mapping boundary or up 
to a predefined outer radius. In the case of the presented SSM, an outer raster 
production radius of 32,600 m was employed. The 32,600 m outer radius boundary was 
derived from research showing that this is the average (median) distance materials tend 
to travel within industrial symbiosis partnerships facilitated within the UK (see Jensen 
et al. 201 la). By using the 32,600 m distance as the outer limit of raster production, an 
element of potential materials exchange planning is incorporated into the final 
suitability map (discussed later).
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Figure 2 Map of England showing all plotted South Humber Bank Symbiosis 
Suitability Index variables in vector format 
Note: at the scale the map is presented, it is difficult to differentiate between 
variables. Figure 2 is primarily presented to highlight the high number and 
density of chosen SSI variables in relation to the results presented within the 
Symbiosis Suitability Map (figure 4).
Raster format map layers are necessary for MCE overlay modeling because it is their ability to carry 
individual cell values that, once each map layer is aggregated, enables the relative SSI figure o f a given 
area to be represented.
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By default, ArcMap produces ten equally spaced bands of raster cell values that radiate 
from the data point, or line, outward toward the mapping boundary. Each band 
represents a given distance from the data point or line. Where data bands from two or 
more data points or lines meet, the bands are simply merged and the common value of 
the two (or more) bands is represented rather than an aggregation or estimated 
interpolation of values being produced. Effectively this also provides a basic 
representation of variable density within a given area.
Once raster layers for all variables had been produced using the Straight Line tool, their 
raster cell values were reclassified based on the individual variable characterization 
statistics shown in table 1. For the purposes of SSI mapping, the ten default bands 
produced were reclassified to show only two distance categories -  one being half the 
distance measured during the variable characterization process (e.g., in the case of CHP, 
3,077 m), the other being the remaining distance up to and including the 32,600 m 
maximum layer extent (this band was given a default value of 0). The reason for halving 
the characterization distance within the reclassification process is to ensure that only 
data points for individual variables that are characteristic of the SHB are merged. If the 
full characterization distances were employed, there is the potential for bands emanating 
from variable data points to be merged that lay at twice the characterization distance of 
those found on the SHB. For example, if the full 6,154 m CHP eharaeterization distance 
is employed, there is the potential for two CHP plants laying 12,308 m apart to be, 
effectively, merged; thus creating a false hotspot of suitability that is 24,616 m in 
diameter rather than the measured 6,154 m geospatial characterization distance. 
Dependant on the importance of the individual variable layer to the ultimate objective of 
the SSM, the variable characterization bands (i.e., the bands produced using the halved 
characterization distanees) were duly allocated a weighted value of 1, 10, or 100 
(discussed next) (see figure 3).
As the presence of CHP is deemed to be a prerequisite variable for the development of 
an industrial ecosystem similar to the SHB, its characterization band was given a unique 
value of 1. To aid suitability index score conversion to discrete categories of optimum, 
high, medium, and unsuitable, remaining variables were given scores that would allow 
them to be differentiated as important to a utilities-sharing project or not essential to a 
utilities-sharing project. Variables pertaining to water sources and non-CHP power 
plants were thus given a characterization score of 100, while roads, railways, materials 
(i.e., industrial waste), and diversity layers were each given a characterization score of 
10.
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Figure 3 Examples of continuous variable data showing reclassified raster values. 
Note: Left image: CHP map layer (1 = 0 to 3,077 meters and 0 = 3,077 to 
32,600 meters). Right image: Coast-Estuaries-Rivers map layer (100 = 0 to 
1,342 meters and 0 = 1,342 to 32,600 meters).
Symbiosis Suitability Index Variable Aggregation
In developing the final SSM it was deemed that no direct weighting of map layers was 
required within the layer aggregation equation. Instead, relative weightings were applied 
during the map layer reclassification process (as discussed in the previous section). 
Allocating the unique value of 1 to CHP plants (and 0 to the outer bands of the CHP 
data points) allowed it to be used as a multiplier within the final SSI aggregation 
equation. Employing the CHP layer as a multiplier ensures that any areas that do not 
possess a CHP plant will be automatically depicted as being unsuitable by the output 
SSM (i.e., as CHP was assigned a score of 1 [optimum] and 0 [unsuitable] as its 
suitability scores, any area that does not possess a CHP plant will automatically be 
assigned a score of 0 regardless of the aggregated score achieved from other variable 
layers). Employing the Raster Calculator function within the ArcMap software, the 
reclassified SSI variable layers were aggregated in accordance with equation (2). 
Performing the raster aggregation calculation produces a map showing the relative 
suitability of a given geographic area and the raw SSI score (ranging from 0 to 440) for 
each industrial ‘habitat’ identified prior to reclassification into discrete categories, 
ranging from unsuitable ‘habitat’ to optimum ‘habitat’.
(2)
i= n -\
SSM =  VCHP Yy'
i= \.i^ C H P
Where V c h p  is the CHP SSI variable and V, is all remaining variables 
employed to produce the final SSM.
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South Humber Bank Symbiosis Suitability Map and Sensitivity Analysis 
The output SSM was produced by reclassifying the raw aggregation of variable map 
layers into four discrete categories of optimum, high, medium, and unsuitable. Areas 
reclassified as optimum were clearly those returning a score of 440 (or SSI = 1) (i.e., the 
highest score achievable after aggregation of each SHB variable). As at least one source 
of water was judged important for the development of utilities-sharing focused eco- 
industrial development, the areas allocated to the high suitability category were deemed 
to be those achieving a score equaling or between 430 and 240 (SSI = 0.98 to 0.55) (i.e., 
as water sources and Non-CHP were given scores of 100, and non-essential variables 
were given scores of 10, any score of 240 or greater must contain CHP, at least one 
source of water, and each of the variables deemed here to be associated with materials 
based synergies). Areas of medium suitability were deemed to be those that achieved a 
score equal to or between 230 and 100 (SSI = 0.52 to 0.23) (i.e., CHP would be present, 
but there is no guarantee of water or that any of the variables associated with materials 
based symbiosis would be present). All areas achieving a score of 40 or less (SSI = 0.09 
to 0) were allocated to the unsuitable category, as these areas have no known potential 
for water recycling and do not possess an industrial power plant. As within traditional 
HSI models, the allocation of scores to non optimum discrete categories can be 
conducted by employing numerous criteria depending on the specific purpose of the 
suitability modeling process; as such, the given rationale behind the SHB SSM 
allocation of unsuitable, medium, and high suitability categories, presented above, is not 
absolute and should not be interpreted as being so. It would be up to any party applying 
the methodology elsewhere to define criteria for the allocation of SSI scores to discrete 
suitability categories depending on the characteristics of the chosen baseline and the 
specific reason for undertaking the production of a SSM.
Although the allocation of non optimum SSM categories is important, because it 
provides a basic insight into the deficiencies of a particular area in relation to the 
specified objective of the given SSI assessment (i.e., it shows which key variables are 
missing from a given area), the primary purpose of the SSM is to identify areas 
classified as possessing the same niche characteristics as the chosen baseline ‘habitat’. 
As such, these are the areas that, in the first instance, should be concentrated on and 
used to identify locations for conducting a detailed in-the-field SSI investigation. Prior 
to analyzing the output SSM for hotspots, however, a sensitivity analysis should be 
conducted to determine the specific effects each variable (apart from CHP) has on the 
depiction of the four chosen SSM suitability categories (see table 2).
1 0 0
Table 2: Sensitivity analysis of the effects of removing SSI variables from the SSM
Optimum High Medium Unsuitable
Total SSM Category Identified (km^) 116 955 1,287 70,366
Power Plants (Non-CHP) 189.6% 26.2% -23.4% 19.9%
Controlled Water 31.5% 5.1% -11.3% 0.1%
Coast-Estuaries-River 28.5% -21.8% -0.9% 0.3%
Boreholes 22.5% -26.3% -30.0% 0.9%
Primary Roads 22.0% 0.4% -2.3% 0.0%
SG Railways 13.8% 10.7% -9.2% 0.0%
Industrial Diversity 4.1% 5.9% -0.7% 4.5%
Industrial Waste 0.4% -9.9% -7.4% 0.0%
The percentage change shown in table 2 is that observed in comparison to the total area 
covered by each suitability category when aggregating all nine SSI variables. Apart 
from industrial waste and diversity, it can be seen that the removal of each variable from 
the layer aggregation process returned significant (i.e., >5%) changes to the optimum 
suitability category within the output SSM. The simultaneous removal of both industrial 
waste and diversity variables led to a 6.9%, 17.1%, -9.3%, and 4.5% ehange in the areas 
depicted as optimum, high, medium, and unsuitable, respectively.
Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis, it can be argued that it would be 
acceptable to remove the industrial waste and, possibly, diversity variables from the 
map layer aggregation process. If a given variable does not make any significant 
contribution to the final map, it could be argued that its inclusion becomes superfluous 
to the overall aim of the modeling exercise. The SSM, however, is designed to provide a 
direct geospatial representation of the characteristics of the chosen baseline ‘habitat’. 
Thus all baseline features that relate to the original SSI objective should arguably be 
characterized and mapped. Therefore figure 4, which is derived from all nine variables, 
is presented as the SHB-derived SSM.
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SSM: England
H  Optimum 
[Z D  High
0 m  Medium 
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1. South Humber Bank
2. Thames Estuary
3. Port of Bristol
4. East Birmingham
5. Mersey Estuary
6. Tees Estuary
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Kilometers
Figure 4 Symbiosis ‘habitat’ suitability map for England.
South Humber Bank Symbiosis Suitability Map Interpretation
The last exercise to perform prior to deploying the SSM as a décision-support tool is to 
assess whether the baseline to which the rest of the map is derived is suitably 
highlighted. Accordingly, the SHB can be seen to be clearly displayed within figure 4 as 
an area for the potential development of a utilities-sharing network. Also, the fact that 
the suitability map has displayed the SHB as two optimum hotspots within a wider high 
suitability area highlights the map’s accuracy, as the site does possess two dense 
clusters of industrial development that lie to either side of the centrally located Port of 
Immingham. This also highlights the need for careful consideration to be given to the
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choice of characterization distances. If the full variable characterization distances 
detailed within table 1 had been employed, the whole of the SHB and the wider 
surrounding area, up to the previously discussed 24,646 m, would have been wrongly 
categorized as being of optimum industrial symbiosis suitability. Importantly, this 
potential error would have been replicated for each hotspot of optimum suitability 
identified by the SMM, thus reducing the resolution of the SSM and its ability to direct 
practitioners to definitive areas of potential utilities sharing within England^^.
Based on an initial assessment, the SSI evaluation methodology presents promising 
results. Based on the personal knowledge of the authors and discussion with local 
stakeholders and NISP regional teams, the Thames estuary. Port of Bristol, Mersey 
estuary, and Teesside are all believed to be industrially similar to the SHB, thus it is 
reassuring that the model has categorized these areas as being of optimum utilities- 
sharing suitability. The east Birmingham hotspot is arguably to be expected, as this area 
is historically associated with heavy industry and it is also known to be a location of 
numerous existing instances of industrial symbiosis. Based on an intuitive knowledge of 
UK industrial geography, it is perhaps surprising that other industrialized estuaries 
similar to the majority of hotspots identified by the SSM, such as the Solent on the 
south coast and Tyneside in north-east England, are only deemed to be of high SSI 
suitability, rather than the possibly expected categorization as optimum suitability. With 
more detailed site-based analysis, however, it was found (based on the datasets 
employed to produce the SSM) that the Solent and Tyneside were missing a suitable 
road system into the heart of the industrial area and, apart from one small CHP plant, 
localized power produetion, respectively. These findings highlight the effect of the 
scoring system employed to produce non optimum categories. Although a lack of power 
clearly precludes Tyneside from being deemed an industrial symbiosis ‘conducive 
environment’ (in terms of potential utilities sharing), questions could be justifiably 
raised as to whether the apparent lack of a primary road into and around the heart of the 
Solent’s ‘habitat’ is sufficient to downgrade its propensity for wide-scale utilities 
sharing. This point illustrates the need to use the ‘habitat’ identification methodology as 
a two step process -  an initial SSM screening stage and then a more detailed SSI 
investigation of optimal and, where appropriate, high suitability hotspots to choose 
locations for active practitioner engagement.
The unsuitable areas shown within the SSM essentially indicate areas that are not suited 
to industrial utilities sharing. However, as these areas represent the known average 
distance materials move from industrial clusters within the UK (e.g., Jensen et al. 
2011a), these categories can be seen as the outer boundary to which a potential 
symbiont partner is most likely to be found for any company within an SSM hotspot 
that is looking to exchange material by-products. Indeed, once companies within SSM
Indeed, in comparison to the figures given in table 2, a sensitivity analysis performed on the use o f  
different variable characterization distances showed that using the full distances given in table 1 resulted 
in increases in areas o f total optimum, high, and medium  suitability by 641.7%, 288.5%, and 115.7%, 
respectively; while the area allocated to the unsuitable habitat category decreased by 0.4%.
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hotspots have been engaged - and in a perfect world utility sharing is facilitated - the 
previously stated knowledge that companies tend to be open to further industrial 
symbiosis activity, once they have successfully completed one working agreement, 
comes into play. This effectively makes the utilities-based SSM presented here a dual- 
purpose industrial symbiosis planning map.
An obvious conclusion to be drawn from the SSM is that estuaries and port hinterland 
naturally lend themselves to the development of eco-industrial systems, as they cover 
the majority (82.8%) of the combined 116 km^ of land deemed, within England, to be of 
optimum utilities-sharing potential. This conclusion is consistent with the known 
development of industrial symbiosis networks within, among other examples, 
Rotterdam (Netherlands), Tampico (Gulf of Mexico), Kwinana (Australia), and 
Kalundborg (Denmark). Notably these areas, in addition to all those identified by the 
suitability map, are industrially mature areas. This observation adds weight to the 
opening premise of this article that existing areas of mature industrial development are 
those best suited to eco-industrial development, due principally to the number of 
systematically evolved operational niches that follow the maturation and consequent 
development of any system (Jensen et al. 201 lb).
Further Development of Symbiosis Suitability Maps and Conclusions
Potential Development and Application o f Symbiosis Suitability Maps 
A  multitude of options exist for the development of SSMs. In parallel to the presented 
utilities focused SSM, the authors have developed an SSI that seeks to identify 
geographic areas best suited to both material exchanges in general, and material specific 
exchanges. Although it is in its early stages of development, the suitability hotspots 
produced by the materials focused SSM, which employs industrial diversity as its key 
variable, show high correlation to maps of existing NISP material based synergy 
clusters that are known to have developed over the last five years (consequently, further 
efforts are being placed on the development of this particular SSM).
Utilizing the SSM modeling process further, an area that is deemed to be optimally 
suited to a given form of eco-industrial development could be directly compared to 
areas categorized as high, medium, and, where appropriate, low suitability to determine 
what is ‘missing’ fi*om these areas that would allow them to achieve industrial 
symbiosis ‘conducive environment’ status. Similarly, by generating variables that 
constitute known fundamental (symbiosis) niches for particular industry types, an SSM 
could be used to strategically plan the industrial development of an area, both in relation 
to existing industry and inward investment enquiries. Instead of rhetoric based 
aspirational development that is prevalent within many regions’ spatial planning 
strategies, a niche based SSM would inform the end-user as to exactly what forms of 
industry an area is inherently suited to in relation to realizing opportunities for regional 
resource efficiency.
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It could be beneficial to incorporate more variables into an SSM that are not necessarily 
industrial characteristics of the baseline. For example, in terms of characterizing social 
or technological enablers of industrial symbiosis, the existence and coverage of an 
existing symbiosis or other form of industry focused social network, proximity to a 
work force, or access to points of resource innovation (e.g., a major city, companies 
with research and development facilities, or a university) could also be included within 
an MCE suitability map. In a similar vein, it could be beneficial, if suitable data are 
available, to incorporate a ‘habitat’ trajectory aspect into the SSM by including 
variables relating to planned industrial developments. This would, among other 
objectives, allow some flexibility to be incorporated into the SSM in terms of allowing 
areas that are currently deemed to be of high suitability to be reclassified as optimum 
suitability if the area is undergoing development that will change its character to closer 
to that of the baseline.
Is it possible to transfer the presented methodology for the utilities focused SSM and 
the nascent materials focused SSM out of England? With context specific development 
of the SSM methodology to make it applicable to other countries via the identification 
and characterization of a suitable baseline ‘habitat’, the cost and time efficient 
deployment of experienced industrial symbiosis practitioners directly to areas of high 
synergy facilitation potential would be possible. Suitable geographic data permitting, it 
is our contention that this could fast track the implementation of industrial symbiosis 
and the development of eco-industrial networks similar to those facilitated by NISP and 
those witnessed in places such as Kalundborg.
Summary and Conclusions
Possessing an understanding of the wider environment in which a given organism (or 
company) exists and proliferates provides a deeper insight into the past and potential 
evolution of the given individual. Context specific ecological research, it has been 
argued, is paramount to delivering tangible industrial ecology (Jensen et al. 2011b). An 
SSI assessment, which is visualized via multi-criteria-evaluation mapping in the form of 
an SSM, attempts to present the end-user with a wider understanding of the propensity 
of a given industrial system to evolve toward greater resource efficiency. Instead of 
initially concentrating on the individual and their needs, the SSI process encourages the 
assessment of industrial ecosystems as a whole, and thus points end-users toward areas 
to initiate industrial symbiosis facilitation efforts. Once both the restrictions and 
opportunities for system evolution are fully understood within a given area, it is 
possible to determine which individuals are able to realize any uncovered niches, and 
the process of individual business engagement can begin. In effect, this promotes the 
organic evolution of context appropriate industrial symbiosis rather than the contrived 
industrial symbiosis that is promoted within ‘greenfield’ eco-industrial parks that, based 
on existing evidence, tend to fail.
This article has demonstrated the process of producing a utilities sharing SSI that is 
aimed at comparing areas similarly prime for industrial symbiosis facilitation as the
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SHB. The SSM, derived from a geospatial characterization of the SHB, has pointed 
NISP practitioners toward further areas within England that outwardly possess the same 
geographic industrial attributes as the baseline ‘habitat’. Although further research is 
clearly required, initial investigation of these areas and discussion with local 
stakeholders has tentatively shown them to be high in opportunities for eco-industrial 
development akin to those that exist within the baseline. The ability of the SSM to 
direct planners toward industrial symbiosis ‘conducive environments’ supports its 
proposed value as a resource efficiency décision-support tool within England. There are 
many options for the continued development and application of SSIs and SSMs to aid 
context sensitive industrial symbiosis planning. The existence and availability of 
datasets that provide sufficient information on a chosen SSM variable is, and will 
always remain, a constraint on the production of GIS based tools; however, it is hoped 
that the SSM methodologies presented within this article ean be developed and 
transferred to other countries to support suitable data collection and the proactive 
identification of opportunities for industrial symbiosis internationally.
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INDUSTRIAL DIVERSITY & INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS:
The Role of Geospatial Industrial Diversity in the 
Facilitation of Regional Industrial Symhiosis
(University of Surrey: Centre for Environmental Strategy, December 2011)
Paul D. Jensen
Introduction
It has been argued that industrial ecology is the ecology of industry and should be 
studied as such if theoretical and practical advancements are to be achieved within the 
field (Jensen et a l, 2011a). At its most basic, ecology attempts to explain the what, 
how, why and where of the behaviour of individual organisms and their innumerable 
interactions with both other organisms and their immediate and wider environment. In 
progressing industrial ecology from a discipline driven by what has been argued to be 
largely unhelpful metaphor derived aspirations of environmentally benign industrial 
systems (Jensen et a l, 2011a), the what, how, why and where of industry must be 
studied before prescription for change can be made. Attempting to directly incorporate 
what are deemed to be ‘desirable’ aspects of nature, such as resource recycling, 
productive efficiency, and/or system resilience into industrial development serves no 
useful purpose (see Jensen et a l, 2011a)\ These observed and idiosyncratic traits of 
nature do not exist in a ‘bolt-on’ form. They exist, evolve, and proliferate where system 
conditions allow or force them to. Emergent system properties are exactly that: they 
emerge from ‘suitable’ system conditions. Thus, to attempt to forcibly create ‘desirable’ 
properties of nature within industrial ecosystems, through aspiration based master 
planning, is likely to be a fruitless endeavour. First and foremost industrial ecologists 
must identify and observe what are deemed to be desirable system traits in action before 
seeking to understand how and why they evolve and what the effects of their being 
(within a given system) are. Only then can industrial ecologists prescribe context- 
sensitive industrial ecosystem engineering aimed at promoting the tangible evolution of 
resource efficient and environmentally sympathetic industrial systems.
One observation of nature which has drawn much attention within industrial ecology is 
the concept of diversity and the seemingly beneficial effects of its presence within a 
given area. In classical ecology it has been argued that increased diversity has positive 
effects on system production (e.g. Tilman et a l 2001; Hooper et a l, 2005; Flombaum 
and Sala, 2008); whilst suggestions that a diversity of system actors can promote 
resource efficiency and system resilience have existed within ecologieal research circles
 ^ This is true in the same manner as it would not be sensible to expect coniferous woodland, planted for 
timber production in an area alien to its natural distribution, to possess the same diversity and system  
functioning characteristics as ancient broadleaf woodland growing within its natural habitat.
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for many years^. As such, it is readily apparent why diversity is a concept of interest 
within industrial ecology research. Indeed, the subject of diversity within industrial 
ecosystems has been afforded dedicated examination by several authors (e.g. Korhonen, 
2005; Wells and Darby, 2006; Wright et ah, 2009); whilst the concept is given more 
than a passing consideration within many further industrial ecology focussed articles 
(e.g. Korhonen, 2001; Nielsen, 2007; Mayer, 2008; Ashton, 2009; Jensen et a l, 2011a). 
Many of these articles are largely conceptual in nature, and approach the subject of 
diversity and its potential for promoting the development of sustainable and resourceful 
industrial systems, from a theoretical and assumptive position. Keeping in mind that 
industrial ecology is a nascent discipline, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with this 
form of analysis and each article, in its own way, provides a stepping stone toward the 
greater depth of understanding required to elevate industrial ecology to a position where 
it can deliver tangible eco-industrial development. As, however, Wright et a l (2009) 
point out, ecology is largely a quantitative science. Indeed, as suggested earlier, ecology 
is primarily a science based upon empirical observation, analysis, and interpretation into 
sound context-specifie scientific principle. Consequently, the actual roles that system 
diversity play within the development and functioning of industrial ecosystems must be 
ascertained through empirical analysis before it can be promoted as a desirable facet of 
regional planning aimed at driving sustainable industrial development.
This paper continues by further exploring the concept of diversity and its perceived 
beneficial effects on system functioning. The specific context for the discussion is that 
of understanding what role industrial diversity plays in providing opportunities for 
resource efficiency. Hence, using geographic information systems (GIS) and novel 
industry type sampling techniques, an empirical study was conducted into the geospatial 
industrial diversity of England and the part diversity played in the facilitation of 
industrial symbiosis working agreements brokered by the United Kingdom’s National 
Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP). The results of this study, which is relatively 
unique in the context of industrial ecology, are presented and discussed in relation to 
understanding how geospatial industrial diversity affects resource movement, how 
diversity affects industrial ecosystem productivity, and how study findings can be 
employed in proactive attempts to implement eco-industrial development. By way of 
conclusion, the article provides options for developing the diversity mapping 
methodology and presents avenues for further essential research.
‘Diversity’ and its Evolution
Diversity is a highly relative concept and its effects in a given ecosystem are invariably 
idiosyncratic (Jensen et a l 2011a). Due to the many semantic, conceptual and technical 
problems involved in the study of diversity it can, in some contexts, be deemed to be a 
non-concept (Hurlbert 1971). As such, what does diversity mean and what is meant by
 ^ Though see Yue et al. (2005) for a literature review o f the many debates on the relationships between 
diversity and ecosystem functioning and see Hooper et al. (2005) for a “consensus o f  current knowledge” 
on the subject o f diversity and ecosystem functioning.
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its effects in a given system? Diversity, at its most basic, is the richness of distinct 
species within a sampled area^. This meaning of diversity is further developed when 
considered in relation to the equability of the total population of each sampled species. 
For instance, a sampled geographic area which possesses 30 individuals, consisting of 
three species with equal populations of 10 individuals, is ordinarily deemed to be more 
diverse than a sampled area that possesses a population of 28 individuals of one species, 
and one each of two further species. Though both sampled areas contain 30 organisms 
and three distinct species, the former area is more equitable in terms of the populations 
that compose the area’s community than that of the latter area’s community which is 
dominated by one species. Whether these basic definitions of diversity and the many 
further ways it can be measured are meaningful, or even useful, is a debate in its own 
right within ecology literature (e.g. Hurlbert, 1971; Jost, 2006).
All species are not equal in their effects on ecosystem functioning (Mouchet et a l, 
2010); and some are more competitive or, simply, more fecund than others. Thus it is 
recognised that one of the key discussion points within ecological research is the 
specific role a given species plays within an ecosystem and, in particular, the concepts 
of functional and redundant diversity (and, paradoxically, functional-redundancy). In 
very simple terms, functional diversity refers to a species or a collection of species that 
perform a function within a given community which directly supports other species or a 
process that is essential to the ongoing functioning of the ecosystem. Redundant 
diversity, meanwhile, postulates that some species fill the same or similar roles within 
an ecosystem and consequently the loss of one of these species would have little or no 
immediate impact on their community and wider system functioning"^. These two forms 
of diversity, and how they intrinsically affect how we latterly conceptualise diversity 
and the ostensibly positive ecosystem properties that they help to generate, are 
extremely important. For the purposes of this paper the simple definition and distinction 
between functional and redundant diversity provided above are considered adequate. 
For a more detailed elucidation see Hooper et a l (2005) for an exposition of 
contemporary thinking on this subject.
The apparent effects of system ‘diversity’ (in a general sense) that, from an 
anthropogenic viewpoint, are deemed to be desirable, such as increased recycling, 
productivity and system resilience, largely emerge from the processes which also 
promote the evolution of ecosystem diversity. Effectively, greater localised diversity is 
a result of increased local resource availability and usage pathways, both in a spatial and
 ^ This definition, however, can be further expanded to refer to diversity at all levels o f biological 
structure, from gene through to the given example o f species through to the diversity o f phenotypes (and 
so on).
 ^ It has been claimed that redundancy o f species contributes to, among other system properties, insurance 
against ecosystem collapse (i.e. system stability). Thus it should by no means be assumed that the lack o f  
a unique function within an ecosystem makes a given species any less valuable than one that could be 
deemed to be ‘functional’ (see Yachi and Loreau [1999] and Loreau [2000] and their associated 
references).
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temporal sense. The increase in resource availability and pathways for reuse and 
recycling of resources derive from the processes of niche construction, facilitation and 
realisation (as promoted by system succession). For example, pioneer species that 
colonise and proliferate in seemingly bare earth create, by their very appearance, niches 
for further species of biota to eventually colonise a given area. This continual (action- 
reaction or cause-effect) process of system evolution leads to feedback controls and 
processes which shape an ecosystem and its constituents. As an ecosystem develops and 
fundamental niches are realised by a given species^, or a species evolves to fill a niche; 
complementarity, competition and niche partitioning amongst species develops and 
resource efficiency and recycling increases along with system productivity (see Odum 
[1969] for a general background to ecosystem succession). This process of ecosystem 
diversification and the evolution of each species’ fundamental and specific niches are 
applicable to any form of system, including industrial systems. Agglomeration 
economies and other industrial clustering theories, deriving from the field of economic 
geography (see Renner, 1947; Belussi & Caldari, 2009), loosely translate as basic niche 
construction and realisation theory within biological ecology’s understanding of the 
evolution of mutually beneficial (and competitive) interactions.
Ultimately, the observed extent of diversity within a particular area is dictated by the 
spatial and temporal levels of resource availability, levels of resource competition and, 
consequently, levels of realised niche overlap between incumbent system species 
(Begon et al. 2006). As such, diversity within one area could be wrongly deemed to be 
low in comparison to another if considerations of ecosystem specifics are not taken into 
account. For instance, the terrestrial biota of the Arctic and Antarctic regions could be 
deemed to be minimal in comparison to the tropics. However, in relation to the 
comparative availability of life sustaining resources, such as sunlight, fresh water, and 
primary production, the levels of biological diversity found within the Polar Regions 
could be seen to be remarkably high. Levels of diversity are ultimately dictated by the 
prevailing environmental conditions of a given system (Jensen et al. 2011a), and not by 
a basic cognitive interpretation of one number being larger than another. In turn, the 
emergent system properties of resource cycling, increased productivity and system 
resilience, which from an industrial ecology perspective are deemed to be beneficial, are 
largely present in an idiosyncratic manner and dictated by the specific components and 
environmental conditions of a particular system.
Industrial Symbiosis and Industrial Diversity
Industrial symbiosis can be seen as the establishment of close working agreements 
between normally unrelated industrial (and other) organisations that leads to resource 
efficiency (Jensen et a l, 201 lb). The most common example of an industrial symbiosis 
working agreement, otherwise known as a synergy, is the operational waste products
 ^Fundamental niche and realised niche refers, respectively, to all niches that a given organism can fill in 
the absence o f competition and the specific (observed) niche a given organism does fill. See Begon et al. 
(2006) for detailed information on ecological niche theory.
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from one industry being reused as a raw material by a business from another industry. 
The economic and environmental benefits that can be derived from such symbiotic 
resource exchanges (in the form of landfill diversion, raw material savings, carbon 
savings, cost savings, and new sales) has been shown to be significant (see Laybourn & 
Morrissey, 2009). Consequently, much research into the phenomena of industrial 
symbiosis and the various ways in which symbiosis has or can be implemented have 
been conducted (e.g. Chertow, 2000, 2007; Mirata, 2004; Gibbs 2008; Costa & Ferrao, 
2010).
Similarly to research on biological systems, it has been argued that a diversity of 
industries provide the collective functions and adaptability within an industrial 
ecosystem that are essential to its continued functioning and stability (e.g. Côté & 
Smolenaars 1997; Korhonen 2001; Ashton 2009). It has, also similarly to biological 
systems, been surmised that an increase in potential resource pathways, which derive 
from an increase in system diversity, promotes opportunities for localised by-product 
reuse and thus increased productivity (e.g. Korhonen 2001; Hardy & Graedel 2002; 
Korhonen & Snakin 2005; Liwarska-Bizukojc et a l 2009).
A further diversity related study into the subject of industrial symbiosis and, 
specifically, the brokered facilitation of synergies within the United Kingdom, found 
that the physical by-products of a company moved, on average, 32.6 kilometres (km) to 
a point of reuse by a symbiont company belonging to an unrelated industry (see Jensen 
et a l 2011b). This study provided evidence to suggest that the relatively short distances 
materials moved within symbiotic company working agreements was not related to the 
physical characteristics of the resource (in relation to its size, shape or weight), its 
monetary value, or the environmental cost of transporting the resources. Indeed, waste 
products do not adhere to normal resource movement drivers or restrictions; otherwise 
when they are produced they would appear within the ‘shop window’ of the waste 
producer and there would be no such concept of, or need for, industrial symbiosis or any 
other form of ‘waste’ management. Instead, the study intuitively concluded that 
resource movement must be dictated by the relative industrial diversity of the United 
Kingdom. That is to say, it was surmised that, on average, within a 32.6 km radius of a 
company within the United Kingdom, a business from a sufficiently unrelated industry 
will exist that is able to use the former company’s by-products as a raw material within 
its own operations (Jensen et a l, 2011b). The exception to this conclusion was that 
difficult to reuse materials, such as man-made composites, could be expected to travel 
further than ‘everyday’ common materials due to the need to find a symbiont company 
whose operations are specialised enough to be able to reuse the materials in question. 
Similarly to within biological ecosystems, resource specialists tend to be rarer and more 
restricted to the niches they can fill and proliferate within, than species that are classed 
as generalists^
 ^ For instance, rats and cockroaches are geographically widespread due to their ability to survive in a 
multitude o f habitats and on a variety of foodstuffs. Similarly, cement kilns, smelters and construction
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The conclusions arrived at by Jensen et al. (201 lb) were largely formed on intuition and 
ensued from a process of elimination of other potential restrictions to resource 
movement within industrial symbiosis agreements. As such, in conjunction with an 
empirical analysis of the geospatial industrial diversity of England^, this paper seeks to 
test these conclusions by re-examining the synergy facilitation data produced and 
employed within the Jensen et al. (2011b) study. In performing the re-examination of 
Jensen et al. (2011b) research conclusions, several propositions on the expected effects 
of geospatial diversity on resource movement are derived for examination:
• Firstly, it is proposed that the more industrial diversity that exists around a 
company, the less distance their by-products will have to travel to a point of 
reuse by an unrelated symbiont company (or other organisation).
• Secondly, higher instances of ‘species’ richness will generate greater options for 
resource complementarity (as measured by high levels of differing synergy 
types).
• Thirdly, areas of higher industrial diversity, in terms of population equitability, 
will allow synergy replication and thus promote higher instances of industrial 
symbiosis in general (as measured by local synergy numbers).
• Lastly, uncommon or ‘specialist’ materials will potentially move further, on 
average, to a point of reuse than ‘everyday’ general materials due to the rarity of 
potential symbiont companies that are capable of reusing specialist resources.
This paper sets out to test these propositions^.
Industrial Diversity Mapping
What measures of diversity are employed with a given study - among the myriad 
quantitative and qualitative options available - is largely dictated by the specific 
research objective (or objectives) at hand. To address the propositions of this
companies are relatively common and can use a large variety o f both traditional and non-traditional raw 
materials in their everyday operations. However, specialists and their specialist operational resources are 
(by definition) rare in number and their geographic distribution.
 ^ Unlike the Jensen et a l  (2011b) study that was conducted within England, Scotland and W ales, the 
symbioses-diversity analyses presented here was solely performed within England due to changes to 
NISP funding and a consequent change in the availability o f data since the Jensen et a l  (2011b) study 
was performed. Where relevant, figures presented herein relating to the Jensen et a l  (201 lb) study have 
been corrected for the omission of data relating to NISP operations in Scotland and Wales.
 ^ All propositions assume that symbiosis practitioners were aware o f the general composition o f the 
industrial districts that existed within (relative) close proximity o f the companies they worked with. This 
assumption is derived from a working knowledge o f NISP practitioners and their individual and collective 
knowledge base (see Jensen et a l ,  201 lb).
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investigation, diversity will be considered in terms of species richness and also in terms 
of the evenness of population numbers sampled within each community.
To investigate the geospatial relationships between industrial diversity and industrial 
symbiosis, several GIS based analyses were conducted. The first analysis involved 
mapping the geospatial industrial diversity of England in respect of all companies 
within the country classified as a Small to Medium Enterprise (SME) or larger whose 
operations involve the use of raw materials and manufacture (in the widest sense) of 
physical products. The second analysis involved ascertaining the specific diversity that 
exists around each NISP member company, within England, involved in a synergy. The 
levels of industrial diversity surrounding each company were determined via a 5 km 
grid square and for two further data sampling radii sizes equal to the average distance 
materials travel within symbiotic agreements, and the unique distance each resource, 
from each analysed company, travelled to its point of reuse.
The dataset of all English businesses, employed to determine the geospatial industrial 
diversity of England, was derived from a ‘business-to business’ marketing database 
where each company is categorised by, among other identifiers. Standard Industrial 
Classification (SIC) codes and company size (as measured by employee numbers)^. To 
avoid smaller enterprises such as ‘high street’ shops being included in the mapping of 
England’s industrial diversity, all companies categorised as being smaller than SME 
were removed from the databaseIndustries not involved in manufacturing or the 
production or use of physical products was also removed from the database. Finally the 
edited database was disaggregated into separate datasets for each of the industry types 
used to represent 26 different ‘species’ of company (see Table 1). The final database 
employed to determine industrial diversity within each of the study analyses pertained 
to 67,706 unique companies (the effects of the size of the dataset and its disaggregation 
into the 26 industrial ‘species’ are discussed later).
Following georeferencing of all company postal codes of manufacturing and production 
facilities, the edited datasets for each of the 26 ‘species’ of company was imported into 
the ArcGIS 9.3 mapping environment and data points for all companies were plotted 
onto a boundary map of England. Different geographic data sampling grid sizes were 
trialled. At 10 bylO km and larger, the resolution of the maps produced was observed to 
be too low to differentiate distinct geographic areas. Employing a 5 by 5 km grid 
system, however, proved to be a small enough sample size to provide suitable 
geographic definition within the final diversity map, whilst still remaining large enough
 ^ Such databases are available from any ‘business-to-business’ marketing company or can be compiled, in 
the UK, from sueh repositories o f  business information as the Government’s ‘Companies H ouse’ (who act 
as a registrar for all UK based companies). The dataset employed in this study was supplied by Capscan 
(www.capscan.co.uk).
Within the European Union an SME is a company who has at least ten (but less than 250) employees.
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to provide a sufficient representation of the ‘local’ diversity of a given area^\ Once the 
data sampling size had been decided, the 5 by 5 km grid system was overlaid onto the 
boundary map of England and the company data points of each industry ‘species’ type.
Using the ArcGIS "Join-Relate" function, the data points for each of the 26 industry 
types were spatially assigned to the respective 5 km grid square which they fell within 
and duly recorded within the sampling grid’s attribute table. Once the 5 km grid map 
layer’s attribute table had been populated by all industry type data, the respective 
diversity of each square was calculated. To determine diversity, the Simpson’s index of 
diversity (D) was employed since it is one of the most widely employed, least sensitive 
to sample size and simpler to interpret measures of community diversity or, to be 
precise, measure of species sampling probability (see Equation 1) The resulting 
values for D fall within the range of 1 to 0. After performing the calculation of D, each 
diversity index figure was subtracted from 1 (i.e. 1-D) to achieve an intuitive measure of 
diversity ranging from 0 (sample homogeneity) to 1.0 (high sample heterogeneity)^^.
Equation 1:
sR
D = ' g i m l N f
Z=1
Where sR is species richness, ni is the total number of individuals of each 
industrial ‘species’ type found within a given 5km grid square, and N  is the 
total number of individuals of all ‘species’, or all companies, found within 
the same grid square.
Once 1-D for each grid square had been calculated, the grid system was coloured on a 
sliding scale from low 1-D to high 1-D. To distinctly differentiate ‘low’ diversity 
geographic areas from ‘high’ diversity geographic areas, the break values used to 
categorise 1-D data were set at the lower 50% of data values, upper 50% to 75% of 
values, upper 75% to 90% of values, 90% to 95% of 1-D values, and the top 5% of 1-D 
values. The NISP brokered synergy data employed within the Jensen et al. (2011b) 
study, following removal of all synergies facilitated within Scotland and Wales, was 
superimposed onto the boundary map of England and the 5 km grid now representing 
the 1-D results. Finally, statistics were generated for the number and types of synergies 
facilitated within the respective regions of geospatial industrial diversity.
Once reaching a suitable level o f map definition (i.e. 5 by 5 km) experiments with smaller data 
sampling sizes ceased.
See Magurran (2004) for an extensive appraisal o f diversity indices and their appropriate application.
If calculated grid square diversity figures are not subtracted by 1, infinite diversity receives an 
unintuitive score o f  0 and becomes a measure o f  a sampled community’s population dominance, rather 
than a measure of population evenness.
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Table 1: Summary of 2003 Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) industry types
SIC Section Industry Description % of Dataset
AOl.l Growing of Arable Products 11.80%
A01.2 Farming of Animals 31.78%
A01.3 Mixed Farming 25.03%
CA Mining of Energy Producing Materials 0.20%
CB Mining and Quarrying of Metals, Minerals and Chemicals 0.19%
DA Manufacture of Food Products and Beverages 2.20%
DB Manufacture of Textiles and Textile Products 1.80%
DC Manufacture of Leather and Leather Products 0.24%
DD Manufacture of Wood and Wood Products 1.38%
DE Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products 5.13%
DF Manufacture of Coke and Petroleum Products 0.06%
DG Manufacture of Chemicals 1.82%
DH25.1 Manufacture of Rubber Products 0.27%
DH25.2 Manufacture of Plastic Products 1.25%
DI26.1,2,3 Manufacture of Glass and Ceramics 0.43%
DI26.4 Manufacture of Bricks and Clay Products 0.02%
DI26.5,6 Manufacture of Cement, Lime and Plaster 0.39%
DI26.7,8 Manufacture of Stone Products 0.28%
DJ27 Manufacture and Forging of Metals 0.76%
DJ28 Fabrication of Metal Products 4.58%
DK Manufacture of Heavy Machinery 4.10%
DL Manufacture of Electrical Equipment 3.73%
DM Manufacture of Transport Equipment 0.96%
DN36.1 Manufacture of Furniture 0.96%
DN37.2 Recyclers of Non-Metal Wastes and Scrap 0.04%
090 Sewage and Refuse Disposal and Sanitation 0.62%
Note: Industry ‘species’ types were disaggregated into categories that, as far as 
possible, allowed distinct primary operational resource types to be grouped or, 
where appropriate, separated. See National Statistics (2002) for more details on the 
classification of industries via the SIC2003 system.
To further explore the effects of geospatial diversity on the movement of resources 
involved in NISP brokered synergies, the specific level of diversity that existed around 
each resource donor company was d e t e r m i n e d T o  perform this analysis, the sR 
(species richness) and 1-D figures of the 5 km grid square which the resource donor 
company fell within was assigned to the respective symbiont company’s entry within 
the synergy dataset’s GIS attribute table. This analysis was repeated by centrally
* The resource recipient companies (or ‘want’ resource companies) were not considered in this element 
o f the industrial diversity analysis as the specific focus o f the study was to determine how diversity 
affects how far the given waste products needed to travel from the donor company (or ‘have’ resource 
company) to their point o f reuse.
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positioning a circular data sampling plot, with a radius equal to the average distance 
resources move within England (i.e. 34 km^^), around each resource donor company. 
For each sampling plot, species richness and the total number of all companies falling 
within it was recorded employing the same methods for spatially assigning industry 
types to a data sampling area described for the 5 km grid sampling plot. To determine 
the extent of diversity whieh each resource encountered during their transport from their 
point of origin to their point of reuse, one further data sampling exercise was conducted. 
Unique sample plot sizes were created for each synergy eorresponding to the specific 
distance their material had travelled to its point of reuse. Speeies richness and total 
companies falling within each synergy’s unique sample plot was then recorded. For 
both circular data sampling plot sizes, l-D  was calculated and attributed to each 
synergy’s entry within the NISP synergy database. The NISP synergy database, now 
containing sR and l-D  figures for the immediate area around each company (as 
determined using the 5km grid square system), the area around each company up to the 
average distance resources move within symbiotic resource exchanges (i.e. 34 km), and 
the specific distance each company’s waste products actually moved, was exported to 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet format to enable further analyses and interpretation of 
study results.
Diversity-Symbiosis Analysis
Interpretation of Industrial Diversity Mays
The geospatial industrial diversity of England is presented as per Figure 1. Firstly it can 
be seen that using a 5 km grid system as the seale for sampling the speeies richness and 
population data, and the use of 26 different industry types, allows good results in terms 
of visual resolution of geographic detail. Each of the known main industrial 
eonurbations within England are represented by areas of relatively high industrial 
diversity and areas known to be characterised by agriculture, and even National Park 
areas, are clearly distinguishable within the map. This result was the culmination of a 
range of sensitivity analyses on data sampling grid sizes and the extent of industry type 
disaggregation applied to the database to create different industrial ‘species’. Such 
resolution of geographic details could not be achieved when mapping the geospatial 
diversity of England at scales above 5 km or when using a smaller number of industry 
types to represent industry richness (maps for the results of the sensitivity analyses are 
not shown). Many uncertainties exist when sampling biologieal diversity in terms of 
determining whether every organism present has been identified and sampled. Knowing 
exactly how many ‘species’ exist with a study area and the exaet size of each ‘species’ 
population perhaps highlights one area where industrial ecology can be more confident 
about its conclusions than is the ease in classical ecology. The intuitively correet 
representation of the geospatial industrial diversity of England provided by Figure 1 
supports this argument.
On removing resource movement data for Scotland and Wales from the NISP synergy dataset the 
average distance materials moved increased from the 32.6 km reported by Jensen et a l  (201 lb) to 34 km.
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Figure 1: l-D industrial diversity of England using a 5 by 5 km data sampling grid 
(Where D is the Simpson’s diversity index of sample evenness)
Figure 2 presents the map of England’s geospatial industrial diversity of England plus 
the locations of NISP members involved in a synergy. The mapped results of Figure 2 
present a good visual correlation between areas of high industrial diversity and the 
plotted resource movement networks of NISP member companies involved in synergies 
where materials moved within the average resource movement of 34 km. Notably, 
Figure 2 also shows that companies who possessed or reused materials that travelled 
further than the average 34 km regularly lay within areas of lower geospatial diversity. 
These observations support the research propositions of this study.
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Figure 2: 1 -  D Geospatial industrial diversity of England, the NISP synergy network 
for materials moving within the average 34 km symbiotic resource movement distance 
and the locations of companies involved in synergies where materials travelled further 
than the average 34 km (>34 km synergy network not shown to maintain map clarity) 
(Where D is the Simpson’s diversity index of sample evenness)
As is noticeable within Figure 1 and 2, many of the higher diversity areas are 
contiguous and diversity tends to increase and decline in gradients rather than switching 
back and forth between higher and lower areas of diversity, which lends some weight to 
the (cause-effect) suggestion that diversity begets, or attracts, diversity. This observation 
is also consistent with observations within biological ecology as it resembles the 
composition of contiguous biological systems where an intermediary transitional
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boundary, known as an ecotone, tends to exist between different types of ecosystems. In 
considering the relationship between mapped industrial diversity and the analysed 
industrial symbiosis network, it was found that 76% of eompanies and their respective 
symbiont partner, who were involved in a synergy where the exchanged resource moved 
within the average resource movement distanee of 34 km, were both located within 
contiguous areas of diversity in the 90* percentile of 1-D figures (i.e. >0.835). When 
the same analysis was conducted using the entire synergy dataset (i.e. including the 
synergies where the given resource travelled further than 34 km) this figure dropped to 
63.1%, which still suggests that significantly more than half of the synergies occur in 
areas with the highest (i.e. top 10%) levels of observed diversity as measured via 
Simpson’s evenness index. These findings support the premise that areas of high 
‘diversity’ (in terms of species evenness) will support higher overall numbers of (and 
opportunities for) industrial symbiosis. Based on admittedly anecdotal knowledge of 
many of the areas classified as being high in industrial diversity, doubts, however, could 
be raised about the resilience of these mapped areas as many are known to possess 
notable levels of industrial dereliction and redundancy (in terms of infrastrueture and 
levels of unemployment). Examining this potentially significant observation further 
would require extensive eontextual research. Such research was, however, beyond the 
scope of this study but would be of considerable value to understanding the temporal 
dynamics of industrial ecosystem functioning and stability.
Interprétation o f Synersy-Diversity Data
In exploring the proposition that the resources of companies situated in areas of high 
diversity would have to travel shorter distanees to find a suitably unrelated company 
able to reuse the given material, it is necessary to make a distinction between the two 
forms of diversity that have been measured within this study. Intuitively one could 
argue that loealised species richness is a more suitable measurement for finding an area 
likely to contain a potential (unrelated) symbiont company than the 1-D measure (which 
provides a measure of community evenness in terms of population equitability). 
However, system evenness would also be desirable as over time it eould be expeeted 
that synergy replication would occur, and thus areas of high 1-D would be areas where 
higher total numbers of opportunities for symbiosis would exist^^. To explore the 
specific relationships that exist between species richness, community evenness and the 
distances materials moved within the analysed synergies dataset, a frequency 
distribution for each parameter was produced using the symbiosis-diversity data 
generated for the 5 km grid based analysis, and the two data sampling radii centred on 
each NISP symbiont company (Figure 3 & 4).
When looking to replicate synergies, consideration would have to be given to whether evenness is 
measured in relation to a company’s by-product production rate in comparison to the operational resource 
reuse capacity o f a single potential symbiont, or in comparison to the cumulative resource reuse capacity 
of a collection o f potential symbiont companies (and vice versa).
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Figure 3: Frequency distribution of synergies in relation to species richness figures 
recorded for each of the 5 km, 34 km and resource movement radius data sampling plots
The multimodal distribution of the 5 km sample size bars, displayed within Figure 3, 
indicates that, when no distinction is made between industry types, there is no 
relationship between the species richness directly around a company and the number of 
synergies facilitated. It is notable that at the 5 km sampling scale, however, that very 
few companies have more than 20 different industry types within their direct proximity 
and none have more than 22 of the 26 industry types employed within the study. For the 
sample plot sizes corresponding to the specific distance each resource travelled (i.e. the 
‘radius’ bars), it can be seen that there is, outwardly, a clear relationship between 
increasing species richness encountered and the number of synergies facilitated -  at this 
data sampling scale, 80% of all companies resources encountered 22 or more different 
forms of industry before reaching their point of reuse. Notably, for the sample plot size 
corresponding to the average distance materials move within symbiosis agreements, 
species richness clearly increases markedly toward the known maximum number of 
industry types. Indeed, 98% of companies were found to have at least 22 companies 
within their local proximity. This finding is particularly notable when it is highlighted 
that three of the 26 industry types each possess ‘species’ populations that represent 
0.06% or less of the total of all companies present within the diversity dataset (see 
‘species’ population figures within Table 1). If greater species richness is the key factor 
in local industrial symbiosis, this finding lends weight to the earlier Jensen et a l 
(2011b) assertion that a company from an unrelated industry, that is able to reuse the 
material of a donor company, should typically exist within the average resource 
movement distance of the origin of resource production (i.e. in England, 34 km).
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Figure 4: Frequency distribution of synergies in relation to 1-D figures recorded for the 
5 km, 34 km and resource movement radius data sampling plots
Interestingly, when the frequency distribution analysis was performed on the 1-D data 
recorded for each synergy resource movement, the results provided a different story to 
the synergy data recorded for species richness. Although both the 34 km and resource 
movement radius sample plots produced for 1-D corresponded to the results of the 
species richness analysis, the results produced at the 5 km scale differed markedly. 
Whereas the richness analysis suggested that there was no obvious trend for companies 
involved in industrial symbiosis to be directly located within areas of high diversity (in 
terms of species richness), the 1-D data suggests that typically companies involved in 
industrial symbiosis do inhabit areas of high diversity in relation to the evenness of the 
composition of a given 5 km sample squares industrial community. This finding 
highlights a potential flaw in the use of some of the popular evenness indices when 
employed to determine diversity within industrial ecology studies. Although the 1-D 
index allows good comparisons of diversity to be made between different samples due 
to its lack of sensitivity to sample scales, its inability to recognise the presence of rare 
species within a sample arguably reduces its effectiveness within industrial ecology 
research if richness is as important to promoting opportunities for industrial symbiosis 
as it appears to be'^. In terms of actively identifying opportunities for industrial
Notably, other indices were trialled during the symbiosis-diversity analysis which did give greater 
weighting to species richness. The popular Shannon index and Shannon Evenness indices were, in 
particular, both able to produce good results in terms of identifying rarer species but both proved to be 
extremely sensitive to sample sizes above the point where species richness started to reach saturation and
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symbiosis, however, these collective findings could be useful. If diversity maps were 
produced at the preferred 5 by 5km scale solely employing richness as the indicator of 
areas to start looking for opportunities for industrial symbiosis. Figure 3 suggests that 
such maps would not necessarily point a practitioner toward any areas of promise. If, 
however, a practitioner used the 5 by 5km l-D  diversity maps to identify areas where 
the best opportunities for localised industrial symbiosis exist, they would, based on the 
results of Figure 4, be more likely to achieve their objective. If a practitioner then 
performed a search around any company identified within high l-D  areas to a radius 
equal to a derived distance at which encountered species richness reaches saturation (i.e. 
in England, 24-26 species), a defined geographic area for actively identifying 
opportunities for ‘local’ industrial symbiosis would be created.
To determine the specific relationship between industrial diversity and the distance 
materials move within the analysed NISP brokered synergies, further analyses were 
conducted into both the actual distance at which species richness reached saturation and 
what effect this had on the number of synergy types facilitated (see Table 2). In 
exploring the proposition that specialist resources would, on average, travel further to a 
point of reuse due to the need to encounter greater levels of species richness and, 
consequently, another specialist, an analysis of the relationship between resource 
movement and different resource streams was also conducted (see Table 3).
Table 2: Interquartile mean and range of species richness and l-D  figures for sample 
plots relating to resources moving up to 65 km (at 5 km binned intervals)
Sample Plot Mean sR Mean 1-D No. o f No o f
Size sR Range 1-D Range Synergies Synergy Types
0 to 5km 11 8 0.826 0.169 66 14 (14)"
5.1 to 10km 18 9 0.845 0.114 60 15 (16)
10.1 to 15km 22 3 0.884 0.067 43 12(18)
15.1 to 20km 23 5 0.859 0.07 59 15 (18)
20.1 to 25km 24 3 0.861 0.099 39 11(18)
25.1 to 30km 24 2 0.866 0.062 28 13 (19)
30.1 to 35km 24 2 0.832 0.092 46 13 (19)
35.1 to 40km 25 1 0.857 0.072 48 13 (19)
40.1 to 45km 25 0 0.835 0.095 26 10(19)
45.1 to 50km 26 1 0.813 0.095 25 8(19)
50.1 to 55km 26 1 0.813 0.078 18 10 (19)
55.1 to 60km 26 1 0.795 0.079 19 9(19)
60.1 to 65km 26 0 0.847 0.017 12 7(19)
All Synergies 24 4 0.842 0.084 650" 19
Notes:  ^The 650 synergies employed to conduct the analysis derived from the first
batch of NISP synergies facilitated within England where reported outputs had
thus were not deemed suitable for this particular study (or any diversity study where it is necessary to 
compare results from different data sampling sizes).
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been verified by a third-party auditor. Including Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland, the actual figure for verified synergies was more than 1,200. When 
including synergies in the process of being facilitated or audited, this figure stands, 
by 2011, at over 5,000. " Figures given for synergy types are the number of 
different forms of synergy facilitated within the given sample plot size category. 
Figures given in brackets are cumulative synergy type figures (up to the maximum 
possible 19 physical resource synergy types).
As the distances resources moved within the NISP synergy dataset possessed a non­
normal distribution (i.e. skewness = 1.83), the aggregated diversity data recorded within 
Table 3 was calculated using the interquartile mean to ensure production of robust 
statistics (i.e. ones not influenced by extreme outliers). In the first instance it can be 
seen that species richness starts to plateau in observed richness numbers and the range 
of richness numbers from the 30-35 km point onwards (i.e. 24 species types with an 
interquartile range of 2 species). When it is recognised that three industry types within 
the industry dataset contained relative populations of 0.06% or less of the total dataset, 
and the maximum number of industry species types observable is 26, this again adds 
weight to the claim that at approximately 34 km most businesses within England should 
be able to identify a symbiont company able to engage in symbiosis related activities. 
As a further point of note, the 60-65 km distance category, where sampled species 
richness reaches its constant zenith (i.e. 26 species with a range of 0), represents the 
upper quartile distance resources move within the NISP synergy dataset (i.e. 63.1 km).
As was earlier proposed, the cumulative number of different synergy types (categorised 
as indicated in Table 3) increases with the number of species encountered until reaching 
a point of saturation. This positive relationship (correlation [r] = 0.98) again highlights 
the importance of richness of industry types in promoting increased opportunities for 
symbiosis and increased local recycling and resource productivity. Interestingly, 
however, diversity in the form of l-D  community evenness seemingly has no 
relationship to the number of different synergy types facilitated (r = -0.04). Although, 
when the relationship between l-D is again examined but only up to the point at which 
species richness begins to plateau (i.e. 30 km), the relationship between l-D  and an 
increase in the number of local synergy types being facilitated increases significantly 
(i.e. r = 0.87). It is assumed that this is because beyond the 30 km point, species 
richness increases slowly before stopping at 65 km, whilst overall population numbers 
for better represented species inevitably continues to rise, thus producing lower l-D  
figures the further you travel and consequently a reduced correlation to increasing 
synergy type figures.
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Table 3: Interquartile mean and range of species richness and 1-D figures for synergy 
resource types for 5 km sample sizes and the resource movement radius sample sizes
Resource Category 
(Synergy Type)"
Distance 5 km Grid Sample Size Radius Sample Size
Mean 
km ^
Mean
sR
sR
Range
Mean
1-D
Range
1-D
Mean
sR
sR
Range
Mean Range 
1-D 1-D
Aqueous Sludge 74 9 5 0.837 0.085 26 0 0.818 0.053
Ashes & Slags 30 11 6 0.881 0.039 23 7 0.831 0.103
Coatings 9 14 2 0.873 0.070 21 8 0.847 0.057
Composite Packaging 24 13 6 0.827 0.160 21 9 0.817 0.099
Compost & Soils 36 6 6 0.720 0.198 23 4 0.786 0.111
Foodstuff Inc. Oils 32 9 9 0.793 0.236 24 5 0.836 0.070
Fuels ' 54 6 0 0.696 0,127 26 1 0.840 0.026
Glass 30 11 6 0.859 0.046 25 2 0.856 0.066
Infrastructure 43 12 11 0.828 0.230 23 9 0.823 0.058
Inorganic Chemicals 144 9 4 0.836 0.430 26 1 0.818 0.054
Metals 44 9 7 0.817 0.141 23 7 0.830 0.080
Minerals 33 11 7 0.843 0.090 25 4 0.849 0.076
Misc. Plastics 32 12 6 0.853 0.078 25 3 0.856 0.076
Organic Chemicals 36 13 11 0.860 0.067 24 4 0.861 0.085
Paper & Cardboard 28 9 8 0.810 0.086 24 4 0.855 0.127
Rubber 72 12 6 0.842 0.046 26 1 0.827 0.044
Textiles 69 12 7 0.838 0.071 26 3 0.831 0.123
WEEE 27 11 7 0.824 0.143 23 4 0.858 0.063
Wood Products 28 10 10 0.813 0.188 24 4 0.846 0.089
All Resources 34 11 8 0.834 0.140 24 4 0.842 0.084
5 km Grid Diversity ^ N/A 4 3 0.605 0.231 4 3 0.605 0.231
Notes:  ^ Resource grouping derive from NISP’s bespoke waste classification 
categories. " The distance category refers to the interquartile mean distance that 
each of the resource types travelled from their point of origin to their point of 
reuse. The fuels resource category refers to materials that were used in power 
production.  ^5 km Grid Diversity refers to the mean of all 5 km grid squares 
covering England, not solely those containing NISP member companies engaged in 
synergies.
Table 3 confirms the proposition that specialist materials, such as man-made composites 
(e.g. inorganic chemicals, textiles, rubber), or simply difficult to reuse materials (e.g. 
sludges) travel further to a point of reuse than most other ‘everyday’ materials (e.g. 
paper, wood). Whether this observation is due to a lack of local diversity in the form of 
richness or 1- D is, however, less clear. Due to the higher average distances each of the 
less common materials are travelling (e.g. 144 km and 72 km for inorganic chemicals 
and rubber respectively), it is only to be expected that the recorded average richness 
figures for these specialist materials would be higher than the more general easier to 
reuse materials and the cumulative average for all resources. For example, in
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comparison to the mean richness for all resources of 24 and the data dispersion range of 
four, for both inorganic chemicals and rubber the mean richness recorded was 26 and 
both possessed a range of one. The fact that the l-D  for these materials are lower than 
the average for all resources (i.e. 0.842) does not refute the argument that specialist 
resources require higher levels of diversity to find a suitable resource reuse symbiont 
company. It simply highlights the fact that, once again, it is seemingly richness which is 
most important to the likelihood of being able to facilitate a synergy and that l-D  
figures are yet again being negatively affected by the fact that species richness starts to 
plateau at 30 km, whilst population numbers, based on relative population sizes shown 
in Table 1, increase disproportionately.
Although there are several statistics of potential interest on the material specific 
relationships between industrial diversity and the facilitation of synergies, the relative 
uniformity of diversity figures within Table 3 at the resource movement radius sampling 
scale indieates that further bespoke analysis, outside the scope of this more general 
study, is required to fully uncover any notable trends. At the 5 km diversity sampling 
scale, however, it could be argued that there is a minor trend in relation to the levels of 
diversity that exist around different forms of industry: in particular, in relation to what 
are deemed to be light and heavy industries and the level of ancillary industries they 
respectively attract. For instance, composts and soils regularly deriving from farms and 
horticultural businesses lie, on average, in direct proximity of 6 different industries 
whilst, conversely, organic chemicals, typically deriving from heavy industry such as 
chemical processing, lie, on average, in direct proximity of 13 different industry types. 
Due to the large diversity data dispersion ranges at the 5 km data sampling scale it is 
debatable, however, as to what value there would be in drawing any conclusions from 
such a comparison of the immediate local diversity that surrounds each company 
producing each resource type. For instance, again referring to the organic chemicals 
synergy type, it can be seen that the richness data range for this form of resource is 11. 
Moreover, the article authors’ knowledge of the NISP synergy resource categorisation 
methods would suggest that many of the resources do not derive from the industries one 
would intuitively expect (e.g. most industries produce paper and cardboard waste). As 
such, it is not easy to confirm which industries the resources listed within Table 3 eame 
from. Consequently it is perhaps advisable to not attempt to determine any industry 
specific relationships between geospatial industrial diversity and known instances of 
industrial symbiosis employed within this study. The issue of determining material and 
industry specific relationships between geospatial industrial diversity and opportunities 
for industrial symbiosis clearly requires further data gathering, categorisation, and 
context-specific analysis before any robust conclusions can be derived.
Summary o f symbiosis-Diversity Relationship
In summary, it appears that local richness of industry types is the primary driver behind 
the distances materials travel from their point of origin to a point of reuse by a company 
from an unrelated industry. Furthermore, the argument that the average 34 km distance
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materials move within symbiotic agreements is dictated by the relative geospatial 
diversity of England, has been shown to be valid. Likewise, the proposition that high 
instances of local industry richness would be areas possessing higher instances of 
differing synergy types was also shown to be correct. In terms of synergy replication, 
community evenness is patently important, but the measurement and classification of 
evenness needs more development for it to be a meaningful term or measure of diversity 
within industrial systems. Although there is both intuitive and statistical evidence to 
support the assumption that specialist resources have to travel longer distances, on 
average, to find a similarly specialist prospective symbiont partner, further research is 
required before a robust conclusion can be drawn on this subject. In general, areas of 
higher diversity, whether measured by richness or relative community equitability, do 
possess greater instances of companies involved in industrial symbiosis. By definition, 
these areas of high industrial symbiosis also possess higher rates of localised resource 
recycling and reuse and thus system productivity^^. Neither the productive efficiency 
nor resilience (apart from anecdotal observation) of the mapped areas of higher 
industrial diversity was examined; thus, no firm conclusion can be drawn on the wider 
effects of geospatial diversity on these much debated aspeets of ecosystem functioning. 
These discussion points, along with the need for testing and development of additional 
measures of diversity, are areas for essential further research.
Development of Diversity Mapping and Conclusions
Potential Development and Application o f Diversity Maps
In conducting the presented study into industrial diversity and industrial symbiosis, 
several areas for further research have become apparent whilst numerous options for 
improving the diversity analysis and mapping methodologies have also been identified. 
The first more obvious area for development would involve industry specific analysis of 
the effects of industrial diversity on opportunities for resource efficiency, and the 
specific effects of diversity on the development of to be identified industrial community 
diversity typologies (if such typologies exist).
In addressing the limitations of 1-D as a measure of diversity within industrial ecology 
research it would be beneficial to explore more indices which recognise the presence of 
rare speeies types within a data sample. Indices which are more sensitive to rare species 
types, but not affected by the varying and, in some cases, extremely large sampling 
scales employed to conduct elements of this study would be of particular interest. In 
relation to the previously discussed increasing importance of distinguishing between 
functional and redundant species within ecosystems, and their respective influence on a 
given system, it would be beneficial to recreate many of the presented analyses using
Increased system “production” is not the same as increased “productive efficiency”. In simple terms, 
production is a measure o f  how much ‘biomass’ a given system produces, whereas productive efficiency  
is a measure o f how much a system produces in relation to how much it uses (usually measured in terms 
o f the ratio o f usable energy return over usable energy input).
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the rising number of functional diversity indices and the increasingly sophisticated ways 
they are employed (e.g. Mouchet et a l, 2010). By ascertaining the fundamental resource 
usage niches that each industry can fill, by cataloguing all known and theoretical forms 
of industrial symbiosis a given industry can be involved in, it would be possible to 
generate a niche based diversity index that, once mapped using the same methods 
employed within this article, would be expected to be able to allow active context- 
sensitive regional resource efficiency planning to be performed.
Finally, in addressing the point that richness currently seems to be the best indicator of 
areas suited to industrial symbiosis, should more industry ‘species’ types be derived and 
included in further analysis of the relationship between industrial diversity and the 
movement of resources within synergies? Sensitivity analyses performed during this 
study suggested that the more industry types employed, the better the resolution of the 
diversity maps. If diversity begets (relative) diversity, how many more industries do the 
26 industry types employed within this study beget: can methods be developed for 
estimating the diversity of a particular industry’s geographically proximate ancillary 
industries?
Outlook & Conclusions
Importantly, in this study existing industry was analysed in conjunction with real 
instances of industrial symbiosis; the study was not built on theoretical assumption or 
idealisms which are commonplace within industrial ecology research. Regardless of the 
results of this study showing that localised diversity within industrial ecosystems does 
indeed promote resource reuse, recycling and, potentially, increased system production, 
the overriding conclusion of this study is not to recommend the artificial introduction or 
promotion of industry diversity. As with biological ecosystems, interfering with the 
self-organised biotic composition of a given area, without detailed examination of the 
consequences of any proposed changes, could (apart from being financially costly) 
prove to be disastrous in terms of maintaining or promoting the aspects of diversity 
which industrial ecologists perceive to be important in promoting sustainable industrial 
development (e.g. resource productivity, efficiency and system resilience). The 
recommendation of this study would be to allow diversity to develop naturally within 
industrial ecosystems and look to apply intelligence-based thinking to efforts to exploit 
the inevitable opportunities for resource efficiency that will intrinsically exist within 
‘organically’ diverse areas. Niche theory helps us to understand how diversity evolves 
and how opportunities for resource complementarity will inevitably arise. Through 
diversity mapping and similar studies, and the development of industry niche and 
function based indices, we can readily identify areas of high industrial diversity and 
thus look to deploy experienced symbiosis practitioners to these areas to identify 
opportunities for context-appropriate industrial symbiosis.
In conclusion, it is acknowledged that there is extensive debate on the subject of 
diversity and its effects on system functioning or, simply, the subject of how diversity is
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or should be measured. Diversity is a veritable minefield of a subject; hence for this 
study, which in many ways is the first of its kind in the context of industrial ecology and 
the use of extensive empirical industrial symbiosis data, a conscious effort was made to 
keep each analysis as straight forward and simple as possible. There is significant room 
for improvement within the field of industrial ecology when it comes to performing 
essential context-sensitive research of all aspects of industrial ecosystem evolution and 
functioning. It is hoped that this paper can provide a platform for discussion and further 
and more detailed empirical studies into the role geospatial industrial diversity plays in 
the functioning of industrial ecosystems.
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